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WCOP99, held together with ECOOP99 in Lisboa, Portugal, was the fourth

workshop in the successful series of workshops on component-oriented pro-

gramming. The previous workshops were held in conjunction with the

respective ECOOP conferences in Linz, Austria, Jyv�askyl�a, Finland, and

Brussels, Belgium. WCOP96 had focussed on the principal idea of software

components and worked towards de�nitions of terms. In particular, a high-

level de�nition of what a software component is was formed. WCOP97 con-

centrated on compositional aspects, architecture and gluing, substitutability,

interface evolution, and non-functional requirements. WCOP98 had a closer

look at issues arising in industrial practice and developed a major focus on

the issues of adaptation. WCOP'99 moved on to address issues of com-

ponent frameworks, structured architecture, and some bigger systems built

using components frameworks.

WCOP98 had been announced as follows:

WCOP'99 is the fourth event in a series of highly successful

workshops, which took place in conjunction with every ECOOP

since 1996, focusing on the important �eld of component-oriented

programming (COP).

COP has been described as the natural extension of object-

oriented programming to the realm of independently extensible
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systems. Several important approaches have emerged over the

recent years, including CORBA, COM (COM+, DCOM, Ac-

tiveX, DirectX, ...), JavaBeans. A component is not an object,

but provides the resources to instantiate objects. Often, a sin-

gle component will provide interfaces to several closely related

classes. Hence, COP is about architecure and packaging, besides

interoperation between objects.

After WCOP'96 focused on the fundamental terminology of

COP, the subsequent workshops expanded into the many re-

lated facets of component software. WCOP'99 shall emphasis

architectural design and construction of component-based sys-

tems beyond ad-hoc reuse of unrelated components. To enable

lively and productive discussions, the workshop will be limited

to 25 participants. Depending on the actually submitted posi-

tions papers, the workshop will be organized into three or four

subsequent mini-sessions, each initiated by a presentation of two

or three selected positions and followed by discussions. Instead

of splitting the workshop into task forces, it is intended to pro-

voke lively discussion by preparing lists of critical questions and

some, perhaps provocative, statements (to be used on demand).

Position papers will be formally reviewed, each by at least

two independent reviewers. As an incentive for submission of

high quality statements, the best position statements will be

combined with transcripts of workshop results and published.

Last year's WCOP'98 report observed: \The call for contributions in

the area of systems rather than individual components and their pairwise

coupling was addressed in only a minority of the submissions. It can be

speculated that this is symptomatic for the relative youth of the compo-

nent software discipline." Interestingly, this has changed and WCOP'99 did

attract a large number of submissions in the area of component frameworks.

21 papers from nine countries were submitted to the workshop and for-

mally reviewed. Eleven papers were accepted for presentation at the work-

shop and publication in the proceedings. About 40 participants from around

the world participated in the workshop.

Based on the range of submissions and the relatively weak response from

attendees when asked to submit ahead of time topics for discussion, the

organizers decided to deviate from the announced workshop format. The

workshop was organized into two morning sessions with presentations, one

afternoon breakout session with four focus groups, and one �nal afternoon
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session gathering reports form the breakout session and discussing future

direction.

1 Presentations

This section summarizes briey the contributions of the eleven presenters.

Colin Atkinson (joint work with Thomas K�uhne and Christian Bunse)

pointed to what they call the \interface vicissitude problem." The obser-

vation is that the same logical operation requires di�erent levels of detail

at di�erent architectural levels, all of which are `real' in that they are ac-

tually realized in an implementation. An example is a write operation that

accepts some datum and writes it to a �le. At a high level this might be

architected as a method on a �le object: f.write(d). Within the �le sys-

tem implementation, the operation likely turns into fm.write(f,d), i.e., a

method on a �le manager object that takes both the datum and the �le as

arguments. Finally, on the level of an ORB the operation might be coded:

orb.request("write",f,d). Obviously, none of these levels is the only

\right" one|and, equally, none of the corresponding architectural views is

\better" than any of the others. Instead, it is useful to view such architec-

ture as strati�ed, where each strata corresponds to a particular re�nement

level. Colin and Thomas observed that reective architectures are a special

case of strati�ed architectures.

Gnter Graw introduced an approach to the formalization of Catalysis,

aiming at the speci�cation of behaviour in component frameworks. His ap-

proach, called cTLA (compositional TLA) is based on Lamport's Temporal

Logic of Actions and supports constraints on processes, processes interact-

ing via joint actions, added exibility over TLA, structured veri�cation as

is required to support components, and a basis to build theorems. Relating

Gnter's work to the idea of architectural strata above, it was observed that

cTLA might be applied usefully to capture the mapping between strata as

a set of local re�nements with established properties.

Sotirios Terzis (in joint work with Paddy Nixon) observed that current

concepts of trading in distributed systems are largely based on syntactic

notions, which they perceive as insuÆcient for locating useful components.

Therefore, they propose a Component Description Language (CDL) that,

in conjunction with semantic trading, would allow to broaden the o�ering

a trader comes up with when requested to locate a matching component.

Attendants raised some concern whether such semantic trading was feasible.

Constantinos Constantinides (joint work with Atef Bader and Tzilla El-
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rad) presented an aspect-oriented design framework for concurrent systems.

They view aspects and components as two orthogonal dimensions: aspects

cut across a system and cannot be encapsulated. Examples include syn-

chronization, persistence, error handling, and security. They propose a new

kind of \module" that itself cuts across traditional modules (or components).

Deviating from the standard \weaver" approach, which requires access to

source code and which tends to explode in complexity with the introduction

of new aspects, they propose to follow a moderator pattern. A moderator is

an object that moderates between components and aspects by coordinating

semantic interaction of components and aspects. Moderators aim to mingle

binary code instead of source code{some kind of \just in time" weaving.

To get moderators into the picture, all components have to be written to

include fully abstract calls to moderators at critical points.

James Noble aimed to characterize the nature of component frameworks.

Wondering about the di�erence between Brad Cox's \evolutionary program-

ming" and component frameworks (with their provision for controlled evo-

lution), James claims that the following three technical features are charac-

teristic of component frameworks:

1. Component containment|the representation and implementation of

a component is not exposed by its interfaces.

2. Multiple instances of interfaces|a single object (single identity) can

implement multiple interfaces.

3. Interface dispatch|each interface potentially needs its own state and

behaviour (the folding of interfaces with like-named methods, as in

Java, is not generally acceptable).

During the following discussion it became clear that James refered to com-

ponent models (such as COM) as component frameworks; his three charac-

teristic properties therefore really characterize components, not component

frameworks. Attendants wondered whether interface accessibility should be

linked to levels of re�nement (like architectural strata).

Alex Telea presented his Vission System, a component framework sup-

porting the construction of rich and diverse visualization and simulation sys-

tems. As a mechanism, Alex enhanced C++ with a dataow mechanism and

provided his Vission environment as a frontend. The approach combines the

advantages from object orientation (persistance, subtyping/polymorphism)

with advantages from dataow approaches (modularity, visual program-

ming). His components use inheritance to incorporate aspects. Using meta-

class wrapping, Vission can reuse the massive existing base of scienti�c and
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visualization code|his presentation included a number of impressive exam-

ples.

Ole Madsen reported that he had been intrigued by a suggestion by

Clemens Szyperski at last year's WCOP, where Clemens suggested that

�rst-class COM support in Beta would be a good way to help Beta o�

its \island". Ole had followed through since then and reported about the

lessons learned from supporting COM in Beta. They used nested classes to

implement multiple interfaces, which worked well and which naturally allows

Beta to implement COM classes. While COM was found nice conceptually,

there are a number of messy details such as the parameter space. The rather

weak available \speci�cation" of COM IDL was seen as a major obstacle.

Ulrik Schultz discussed his idea of \blackbox program specialization."

Program specialization aims to con�gure a generic component to perform

well in a set of speci�c situations. Specialization operations require access to

the implementation, while the selection of a specialization operation depends

on the intended usage. Thus, in a component world, it is the component

implementer that understands how specialization can be applied and what

bene�ts can be gained, but it is the client using a component that knows

which particular specialization would be applied best. Ulrik therefore pro-

poses that components should implement extra interfaces that provide access

to specialization operations. These can then be called by the client in its

particular context.

Henrik Nielsen (joint work with Rene Elmstrom) pointed out that there

is a huge practical problem arising from the combination of blackbox ab-

straction and versioning. Fundamentally, with components one cannot trust

what cannot be locally veri�ed. Therefore, detailed (formal) documents and

guarding run-time checks (perhaps using wrappers) are all required. Further,

since component management is quite cumbersome, he suggests that bet-

ter tool support for dependency management among generations of groups

of components is needed. Henrik pointed out that there is a Danish na-

tional initiative that addresses some of these issues: the Centre for Object

Technology (www.cit.dk/cot).

Jing Dong (joint work with Paulo Alencar and Donald Cowan) focused

on design components and the question on how to compose these properly.

By \correct composition" he means that components don't gaine or lose

properties under composition. He illustrated his point by showing how the

iterator and the composite design pattern can be composed. To reason about

composition of design patterns, patterns need to be enriched by theories.

Composition then is theory composition and correctness of a composition

can then be proved by showing that all involved component theories still
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hold. Jing claimed that this approach could be generalized to other (non-

design) components. When asked, Jing explained that his speci�cations deal

with aliasing explicitly and that state changes are restricted by speci�ed

constraints.

David Helton proposed the view that coarse-grained components actually

work in practice and could be seen as an alternative to �ner-grained ones em-

bedded in component frameworks. He pointed to Gio Wiederholt's CHMIS

project at Standord: a research system that uses coarse-grained components.

David emphasized that such coarse-grained components are reality today,

mentioning systems by SAP, Baan, and PeopleSoft as examples. Aiming for

a synthesis, he suggests that several concepts from the small-grained com-

ponent world should be questioned when considering coarse-grained ones

instead. For example, are classes, polymorphism, and other OO concepts

needed at this level? (He thought probably not!) He proposed to eliminate

at the highest level all of implementation and interface inheritance, polymor-

phism, and possibly even instantiation, and claimed that this was similar to

what was done in the CHMIS project.

Jan Bosch closed the morning presentations with a brief statement of his

own, entitled \Software Architecture / Product Line Architectures and the

real world." His presentation started with the identi�cation that compo-

nents can be reused at three levels, i.e., across versions of a product|which

is mostly understood, across product versions and a product family|the

current state of practice is learning this, and, �nally, across product versions

and product families and organizational boundaries|except for narrow, well

established domains, we are nowhere near learning this trick. His main ad-

vice to organizations interested in converting to component-based software

engineering was to �rst establish a culture in which intra-organizational

component reuse was appreciated, before proceeding with full-scale third

party component reuse. The main argument for this was that, in his ex-

perience with a number or industrial software development organizations,

establishing a software product-line, which is based on intra-organizational

component reuse, already results in so many problems that adding the ad-

ditional dimension of complexity caused by third party components may

exceed the ability of the organization. In addition, the bene�ts of a software

product line over traditional product-oriented development are already quite

substantial.
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2 Breakout Session

The following �ve breakout groups were formed:

1. Architectural strata and re�nements.

2. Adaptation, aspect moderation, and trading.

3. Component frameworks.

4. Implementation problems with \real COM".

5. Practice versus theory/academia.

Most of the groups had between �ve and twelve members (one had only

three), all with a designated scribe and a designated moderator. The fol-

lowing subsections summarize each groups �ndings.

2.1 Architectural strata and re�nements

This group did not agree on interaction re�nement as the mechanism for

architectural re�nement, but did agree that interaction re�nement is an im-

portant concept. The group observed that strata re�nement is sometimes

automatic (as is the case with remoting infrastructure) and that in such cases

the strati�cation itself is abstracted into separate components. The group

wasn't clear whether there was a di�erence between interaction re�nement

and normal decomposition (and if there was a di�erence, which these di�er-

ences would be). They perceived a spectrum of solutions between \inlining"

and abstraction into separate components.

2.2 Adaptation, aspect moderation, and trading

This group came up with a taxonomy of adaptation levels:

� adaptation

{ system (adaptation from inside)

� collection of components (replace component)

� composition of components (rewire components) 1

1Two remarks: (a) Colin Atkinson observed that this distinction might be equivalent to
the system versus component distinction at the top-level, if properly applying interaction
re�nements; (b) Walt Hill pointed out that it would be useful to separate the specialization
of adapters from the rewiring/recon�guring step.
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� topology

� semantics of connectors

{ component (adaptation from outside)

� appearance (interfaces)

� behavior

� properties (data)

� implementation/specialization (code)

They also noted further dimensions of adaptation:

� blackbox vs. whitebox

� functional vs. non-functional (perceived as a more diÆcult, less quan-

ti�able, and therefore unclear front of attack)

� when to adapt? (with a full spectrum between compile-time and fully

lazy - for safety and performace: do as early as possible)

� ORB vs. Trader vs. Specialization

2.3 Component frameworks

This group tried to apply the notion of architecture classi�cation (Atkinson

et al.) to the Vission framework (Telea). They observed a tension for archi-

tectural classi�cation: levels vs. layers. The traditional approach suggests

the following layering picture:

enduser

data ow manager GUI manager

meta classes

C++ classes

Unfortunately, this layer structure is disturbed by cross-layer relations

preventing any linear ordering of the bottom three layers. There are relations

between layer 3 and 2, layer 2 and 1, and layer 3 and 1.

The same architecture is described very di�erently when using architec-

tural strata. One stratum is assigned to each class of user of the system: one

for endusers, one for application designers, and one for component designers.

It is possible to understand strata top-down (similar to proper layers).
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stratum structure

enduser GUI Mgr
dataow

components

application

designer
GUI Mgr DF Mgr

meta

classes

component

designer
GUI Mgr DF Mgr

meta C++

classes classes

The group concluded that mapping user layers to architectural strata

worked well in this example. Also, layer and strata views are complemen-

tary. An open research question is whether component relations can be

constrained to reside within strata rather than crossing strata.

An interesting further observation is that, at least in this example, com-

ponents are found in successive strata. It was speculated whether indeed

those things that|once revealed by a stratum|stay, can be captured by

separate components. That is, strata-based diagrams seem to expose the

notion of components (objects?) explicitly, as these are the entities that

appear in successive strata.

A number of issues are considered open:

� Is traditional \strict" layering too rigid?

� Does it conict with object segregation?

� Would the stratum model improve on this?

� What's the relation between strata and aspects? (Some relation seems

plausible.)

� Is it a problem of layering that it tries to segregate interfaces and

implementations?

2.4 Implementation problems with \real COM"

This group started discussing the Beta implementation of COM but then

progressed to more general issues. A summary of the topics discussed let to

the following laundry list:

� Components should have strong speci�cations (including pre/post-

conditions and invariants).
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� Making robust components on top of non-robust/not-well-de�ned plat-

forms is hard.

� Technology-independent components are an important research goal;

but this is very diÆcult. (Clari�cation: the independence looked for

is independence from platform-speci�c services and implementations.)

� Component technology vendors need to provide examples and expla-

nations which make it easier for implementers who are building com-

ponents.

A question from the audience as to how to teach people to get all these

things right was answered by one of the group members: \You don't. This

will remain largely the expertise of a few." (A pesimistic view indeed|

although backed by the industrial experience with other non-IT component

technologies: after initial shakeouts only a few champions remain in the

race, usually with a rich repertoir of proprietary expertise and technology.)

The suggestion that linguistic support for speci�cation aspects was re-

quired (such as pre/post-conditions) was seen as a good idea.

2.5 Practice versus theory/academia

This group considered the success factors for using theory in practice:

� Mature domains: creation of stable domain models is possible.

� Degree of criticality/complexity: there is a compelling reason to rea-

son.

� Organizational maturity level (in the CMM sense) required to get this

right.

� Scoped usage of theory: don't try to throw the biggest hammer at

everything. (This last point in particular requires great care. It is not

obvious how to contain the \spread" of a theory.)

In the context of components the group observed:

� Theory/formal methods can be naturally con�ned to speci�c compo-

nents, leading to a natural scoping approach.

� Components can bridge the gap between theory and practice: the

results of applying a particular theory in to a speci�c problem can be

reused in component form, helping to ammortize the initial investment.
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There are two further issues:

� Politics/culture: component approach establishes new dependencies

inside and between organizations.

� Cost/bene�t: component approach requires an ammortization model.

3 Concluding remarks

Concluding, we are able to state that, on the one hand, also the fourth

workshop on component-oriented programming was a highly successful event

that was appreciated by the participants, but, on the other hand, that the

issues surrounding component-oriented programming have not been solved

and that future events remain necessary to further the state of the art.

One interesting trend that we have identi�ed over the years is a change

in focus. Whereas the �rst workshops aimed at the individual components,

especially during the last event there was a clear consensus that the fo-

cus should be on the component architecture, i.e., the cooperation between

components. In particular, not the component-'wiring' standards, such as

CORBA, COM and JavaBeans, but rather the system design level issues,

such as software architectures and component frameworks.
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ABSTRACT

As the properties of components have gradually become
clearer, attention has started to turn to the architectural
issues which govern their interaction and composition. In
this paper we identify some of the major architectural
questions affecting component-based software develop-
ment and describe the predominant architectural
dimensions. Of these, the most interesting is the
“architecture hierarchy” which we believe is needed to
address the “interface vicissitude” problem that arises
whenever interaction refinement is explicitly documented
within a component-based system. We present a solution
to this problem based on the concept of stratified
architectures and object metamorphosis Finally, we
describe how these concepts may assist in increasing the
tailorability of component-based frameworks.

1 INTRODUCTION
Much of the recent debate on component-oriented
software development has naturally revolved around the
question: “what is a component?” Less attention has been
given to the architectural issues related to the structure of
component-based systems, and the nature of the key
relationships which drive component-based development
- in essence, to the question “where is a component”?
Addressing this question we believe will not only help
establish a cleaner and more general theory of
components, but will also shed light on the “what”
question by helping to clarify important characteristics of
components.

We believe four fundamental hierarchies naturally
dominate the structure of component-oriented software
systems.

1. Containment hierarchy

2. Type hierarchy

3. Meta-hierarchy

4. Architecture hierarchy

The term hierarchy is used in a general sense here to
represent a set of entities related by some transitive,
partially ordered  relationship.

The first three hierarchies may be termed “intrinsic”,
since they contain the actual components themselves. In

other words, every component must be assigned a place
in each of these hierarchies. This place is unique for each
component and serves to define its properties and
characteristics.

The fourth hierarchy, in contrast, can be thought of as
“extrinsic” since it is not actually a hierarchy of
components per se, but rather a hierarchy of
“architectures” or  “architectural strata.” In other words,
it is not the components themselves which are partially
ordered, but the architectural strata in which they appear.
This hierarchy therefore has more to do with describing
how a component is used than on defining the nature of
the component itself1.

In the following sections we discuss each of these
dimensions in more detail: section 2 describes the role of
the component hierarchy, section 3 briefly talks about the
type hierarchy, section 4 discusses the ramifications of
the meta-level hierarchy, and finally section 5 introduces
the concept of the architecture hierarchy and describes its
potential benefits. Section 6 provides a summary of the
key points, and an analysis of their implications.

2 CONTAINMENT HIERARCHY
The containment relationship is probably the most
fundamental of those influencing the structure of
component-based systems. It also has the largest number
of different names, including “aggregation”, “part-of”,
“includes”, “embeds” and of course “composition”. All
these terms are used to convey the same underlying idea
of “big” objects containing “small” objects. In fact, the
very name component is intended to reflect the idea of
containment.

Although simple in concept, containment is notoriously
difficult to apply in practice. The problem is that 100%
“pure” containment rarely occurs in the real word.
Contained objects almost always have relationships to
objects other than their container or fellow contained
objects (i.e., they are shared by multiple containers or
temporary clients), and often these can also represent
some form of containment.  Most object-oriented systems

                                                                
1 The containment hierarchy can actually can be thought of as
playing a dual role in this sense, because as well as determining
the nature of a component’s interface it also plays a role in
describing how it is deployed.
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typically contain a tangled web of inter-object links,
making the identification of a clear containment tree a
non-trivial problem. In particular, it is often difficult to
disentangle “containment” relationships from “uses” or
“peer” relationships where no containment is intended.

Why not therefore simply de-emphasize (or ignore) the
idea of containment in the structuring of object-oriented
and component-based systems? To a certain degree this is
the strategy adopted in the UML which views
aggregation as a special case of association, and advises
developers to use the latter whenever they are in any
doubt as to the applicability of the former. While it may
be possible to deemphasize containment between
individual comp onents, however, the idea of the eventual
“system” containing the components from which it is
created seems inescapable. This idea is as fundamental as
the word component itself.

This brings us to a critical question -

should the assembly of a system be viewed as a
different activity (i.e. use different concepts and
techniques) from the assembly of a component?

In other words, should the application (or use) of a
component be viewed as involving different concepts and
techniques than the creation of a component? Most
approaches to component-based development do not
explicitly address this question, but their terminology
implies that they view the two as different activities. In
other words, most approaches view a system as being a
diffe rent kind of entity from a component.

We believe this to be fundamentally at odds with the
philosophy of component-based development. There
seems to be no good reason why an assembly of
components developed to meet the requirements for a
“system” should not at a later stage also be viewable as
an  individual component, should their collective services
be useful in the creation of a larger system (i.e. as a
component).  However, if one accepts the metaphor:

“a system = a component”

one is  compelled to provide a uniform component model
which treats all components in the same way regardless
of their location in the composition hierarchy or whether
they are used as a system or as a part of a system.  The
only factor which should determine the activities and
concepts applied to a component should be relevant the
requirements (functional or non-functional).

3 TYPE HIERARCHY
Another hierarchy that plays a fundamental role in
component-based development is the type hierarchy. As
in object-oriented approaches, the basic idea of a type is
to control the linking together and interaction of
components based on some form of explicitly specified
set of expectations (i.e. a contract). Like containment, the
idea of a type also goes by various names, the chief
among them being “role”, “class”, and “interface”.  These
concepts all essentially serve to define a set of
expectations that govern interactions and relationships

between objects. They also can placed into hierarchies
which organize such “expectation specifications” in
terms of their commonalties and differences. These
hierarchies also go by various different names, including
type hierarchy, role hierarchy and interface hierarchy.

In most existing component technologies a component
type (i.e. interface) is embodied by the set of operations
that the component exports, and the information which
these operations receive and return (i.e. parameters).
Exception definitions are also sometimes included. While
this provides a rudimentary way of defining expectations,
it leaves a lot of information missing. For example, the
typical interface specification says nothing about the
expected effects of operations, or the expected
interleaving of operations.  Guaranteed substitutability of
components, which is the underlying motivation for
typing, requires that the client and supplier of a service
be in complete agreement about the full nature of the
expectations to be satisfied.

The “system = component” metaphor mentioned in the
previous section, suggests one way of approaching this
problem; namely, to model a component interface by a
suite of UML diagrams as if the component were a
system. Various analysis/design methods present ways of
using UML (or equivalent) diagrams to described the
requirements satisfied by a system, so it would seem
reasonable that these might also be useful for modeling
interfaces. At the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental
Software Engineering we are investigating an approach
based on the diagram suite defined in the Fusion method
[1] as adapted for the UML by FuML [2].

4 META HIERARCHY
Metamodeling has become fashionable. However, many
of the approaches which claim to be based on meta
modeling fail to follow through with the full
implications. The best example is the UML [3], which
ostensibly assumes the four level modeling framework
illustrated in Figure 1. Each layer, except the bottom
layer, represents a model (i.e. a class diagram)
instantiated from the elements described in the layer
above. The exceptions to this rule are the bottom layer,
which contains the actual objects embodying the data of
the user, and the top layer which is regarded as an
instance of itself.  Normal user class diagrams reside at
the second level, immediately above the bottom “data”
layer.
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instance_of

instance_of

instance_of

(M0)
Data

(M1)
Model

(M2)
Meta-model

(UML Meta-Model)

(M3)
Meta-meta-model

(MOF)

Figure 1. UML Model Framework

The main consequence of this approach for components
is that elements in all but the bottom layer generally have
the properties of both an object and a class (i.e. they are
clabjects [4]). This is because they represent a template
for instantiating instances at the level below, and at the
same time they are themselves instances of templates
from the level above. This dual faceted view of
components is depicted in figure 2.

Type (class) view Instance (object) view

Figure 2. Class/Object View of a Component

Most approaches that adopt such a multi-layered model
hierarchy, such as UML and OPEN, ignore this fact
because it leads to some awkward consequences.
Ironically, however, this dual object/class facet could
actually help address a problem that has been central to
the component debate for some time; namely “is a
component an object or a template (from which objects
can be created)”?   Some authors, such as Orfali et. al.
view a component as an object with certain additional
properties [5], but others such as Szyperski, believe that a
component is not an object, but can only be used to
instantiate objects [6]. If one accepts the class/object
duality implied by a rigorous multi-level modeling
framework, the most general answer would be that a
component is both.

The phrase “most general”  is here because not all
components will necessarily have both facets all of the
time. However, the class/object duality occurs more often
than might be expected. For example, components which
are primarily intended to provide a template for
instantiating objects typically tend to have some “static”
information, such as a serial number, which essential
corresponds to attribute values in the object facet. In the
UML, such attributes are called “tagged values”, while in
programming languages they are called “static data

members”. The only difference from normal attributes is
that that they are not usually changed at run-time.

Similarly, components which are primarily intended to
serve as objects (e.g. CORBA objects), often have an
associated reflection API which can be used to provide
access to certain kinds of “static” information. Also,
environments such as CORBA usually store “meta
information” about running objects, typically in interface
repositories. These both essentially correspond to the
template facet of the components.

Even with existing component technologies, therefore,
explicit class/object duality may provide a natural and
clean unifying model for handling the various char-
acteristics of components and the different, often
separated, pieces of information that are maintained
about them. However, the possibility also remains that a
pure and fully object-oriented component model of the
kind characterized by Smalltalk, in which every class has
an explicit run-time presence, may offer one of the best
long term strategies for promoting component-based
software development.

5 ARCHITECTURE HIERARCHY
The three “dimensions” described in the previous
sections are fairly conventional, and in one form or
another appear in most existing component technologies.
However, the fourth “dimension” described in this
section is much less conventional, and as far we are
aware does not exist explicitly in any of the current or
proposed component-based development technologies. It
also differs from the previous three hierarchies in that it
is not a hierarchy of components per se. In order to
explain precisely what it is  rather than what it is not, we
first need to elaborate upon the problem that it is aimed at
solving.

5.1 The Problem
To illustrate the problem we will consider the classic
scenario of communication between remote entities in a
distributed system. The example will be based on a
simple client/server scenario in which a file manger
(server) supports requests to read and write strings to and
from files. We will consider both function-oriented and
object-oriented version of the system, in both localized
and distributed forms.

5.1.1 Localized File Management System
As might be expected, the localized, function-oriented
version of the system is the simplest. Figure 3 illustrates
a client function, Writer, issuing a call to a server function,
write.
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Void Writer {
   …
   write (fn, d)
   …
}

void write {File f, String data}

client

server

Figure 3. Localized Function-Oriented Form

The write function takes two parameters: a reference of
type File serving to identify the target file and a String
representing the data to be written to the file. The read
server function is similar, but obviously the String
parameter would have to be passed by reference in order
to return the value. In this example, the actual file
reference is fn  and the actual string to be written is d.

In an object-oriented system all functions have to belong
to objects. The basic difference in the object-oriented
version of the system, therefore, is that the write and writer
functions have to be defined as part of a class definition,
as illustrated in figure 4 (write becomes do_write ). The
basic interaction is the same, however.

public class File_Manager {
   public void write (File f, String data);
   public void read (File f, &String data);
{

public class Writer {
   File_Manager fm;

   public void do_write {
      …
      fm.write(fn, d)
      …
   {
{

client
server

Figure 4. Localized Object-Oriented Form

The Writer and File_Manager classes in the object-oriented
version of the system can also be depicted graphically.
Figure 5 is an equivalent UML collaboration diagram
which indicates that an instance of Writer, called w, sends
a message write() to an instance of File_Manager called fm.

w : Writer

write (fn, d)

fm : File_Manager

Figure 5 Localized UML Collaboration Diagram

5.1.2 Distributed File Management System
Whether written in a function-oriented or object-oriented
style, if the client and server are on the same machine the
compiler can simply link all the appropriate components
into a single program, and the interaction between them
will be implemented directly as a normal, local function
(or method) call.

However, if the file manager and writer need to execute
on different machines, things get a little more
complicated. It is now necessary to arrange for the
communication to be implemented via the network.

void writer {
   write (f, d);
}

void write {
    ...
   make_call(“write”, fn, d);
    ...
}

void write (File f, String data)

void request_dispatcher {
   loop {
       ...
      write {fn, d);
       ...
   }
}

client

stub

dispatcher

serverLogical interaction

Node A Node B

Figure 6. Distributed Function-Oriented Form

A well-known and widely used strategy for
implementing remote communication is to use a “stub, as
depicted in figure 6. Instead of calling the server function
directly, as in the localized system, the client instead
calls the special “stub” which arranges for the interaction
to be implemented in terms of the communication
services supported by the network. Notice that the name
of the function to be called now has to be passed as a
parameter to the remote dispatcher to enable it to decide
which of its local functions to call. In some
circumstances such stubs can be generated automatically,
but in others it may have to be coded by hand. In either
case, the stub is linked into the client’s program instead
of the original implementation of the server function.

On the server’s side, some form of request dispatcher
(a.k.a. entry port) is needed to receive incoming
messages and call the original server function on the
remote client’s behalf. This is the request_dispatcher
illustrated in figure 6. The job of this entity is to respond
to incoming service request by decoding the message and
invoking the appropriate function.

This same idea can of course be applied in the object-
oriented version of the system. In fact, this is the basis of
the ubiquitous “request broker” technology underlying
CORBA and other distributed object environments.

public class Writer’ {
   ORB o;

   public void request_write {
      orb.request (“write”, fn, d)
   }
}

public class ORB {
   public request (String name

              File, &String);
    ...
  }
}

public class File_Manager {
   public void Write(File, String);
   public void read (File, &String);
}

void request_dispatcher {
   loop {
       ...
      Fm.write {fn, s);
       ...
   }
}

client

ORB
Dispatcher (ORB)

server

Node A Node B

Figure 7. Distributed Object-Oriented Form

As illustrated in figure 7, the job that previously fell to
the stub2 in the function-oriented version of the system
now falls to a method of the ORB. In this example the
method is called request(). The body of this method is

                                                                
2 Different distributed object technologies use words such as
“stub” and “proxy” in non-standard ways. In this discussion we
use the word in a general sense, not in the technical sense of
any particular distributed object standard (e.g. COBRA, Java
RMI etc.).
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essentially equivalent to the stub, and sends the
appropriate information over the network in order to
implement the required interaction.

The job of the request dispatcher at the other end is also
played by an orb. ORBs therefore play the general role of
mediators between remote objects which wish to interact.
The example is a little artificial since the ORB methods
have parameters which are specific for this application,
whereas in general of course they would be more
generic.  Figure 8 provides a UML interaction diagram
for the implementation illustrated in figure 7.

w 2: Writer2  

make_call (“write”, fn, d)

fm : File_Manager  

oc  : ORB  os  : ORB  

write (fn, d)request (“write”, fn, d)

Figure 8. Distributed UML Collaboration Diagram

5.1.3 Interface Vicissitude3

So what is the problem? The basic issue is that in the
object-oriented (and hence component-oriented) version
of the system, the interface between objects can change
depending on the level of abstraction at which the
interaction or relationship between them is described.
This can be seen by comparing figures 4 and 7, or their
graphical UML equivalents, 5 and 8. In figures 4 and 5,
the client, Writer, has an interface with File_Manager  in
which it invokes the operation write(). In a distributed
implementation, this interaction might be referred to as
the logical interaction. However, in figures 5 and 8, by
contrast, the client, Writer, has no interface with
File_Manager at all, but instead has an interface with
ORB, in which it invokes the request() operation.

The phenomenon is not confined to the implementation
of distributed communication, or to just two architecture
levels. On the contrary, it occurs whenever an abstract
interaction is refined into a more detailed description
involving lower level components and less abstract
interactions. Examples include transactions, security,
persistence etc. - in fact, almost any service provided by
component-based environments such a CORBA. The
idea can also obviously be generalized to multiple levels.
In fact, the interaction described in this example can
easily be generalized to a third level by viewing the type,
File, as a “persistent” class type rather than as a simple
reference type and treating the write() operation as a
method of this class rather than File_Manager. This would
give the following view of the interaction illustrated
textually in figure 9 and graphically in figure 10.

                                                                
3 Vicissitude; n: regular change or succession of one thing to
another, alternation; mutual succession, interchange (Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary).

public class File {
public void write (String data);
public void read (&String data);

{

public class Writer {
File fn;

public void do_write {
      …

fn.write(d);
      …
   {
{

client
server

Figure 9. “Persistent Class” Object-Oriented Form

w : Writer  
write (d)

fn : File  

Figure 10. “Persistent Class” UML Collaboration Diagram

If we think of the structure and interactions described by
the preceding figures as representing the architecture of
the system (which in essence is what is meant by
“architecture”), this means that the system can be
considered to have different architectures at different
levels of abstraction. Figures 4 and 5 represent
descriptions of the architecture of the system (the first
textual, the second graphical) which are equally as valid
as figures 5 and 8 (and figures 9 and 10), the only
difference is the level of abstraction at which the
interaction to write information to a file is described.
This would perhaps not be such an issue if the properties
of the component involved in each view remained
constant, but this is not the case — the interface4 of the
user component Writer  is completely different in each
case. In other words, the interface of Writer changes
depending on which architectural perspective it is viewed
from. This is what we refer to as “interface vicissitude”.

Why is this a problem? In this small example we have
shown three equally valid views of the architecture of the
system, each with different interfaces for the Writer
component. This begs the question as to which of the
architectures is the correct (or best) one, or alternatively
which of the interfaces of Writer is the correct (or best)
one? If only one is to be considered the architecture,
which one is it and how is it chosen?

Of course, it is always possible to place a wrapper around
an ORB in the style of the Adapter pattern to make it
have the appearance of the final server. In this example,
this would mean placing a “proxy” on the client side to
present the File_Manager interface to Writer instead of the
ORB interface. But this essentially represents an attempt
to simulate one architecture in terms of another, and
implies that for some reason one architecture (or
interface) has been chosen as preferable to another.
However, unless superior tools are available at the higher
abstraction level, or the translation to the lower level is
                                                                
4 The interface involved is often called the  “required” or
“imported” interface since it defines facilities used by the
component rather than services provided for use by others.
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fully automated, inserting such proxies only serve to
complicate the lower-level architecture and decrease its
efficiency. The issue is one of architecture modeling, or
conceptualization, rather than interface adaptation.

It is interesting to consider why this problem does not
arise in function-oriented software architecture. The
reason goes right to the heart of what differentiates
function-oriented approaches from object oriented
approaches; object identity. In the function-oriented
versions of the system (figures 3 and 6) the interface
between the writer and the File_Manager is not at all
affected by the identity of the communicating partners.
As a consequence, the real write() method can be replaced
by a stub (to handle remote communication) without in
any way affecting the original communicating parties.
This facilitates the creation of layered architectures of the
kind characterized by the ISO Open Systems
Interconnection model illustrated in figure 11. Because
interactions at a given level can be refined without
affecting the original communicating parties, clean layers
can be established in which each module occupies one
and only one layer.

               

presentation  
layer

session  
layer

transport  
layer

network  
layer

data  
layer

application  
layer

physical  
layer

               

presentation  
layer

session  
layer

transport  
layer

network  
layer

data  
layer

application  
layer

physical  
layer

logical

interface

physical  
interface

Figure 11. ISO OSI Model

In the object-oriented approach, in contrast, the identity
(and hence the type) of the server object is bound up in
the definition of every client/server interface. This means
that it is not possible to refine a high-level interaction by
the introduction of intermediary objects without
changing the interface of the client objects. This is
illustrated in figure 12, which shows that in refining an
interaction between two objects X and Y, not only are
additional objects A and B introduced (as in the function-
oriented approach) but the interface of the client X is
changed to that of X’.

X Y

YX’

A

Figure 12. Interaction Refinement

5.2 The Solution
From a practical perspective the architecture which is the
most “real”, and which is normally regarded as the
architecture, is the one that describes the system at the
highest level of abstraction that can be understood and
manipulated by automated tools. In other words, it is the
one which describes the system in terms of concepts
support directly by a high-level programming or
interface language. For example, a CORBA developer
usually thinks in terms of an architecture that directly
involves ORBs and the other mediating elements that
make up the OMG OMA.

Theoretically speaking, however, this particular
architecture is no more “real” than any of the other
architectures at higher levels of abstraction. They each
represent an equally valid and complete description of
the system. In fact, there are also often additional
architectures at (hidden) lower levels because most
compilers insert additional “system” objects to support
the implementation of the abstractions in the
programming language. For example, the transformation
from the “persistent class” architecture illustrated in
figure 9 and 10, to the “File Manager” architecture
illustrated in figures 3 and 4, is often performed
automatically by a compiler when implementing
persistent objects. Ult imately, interaction with the kernel
itself can be thought of as a refinement of higher level
architectures.

For these reasons, we believe the only theoretically clean
way of handling the interface vicissitude problem
outlined above is to define a conceptual framework
which makes all the important architectural levels
explicitly visible by organizing them in a hiera rchy of the
form illustrated in figure 11. This illustrates a conceptual
architecture that was used within the MISSION project at
the University of Houston – Clear Lake to visualize the
highly complex system architectures needed for safety
critical, non-stop, distributed systems [7]. Each level in
this model defines a full object-oriented architecture,
each providing a complete, and semantically equivalent,
description of the system. An architecture at a given
level represents a refinement of the architecture at the
level above. The compiler (and other automated tools)
may only directly understand the bottom level, but
explicitly identifying and elaborating the more abstract
levels (and the relationships between them) is
increasingly being recognized as important for
supporting systematic development and traceability, and
thus ultimately system quality [8].
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…

Figure 11 Architectural Levels

5.2.1 Stratified Architectures
Although each of the levels in figure 11 represents an
architecture in the sense that the term is usually used (i.e.
a description of the elements, relationships and
interactions in a system), we believe it is not particularly
intuitive to think of a system as having multiple
architectures. Instead, we prefer to stay with the concept
of a single architecture for a single system, but to
introduce the concept of multiple strata within a given
architecture. Thus, instead of saying that figure 11
illustrates multiple architectures, we would say that it
illustrates a single architecture consisting of multiple
strata.

It is important to realize that these strata are not layers in
the normal sense. This is because one stratum may
actually contain the same object as another stratum, but
with a different interface reflecting the effects of an
interaction refinement. In contrast, architectural element
in a conventional layered architecture such as the ISO
OSI architecture illustrated in figure 11, appear in one
and only one layer. Of course, it is possible to define a
link between the two concepts. Within a given level of a
stratified architecture it is possible to define layers
corresponding to the higher level strata, in which
elements are allocated to layers depending on their
stratum of first appearance.

It is also important to realize that these layers do not
correspond to the usual analysis, design an implementa-
tion descriptions of a system that are assumed in most
object-oriented development methods. This is because
each architecture level describes “how” the system is
organized (as opposed to what it supposed to do for
analysis models), and each provides as full a description
of the system as any other.

5.2.2 Object Metamorphosis
The architecture strata concept addresses the interface
vicissitude issue from an “architectural” perspective, but
it does not provide a good way of dealing with the
phenomenon from the perspective of an individual object
or class. For example, what is the nature of the

relationship between  X and X’ in figure 12, or the Writer
and Writer’ from figures 4 and 7 respectively.

A metaphor from real life which seems to reflect the
phenomenon fairly accurately is the idea of
metamorphosis. The relationship between X and X’ and
Writer and Writer’ seems similar to the relationship
between a caterpillar and the butterfly which it eventually
becomes. The caterpillar and the butterfly are the same
object, but have totally different external forms and
characteristics. This also ties in well with the idea of
architectural strata, since the concept of metamorphosis is
also applied in geology to the process which changes a
certain kind of rock into another form.

In the context of a stratified architecture, therefore, we
describe X’ as a metamorphosis of X, and Writer’ a s  a
metamorphosis of Writer. In figure 11, a black circle
within an architectural stratum represents a
metamorphosis of an object in the level above whereas a
white circle denotes an object newly introduced at a
given level.

5.2.3 Related Concepts
The idea of viewing a component-based architecture as
containing multiple strata, in which a given component
may appear in numerous strata in different forms, seems
to have a relationship to several other areas of object
technology that are currently generating significant of
interest. We mention the main ones briefly below.

Connectors
The idea of “connectors” is a recurring theme in abstract
component-based programming models. The goal is
basically to try to reify the connections between
components, so that like components they also can be
treated as first class citizens. However,  most attempts
have run into problems in handling the large variety and
form of “connectors” at a single level of abstraction. The
idea of explicitly defining multiple architecture levels
may help address this problem by cleanly allowing
objects to be associated with connectors, albeit at a lower
architectural strata than the components they originally
connect.

Reflective Architectures
A fashionable concept in recent years has been the idea
of reflective architectures, in which aspects of a system’s
functionality related to the interaction of regular
components are separated into a distinct “meta” level.  In
a sense, a stratified architecture can be viewed as a
generalization of such a reflective architecture, since it
also provides a way of separating functionality related to
component interaction. However, we believe the
stratified architecture concept to be more powerful
because not only can it be generalized to multiple
abstraction levels, but it also requires the introduction of
fewer additional modeling concepts. In contrast,
reflective architectures require quite a complex set of
additional mechanisms.
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Frameworks
Last but not least, the stratified architecture concept may
prove useful in the creation of flexible component
frameworks.  A framework is essentially a semi-complete
software system which has been carefully parameterized
with respect to the components that represent the most
variable elements of the domain. A system can thus be
instantiated from the framework simply by providing the
specific  components needed for the particular applica-
tion.

The problem is that components (i.e. objects) are not
normally the most variable elements of a software
architecture - the interactions (i.e. functions) between
components are. Indeed, the validity of this statement is
one of the main grounds given for the superiority of the
object-oriented approach over function oriented
approaches. By providing an explicit representation of
high-level interactions in terms of lower-level objects and
interactions, a stratified architecture can facilitate
component-based parameterization which much more
closely matches the elements of highest variability in a
domain. In other words, in contrast with a normal
framework, based on a normal (single-level) architecture,
a stratified framework can be parameterized with respect
to components form various strata, not just the top level.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have identified some of the major
architectural issues affecting component-based software
development, and have described what we believe to be
the four predominant architectural dimensions.

Two other dimensions are also worthy of mention, and
play a significant role in component-based development.
The first of these is the dimension which deals with
different versions and releases of components. In a sense
this can be viewed as the time dimension, since versions
are created and exist over time. In the terminology used
previously this would be thought of as an intrinsic
dimension since it involves the components themselves.

The second might best be thought of as  the
“representation” dimension, since it deals with the
different ways in which a given component can be
represented (e.g. graphically, textually etc.). As such it
would be an extrinsic dimension, since it does not
involve the comp onents per se.

The architecture dimension explained in section 4
handles one particular form of refinement, albeit one of
the most important, which is interaction refinement.
However, there are numerous other forms of refinement
which exists between different descriptions of the same
phenomenon at different levels of abstraction. These
different forms of refinement need to be distinguished
from translation which describes a given phenomenon in
a different way but at the same level of abstraction.

Of the various dimensions presented, the most
unconventional is the architectural dimension which we
believe is needed to address the interface vicissitude
problem that arises whenever interaction refinement is

explicitly documented within a component-based system.
After describing the details of the problem, we presented
a solution based on the concepts of stratified architectures
and object metamorphosis. We also explained how this
approach could help in other important object oriented
technologies. In particular, we briefly discussed how
stratified frameworks could be designed to provide a
more optimal representation of the high variability
elements (i.e. hot spots) in most software domains;
namely those related to component interactions.

The main question which remains unanswered in this
paper is how these various dimensions relate to one
another and which if any, is the most dominant. This
question, as well as the other ideas presented in the paper,
are the subject of ongoing research within the component
engineering group at the university of Kaiserslautern, and
the SOUND and KobrA projects at the Fraunhofer
Institute for Experimental Software Engineering..
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Abstract

In Aspect-Oriented Programming we decompose a
problem into a number of functional components as well
as a number of aspects and then we compose these
components and aspects to obtain system implementa-
tions. The goal is to achieve an improved separation of
concerns in both design, and implementation. Our work
concentrates on the aspectual decomposition of concur-
rent object-oriented systems. Following the component
hierarchy within the object-oriented programming
paradigm we categorized aspects as intra-method, in-
tra-object and intra-package according to their hierar-
chical level of cross-cutting. We achieve composition of
concerns, through the use of an object we call the mod-
erator that coordinates the interaction of components
and aspects while preserving the semantics of the over-
all system. Since aspects can cut across components at
every level, we view the moderator is a recurring pat-
tern from intra-method to intra-package. Our design
framework provides an adaptable model and a compo-
nent hierarchy using a design pattern. The moderator
pattern is an architecture that allows for an open lan-
guage where new aspects (specifications) can be added
and their semantics can be delivered to the compiler
through the moderator. In essence the moderator is a
program that extends the language itself. Our goal is to
achieve separation of concerns and retain this separa-
tion without having to produce an intermingled source
code.

Keywords: Aspect-Oriented Programming, Concurrent
programming, Open Implementation.

1. Introduction and statement of the
problem

There are numerous benefits from having an impor-
tant concern of a software system being expressed well
localized in a single code section. We can more easily
understand it, analyze it, modify it, extend it, debug it,

reuse it etc. The need for dealing with one important
issue at a time was coined as the principle of separation
of concerns [6]. To date, the primary idea for organizing
software systems has been based on software decompo-
sition, where a problem would be broken down into sub-
problems that can be addressed relatively independ-
ently. A component is defined as a modular unit of
functionality. Software decomposition and program-
ming languages have been mutually supportive. Current
programming languages and paradigms support a num-
ber of modular representations such as subroutines, pro-
cedures, and objects. They further support composition
of modules into whole systems. At the same time, many
systems have properties that do not necessarily align
with the system's functional components, and cannot be
localized to objects (or any other traditional modular
unit). Example issues include resource allocation, per-
formance optimizations, failure handling, synchroniza-
tion, coordination, memory management, real-time con-
straints, distribution of tasks, network reconfiguration,
and scheduling policies. Aspects are defined as proper-
ties that tend to cut across groups of functional compo-
nents. In essence, an aspect is a new kind of program-
ming construct that supports a new kind of module,
where a cross-cutting concern is captured in a clear unit.
While these aspects can be thought about and analyzed
relatively separately from the basic functionality, at the
implementation level they must be combined together.
Programming them manually into the system’s func-
tionality using current component-oriented languages
tends to result in these aspects being spread throughout
the code [9, 10]. This code tangling makes the source
code difficult to develop, understand, and evolve by
destroying modularity and reducing software quality. In
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) the major goals
are abstraction, modularity, and code reuse. Aspect-
Oriented Programming (AOP) retains these goals and
manages to go a step further in order to avoid the prob-
lem of code tangling. Although AOP is not bound to
OOP, we can view it as an extension of OOP, and as
such it is more than a programming paradigm. In [11,
14] AOP is viewed as a design framework for separat-



ing the concerns in a system. It is therefore not bound to
programming only but rather should be viewed as a
general modeling mechanism, which applies to all
phases of the life cycle of the software. In fact, [13, 16]
encourage aspectual decomposition from the very be-
ginning. Current AOP approaches view components and
aspects as two separate entities where the aspects are
automatically weaved into the functional behavior of the
system in order to produce the overall system. In [14] it
was argued that generalized procedure languages do not
provide the right abstraction for the description of as-
pects. The importance of having appropriate languages
for the expression of aspects was also addressed and it
was argued that aspect languages, can make aspect code
more concise and easier to understand. If aspects are
expressed in domain-specific languages, one needs an
aspect language for every type of aspect. The weaver
implements one (or more) aspect languages. Current
weavers are implemented bearing in mind the nature of
aspects, and weavers can only be produced for aspects
where the interactions between the different aspects are
well understood. They are relatively difficult to under-
stand, and they can for the moment only be built for
specialized purposes [13]. In [8] it is argued that it is the
interaction of components and aspects that makes
weaving necessary. The necessity of the weaver is also
stressed in [5]. On the other hand [17] views weaving as
a more general process that corresponds to component
composition rather than merging, with binding accord-
ing to the normal rules of compile time inheritance.

One difference in the proposals for supporting AOP
resides in the way in which aspects are weaved across
the functional components of the system: if the weaving
is static or dynamic, and if there is code transformation.
Additionally there are proposals of specific languages
for the support and implementation of AOP versus ex-
tensions to general-purpose languages, plus differences
in the level of abstraction of these implementations. We
argue that automatic weaver implementations and aspect
languages impose a number of restrictions which we
discuss below:

Increased complexity of a general-purpose aspect
language. Where a general-purpose aspect language is
implemented, the introduction of new types of aspects
will require the language to be extended in order to pro-
vide new constructs for their representations. As the
number of these aspects increases, the complexity of the
aspect language would also increase.

Expressiveness of general-purpose aspect languages.
Can a general-purpose aspect language really be general
purpose? We yet have to see real examples of express-
ing different kinds of aspects such as synchronization,
scheduling, fault tolerance, etc. in current proposals.

Restrictions imposed by static weaving, and lack of
support of dynamic weaving. In current implementa-
tions, the weaving process is static. Aspects reference
the classes of those objects whose behavioral additions
describe, and define at which join point additions should
be made. Static weaving means to modify the source
code of a class by inserting aspect-specific statements at
join points. In other words, aspect code is inlined into
classes. The result is a highly optimized woven code
whose execution speed is comparable to that of code
written without AOP. The aspect weaver delivered with
AspectJ [10] is an example for a static weaver. How-
ever, static weaving makes it difficult to later identify
aspect-specific statements in woven code. As a conse-
quence, adapting or replacing aspects dynamically dur-
ing run-time can be time consuming or not possible at
all.  An example where this would be beneficial is given
by [13] where a load balancing aspect could replace the
load distribution strategy woven before with a better one
depending on the current load of managed servers. Cur-
rently, automatic weaving is not a viable technology for
implementing aspects in a dynamic environment. Dy-
namic weaving facilitates incremental weaving and
makes debugging easier. On the other hand, static
weaving has advantages over performance [4]. Ideally,
an implementation should support both static and dy-
namic weaving. A feasible approach to handle dynamic
weaving is to implement aspects using meta-objects. A
number of proposals address dynamic weaving through
the use of meta-programming [12, 15].

Increased complexity of an automatic weaver. The
weaver confines itself to the nature of the aspects and
the constructs provided by the aspect language(s) it im-
plements. The weaver must contain a specific interpreter
for each aspect description language. If a new type of
aspect of concern were to be added to the model, the
weaver would have to be modified (extended) to adapt
to the new model. As different aspect description lan-
guages address different types of aspects, an increase in
the number of aspect language would result in an in-
crease in the complexity of the weaver.

Aspect inter-relationships. An open problem remains
the issue of aspect-aspect interaction. We can break this
down into two areas: 1) relationship of orthogonal as-
pects and 2) the existence of non-orthogonal aspects.
The relationship of orthogonal aspects relies on their
order of activation and on their validation and verifica-
tion. Current aspect-oriented architectures have ad-
dressed models where aspects are orthogonal and there-
fore present a flat structure. There are cases where as-
pects are not orthogonal, but they can cut across each
other. In these cases the overall structure is not flat but
rather hierarchical. The issue of non-orthogonal aspects
still remains an open problem, which we believe can be



attacked in either of two ways: 1) by language design
and 2) by implementation.

Debugging and level of weaving. Current imple-
mentations such as AspectJ, weaving is done before
compile time. Of great interest remains the issue of de-
bugging an aspect program. In current proposals, such
as AspectJ, the only way of thinking about and therefore
bedugging a program is to examine the woven code. We
believe that this should not be the case and the imple-
mentor should not be constrained by the requirement
that there exist woven code that is readable by the pro-
grammer. In [3] the author proposes a reflective archi-
tecture where weaving is done at the metalevel so that to
avoid the intermingling of component and aspect code.
However, this approach suffers for a decrease of the
performance of the application.

2. Introduction to the Aspect Moderator
Pattern

We believe that neither the use of aspect languages
nor an automatic weaver tool provides a necessity in
order to achieve separation of concerns. We shift the
weaver’s responsibility to a class, which we call the
moderator class that would coordinate aspects and com-
ponents together (figure 1). The moderator class should
be extensible in order to make the overall system adapt-
able to addition of new aspects. We also believe that the
use of a moderator class provides the flexibility to the
programmer to retain the definition of aspects by current
programming languages. It also provides the basis for a
design framework that would make use of patterns. The
importance of design patterns within the AO technology
was addressed in [11]. The moderator class defines the
semantic interaction between the components and the
aspects. Further, the semantics of the model define the
order of activation of the aspects. We view a concurrent
(shared) object as being decomposed into a set of ab-
stractions that form a cluster of cooperating objects: a
functional behavior, synchronization, and scheduling.
The behavior of a concurrent object can be reused, or
extended. There are other issues that might also be in-
volved, such as security and fault tolerance. We focus
on the relationships between these abstractions within
the cluster. We propose an aspect-oriented design pat-
tern that we call the aspect moderator pattern. This pat-
tern makes use of a class, which acts as a proxy to the
functional component, and would moderate the func-
tional behavior together with different aspects of con-
cern, by handling their interdependencies. We stress the
fact that the activation order of the aspects is the most
important part in order to verify the semantics of the
system. Synchronization has to be verified before
scheduling. A possible reverse in the order of activation

may violate the semantics. If security is introduced to a
shared object, we first need to verify the identity of the
caller and therefore we first have to handle security be-
fore synchronization.

3. Architecture of the moderator pattern

A sequential object is comprised by functionality
control and shared data. Access to this shared data is
controlled by synchronization and scheduling abstrac-
tions. Synchronization controls enable or disable
method invocations for selection. The synchronization
abstraction is composed of guards and post-actions.
During the precondition phase, guards will validate the
synchronization conditions. In the post-condition phase,
post-actions will update the synchronization variables.
The scheduling abstraction allows the specification of
scheduling restrictions and terminate-actions. At the
pre-condition phase, scheduling restrictions use sched-
uling counters to form the scheduling condition for each
method. At the post-condition phase, terminate actions
update the scheduling counters. The moderator class is
derived from the functionality class. During the precon-
dition phase, the synchronization constraints of the in-
voked method are evaluated. If the current synchroniza-
tion condition evaluates to TRUE, a RESUME value is
returned to the caller, and the scheduling constraints are
evaluated; otherwise a BLOCKED value is returned. The
evaluation of the scheduling restrictions will also return
RESUME or BLOCKED. After executing the precondition
phase, the moderator will activate the method in the
sequential object. During post-condition, synchroniza-
tion variables and scheduling counters are updated upon
method completion. This section addresses four issues:
1) non-orthogonality of aspects, 2) the provision of an
adaptable model, 3) the provision of a design and im-
plementation hierarchy and 4) composition of aspects.

3.1 Non-orthogonal aspects

The moderator can handle the issue of non-
orthogonal aspects by expressing the semantics of the
dependencies between two non-orthogonal aspects. For
example, during the pre-condition phase of the security
aspect, the moderator can include variables from any
non-orthogonal aspect to security.

3.2 Adaptability

Aspects can be replaced, or extended. One of the
advantages of this approach is that if a new aspect of
concern would have to be added to the system, we do
not need to modify the moderator. We can simply create
a new class to inherit and re-define it, and reuse it for a
new behavior. The inherited class can handle all previ-



ous aspects, together with the newly added aspect.
Much like one can weave aspects on demand, such as
tracing aspects [3], our framework provides this option
by easily adding or ignoring an aspect of a component
within a cluster. Adaptability is also applied to compo-
nents. This design framework addresses the complexity
issue in the case where new aspects are introduced and
would have to be added. The aspect-moderator pattern
does not require some new syntactic structure for the
representation of new aspects, but simply a new class
for the new aspect. Adaptability includes cases where an
aspect will have to be removed from the overall system.

aspects functional behavior

method A

method B

synchronization

scheduling

moderator

OBJECT

Figure 1.  The aspect moderator.

3.3 Design hierarchy

In [2] it is argued that it seems natural to choose
classes (objects) as components in the OOP paradigm.
We take this argument further and propose a hierarchy
of components according to the component hierarchy
within the OOP paradigm. At the lowest level we have a
method. Methods are combined into objects where each
object belongs to a class, and several classes can belong
to a package. We can apply the moderator pattern to all
levels of this hierarchy since aspects can cut across
every member of this component hierarchy. One or
more aspects can cut across invocations within a single
method. We call these aspects, intra-method (or inter-
invocation). Aspects can also cut across methods within
a single object. We refer to these as intra-object aspects
(or inter-method). Aspects can also cut across objects
within the same package. We refer to these as intra-
package aspects (or inter-object).  The programmer has
to identify the aspects at each level and address them
independently. Since aspects can cut across components
at every level, the moderator is a recurring pattern from
intra-method to intra-package. Our design framework
will be based on this hierarchy since we believe that it

provides a better aspectual analysis and design of a
system. Our approach follows a component design and
implementation hierarchy (figure 2). According to our
classification of aspects, the moderator at the lowest
level can therefore be referred to as intra-method. At the
next level the moderator is referred to as intra-object,
and at the highest level it is referred to as intra-package
moderator.

3.4 Composition of aspects

At each level of the hierarchy we can maintain an
aspect bank, where the moderator of a cluster may ini-
tially need to collect all the required aspects from. The
aspect bank (figure 3) is a hierarchical 2-Dimensional
composition of the system in terms of aspects and com-
ponents. The moderator will initially consult the aspect
bank in order to collect the required aspects.

method B

aspect 1

aspect 2

method A

invocation  1

invocation 2

intra-method
moderator

intra-object

moderator

aspect 1

aspect 2

OBJECT
functional behavior

aspects

Figure 2. Design hierarchy.
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Scheduling

Security

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

Fault Tolerance

Figure 3. An example of an aspect bank.



3.5 Example: The conference room reserva-
tion system

To illustrate the rationale behind the design princi-
ples of the Moderator, we present the Conference Room
reservation system. An extended version of the room
reservation system is presented in [18]. In this system
we have components that represent rooms and employ-
ees. If a meeting organizer is interested in reserving a
conference room for a meeting on a certain date and
time, then the meeting organizer must check the avail-
ability of the conference room on that date and time
(listings 1-4). A new requirement might state that a con-
ference room is reserved based on the security require-
ments that only employee at the level of technical man-
agers or above may reserve conference rooms. To cod-
ify this requirement, we only need to add the security
aspect to the aspect bank and extend the moderator to
evaluate the security aspects without the need to modify
the functionality of the participating components (listing
5). It is the moderator that evaluates the security code
during the pre-activation phase. Therefore the modera-
tor must be extended in order to register this new aspect
for evaluation.

public interface  ModeratorIF {
.
synchronized public int preactivation(int Meth-
odID, Object object);
synchronized public int postactivation(int
MethodID, Object object);
public int RegisterAspect(int MethodID, int
AspectKind, AspectObject
aspectObject);
.
}

Listing 1.  The moderator interface.

public class AspectBank
AspectFactoryIF {
// Each method has its own aspect objects.
// The moderator evaluates the cross-cutting
aspects for the
involved components.
public AspectObject create (MethodID  id, As-
pectKind  aspect,
Object Component) {
if (id == RESERVEROOM) {
if (aspect == SYNC)
return new ReserveRoomSync (Component);
.
}
.
return(0);
}
}

Listing 2.  Implementation of the aspect bank.

public class ConferenceRoomReservation {
.
// Constructor
ConferenceRoomReservation(Moderator  moderator,
AspectBank
aspectBank) {
// register all aspects for each method with
the moderator
moderator.RegisterAspect (SYNC, ReserveRoom,
aspectBank.create(ReserveRoom,  SYNC, this));
.
}
.
public void  ReserveRoom(int RoomId, int Date,
int StartTime, int
TimeWindow,
object MeetingOrganizer) {
.
//  PREACTIVATION PHASE : call  preactivation
// Evaluate the aspects for this method
if( moderator.preactivation(ReserveRoom, this))
== ABORT)
return ABORT;
// ACTIVATION PHASE : execute the guarded code
room[RoomId].reserver(Date,startTime,TimeWindow
);
MeetingOrganizer.Update(PersonalCalendar, Date,
StartTime,
TimeWindow);
.
//  POSTACTIVATION PHASE : call  postactivation
moderator.postactivation (ReserveRoom, this);
}
}

Listing 3. Implementation of the room reservation
system class.

synchronized public State preactivation(int
MethodID, Object object) {
int AspectIndex, ComponentIndex;
// evaluate each aspect for each of the par-
ticipants.
for (AspectIndex=0; AspectIndex <NoOfAspects;
AspectIndex ++)
for (ComponentIndex =0;  ComponentIndex < NoOf-
Components;
ComponentIndex++) {
if (EvaluateAspect(AspectIndex, MethodID, Com-
ponentIndex) ==
ABORT)
return ABORT;
}
.
// All aspects evaluated to true for all par-
ticipating components.
return(RESUME);
}

Listing 4. Implementation of pre-activation.

4. Relation between moderator and open
implementation

The moderator pattern is an architecture that allows
for an open language where new aspects (specifications)



can be added and their semantics can be delivered to the
compiler through the moderator. In essence the mod-
erator is a program that extends the language itself.

public class AspectBank2 extends AspectBank {
.
public AspectObject create(MethodID  id, As-
pectKind  aspect, Object
Component){
if(id == RESERVEROOM) {
if (aspect == SECURITY)
return new ReserveRoomSecurity(Component);
.
}
// the aspect may be defined in the base class
return(super. create(id, aspect, Component));
}
}

Listing 5. Extended aspect bank.

5. Comparison with other work

This section compares our proposal for a design
framework using the moderator pattern, and current
approaches that rely on the use of automatic weavers.
Both the automatic weaver and the moderator ap-
proaches provide the elegance of the original clean code
during the analysis and design of the system. The differ-
ences between using a weaver and using the moderator
pattern, are summarized by the following table:

Weaver: Combines two kinds of code (aspect and
component code) into one intermingled source code.
Output of the weaver is the equivalent of traditional
approach.

Moderator: Coordinates two kinds of code, retaining
the separation of concerns (aspect and component
code). Avoid having to produce an intermingled
source code.

Weaver: One weaver combines all aspects and com-
ponents together. There is no design hierarchy.

Moderator: a recurring design pattern. It provides an
overall system hierarchy, addressing intra-method,
intra-object, and intra-package aspects in a systematic
way.
Weaver: Adding new aspect(s) will require either new
aspect language(s) or new construct(s) within current
aspect languages.

Moderator: Adding new aspect(s) is done by inheri-
tance, and by adding new pre-condition and post-
condition.
Weaver: Must gather contact points of emerging enti-
ties.

Moderator: A design pattern hooks aspects and com-
ponents: the moderator class defines the semantic in-
teraction between components and aspects.
Weaver: Two phases of compilation (weaving, com-
piling).

Moderator: One compilation phase.

6. Conclusion

In AOP, the weaver combines components (func-
tional behavior) and aspects into one unit, which is the
overall behavior of the system. In our design framework
the overall behavior is made up of 1) the functional be-
havior, 2) the aspects, and 3) a moderator class that co-
ordinates the interaction between aspects and compo-
nents while observing the overall semantics. The Mod-
erator approach partitions systems into a collection of
cooperating classes. The collaboration among the par-
ticipants may have few aspects. Addressing these as-
pects that cut-across the participating objects may pro-
duce tightly coupled classes which may reduce reus-
ability.  The moderator approach attempts to separate
these aspects from the functional components in order to
promote code reusability and make it easier to validate
the design and correctness of these systems. This
framework can address non-orthogonal aspects, and
provide for an adaptable model with ease of modifica-
tion. It further provides a component hierarchy, where
the moderator is a recurring pattern. This design princi-
ple manages to achieve separation of concerns. There is
no difference in the way we separate the concerns. We
still have to think about them from the early stages of
the software life cycle. We further like to pose the fol-
lowing issues for discussion: 1) Aspect-Oriented Pro-
gramming and Open Implementation, 2) weaver vs.
moderator: (a) intermingled source code as output vs.
intermingled code only at the executable level and (b)
two phases of compilation vs. one phase of compilation,
3) design hierarchy and 4) the capability of the mod-
erator to observe the semantics of the system in order to
address non-orthogonal aspects.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a method for the composi-
tion of components that are correct under a particular
criterion. The notion of composition pattern is also in-
troduced to reuse composition solutions to routine com-
ponent composition problems. Once a composition pat-
tern is proven correct, its instances can be reused many
times. Thus, we propose reusing compositions as well
as reusing components. The main points are illustrated
by an example of the composition of two design patterns
as design components. A proof of the correctness of the
composition of two design patterns is also provided.

1 Introduction

One of the main goals of component-based soft-
ware development is to reduce costs, risks and time-
to-market. The idea of composing pre-existing com-
ponents saves time on developing these systems. The
process of building component-based software system
includes searching for suitable components that satisfy
the requirements, evaluating these components, adapt-
ing or extending the selected components to �t into
the environment, gluing or integrating these compo-
nents together, and maintaining the integrated system
[6, 16].

Although free composition of reusable components
saves time and expense, many experiences [9, 10] in-
dicate that people will pay for this (free composition)
sooner or later, sometimes even with higher price than
the savings obtained from reusing components. A por-
tion of the savings from reusing components should be
allocated to the composition of components; that is,

�The work described here has been supported by the Nat-
ural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
(NSERC), the Communicationsand InformationTechnologyOn-

tario (CITO), and Sybase Inc.

we should pay for the composition before it is too late
and too high.

Therefore, ensuring correct composition of compo-
nents is crucial to the success of component-based soft-
ware development. The correctness of a composition is
proven once, but the composition can be used many
times. These proven compositions constitute the com-
position patterns which can be applied without con-
cerns on the inconsistency among their components.

We illustrate the correctness proof of composition
through design components [12]. Our approach does
not restrict to design components. It is applicable to
other components as well.

2 Basic Concepts and Notations

Before we can consider the correctness of the com-
position of two components, we must �rst decide on
the meaning of the components. Suppose that we have
a component A containing three parts, say (X, Y, P),
and a component B also containing three parts, say
(M, N, P), as shown in Figure 1. The parts P and Y
in component A are related by a relation R. The parts
M and P in component B are also related by R. Now
suppose that we want to integrate the components A
and B using P as the overlapping part in the compo-
sition as shown in Figure 2. If relation R is transitive,
the parts Y and M will also be related by R in the
composition of A and B. This derived relation is unde-
sired in some situations because it results in an incon-
sistency in the composition. For example, there may
be a case in which Y encapsulates the data of a man-
ager who wants nobody but the system administrator
P to have access to his data in component A. Thus,
the relation R is de�ned as access right, that is, xRy
denotes that x has the access right to y. In the com-
ponent B, M has the access right to P. Suppose that
access right is transitive. Therefore, the fact that M
has the access right to Y can be derived in the compo-



sition of the components A and B. This fact contradicts
the constraint of component A that only P has the ac-
cess right to Y1. Now, let's consider another example.
Suppose relation S is inheritance relation, and it is re-
quired, in component B, that P inherits only from N,
i.e. S(N;P ) ^ S(N 0; P ) ) N = N 0. The composition
of components A and B results in multiple-inheritance
which is undesired for component B in this case.

X

P

M

Y

P

N

Component A Component B

R

S

S

R

R

Figure 1. Two Components

X M

P

Y N

R

R R
S

S

Figure 2. Composition of Component A and
Component B

Therefore, we make a completeness assumption
about a given component. Informally, the assumption
is that, if a fact of a component is not explicitly speci-
�ed or deducible from the component, then this fact is
not intended to be true of the component. For the �rst
example, it is not possible to infer the existence of a
relation R between parts M and Y from the constraints
of component A or component B, so we assume that
there should be no relation R between M and Y in the
composition of component A and B. For the second ex-
ample, it is also impossible to infer multiple-inheritance
relations from the constraints of component B. In gen-
eral, a component can contain an unbounded number of
facts. Composition is possible under the completeness
assumption if certain syntactic constraints are satis�ed.

Because of the completeness assumption, we must
prove not only that no components lose any proper-
ties after composition, but also that no new properties

1The derived relationR fromP to N in componentB is desired
because we assume that a component itself is correct and com-
plete, and we only concern about the correctness of compositions.

about each component can be inferred from the com-
position.

A composition is an association between the con-
stants, functions, and predicates of all components and
their composition. Let P1; P2; :::; Pn denote compo-
nents, T denotes their composition, then the composi-
tion mapping C is de�ned as C : P1�P2� :::�Pn! T .

Let � and �0 be the theories associated with a compo-
nent and the composition of components, respectively.
Let C be the composition mapping from � to �0. Then,
we must have, for every sentence S,

if S 2 � then C(S) 2 �0 (1)

In order to require that the composition does not add
new facts to its components, we require that

if S 62 � then C(S) 62 �0 (2)

That is, if a sentence is not in a component, its image
through the composition mapping can not be in the
composition system.

We call a composition with property (1) and (2) a
faithful composition. Note that a composition can con-
tain facts not related to its components. Therefore, a
composition can introduce new objects and new com-
ponents.

3 Illustration of the Problem

Suppose that we want to compose two design pat-
terns [8] as two design components. To illustrate the
correctness problem, we focus on the composition of
the Composite pattern and the Iterator pattern.

Component

Operation()  o
Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
GetChild(int)

Operation()

children

g.Operation();
forall g in children

Operation()
Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
GetChild(int)

Leaf Composite

Figure 3. The Composite Pattern

A standard Composite pattern is depicted in Fig-
ure 3. The Component class is an abstract class which
de�nes the interfaces of the pattern. The Composite
and the Leaf classes are concrete classes de�ning the
attributes of the concrete components. The Composite



class can contain a group of children whereas the Leaf
class can not. The Composite pattern is often used to
represent part-whole hierarchies of objects. The goal of
this pattern is to treat compositions of objects and in-
dividual objects in the composite structure uniformly.

Aggregate Iterator

CreateIterator()

ConcreteAggregate ConcreteIterator

CreateIterator()

return new ConcreteIterator(this)

o

First()
Next()
IsDone()
CurrentItem()

Figure 4. The Iterator Pattern

Figure 4 shows the Iterator pattern. The Iterator

class is an abstract class which provides the interfaces
of the operations, such as First, Next, IsDone, Cur-
rentItem, to access the elements of an aggregate object
sequentially without exposing its underlying represen-
tation. The ConcreteIterator class inherits the op-
eration interfaces from the Iterator class and de�nes
the concrete operations which access the correspond-
ing concrete aggregate. The Aggregate class de�nes a
common interface for all aggregates that the Iterator

accesses. The ConcreteAggregate class de�nes an op-
eration to create the corresponding concrete Iterator.

The composition of the Iterator pattern and the
Composite pattern is shown in Figure 5. Both patterns

share the CompositeAggregate class; that is, the com-
position maps the Composite class in the Composite

pattern to the CompositeAggregate class, and it maps
the ConcreteAggregate class in the Iterator pattern
to the CompositeAggregate class. We are interested
in the question: is this composition faithful under
the completeness assumption?

4 First-Order Logic Representation

We want to leave open the choice of the speci�cation
language for components and compositions. Therefore,
we represent components and compositions as �rst-
order theories, but our correctness of composition in
no way depends on this choice.

The representations of the Composite pattern and
the Iterator pattern contain predicates for describing

classes, state variables, methods, and their relations.
More precisely, the following sorts denote the �rst-
class objects in a pattern: class and object. We also
make use of sorts bool and int. The signature for the
Composite pattern is:

Add: class ! bool
Remove: class ! bool
GetChild: class � int ! bool
Operation: class ! bool
Variable: class � object ! bool
Inherit: class � class ! bool

The signature for the Iterator pattern is:

CreateIterator: ! bool
New: class ! bool
First: ! bool
Next: ! bool
IsDone: ! bool
CurrentItem: ! bool
Variable: class � object ! bool
Inherit: class � class ! bool

Table 1 contains (partial) theories associated with
the two patterns. �C denotes the theory of the
Composite pattern and �I denotes the theory of the
Iterator pattern. The theory �C is divided into three
class groups and one relation group. The �rst group
de�nes the abstract class Component and four method
interfaces. The second group corresponds to the Leaf

class. The third group contains theories about the
Composite class, which include the de�nition of a state
variable and the operations applied on it. The last
group de�nes two inheritance relations. The �rst class
in each inheritance relation is the parent class and the
second class is the child class. The theory �I is divided
into �ve groups. The �rst four groups contain theo-
ries about four classes in the pattern. The last group
contains two inheritance relations. All these theories
de�ne the constraints and properties of each pattern.

5 Composition Mapping

The name mapping is applied during the composi-
tion of the two patterns. A name mapping associates
the classes and objects declared in a pattern with the
classes and objects declared in the composition of this
pattern and other patterns. The name mapping C1

from the Composite pattern is shown as following:

Composite 7! CompositeAggregate

The name mapping C2 from the Iterator pattern is
shown as following:



Operation()  o

Component

Operation()

children

g.Operation();
forall g in children

Aggregate

Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
GetChild(int)
CreateIterator()  o return new CompositeIterator(this)

Iterator
Operation()
Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
GetChild(int)

CreateIterator() First()
Next()
IsDone()
CurrentItem()

Leaf CompositeAggregate

CompositeIterator

Figure 5. Composition of the Iterator Pattern and the Composite Pattern

�C �I

AbstractClass(Component) AbstractClass(Aggregate)
Operation(Component) CreateIterator
Add(Component) Class(ConcreteAggregate)
Remove(Component) CreateIterator!New(ConcreteIterator)
GetChild(Component, int) AbstractClass(Iterator)

Class(Leaf) First
Operation(Leaf) Next
Class(Composite) IsDone
Variable(Component, Children) CurrentItem
Operation(Composite)! [8g[Children(g)!Operation(g)]] Class(ConcreteIterator)
8 v [ Add(v) ! Children(v)] Variable(Aggregate, aggregates)
8 v [ Children(v) ! Remove(v)]
9 v [ Children(v) ^ GetChild(v, int) ]

Inherit(Component, Leaf) Inherit(Aggregate, ConcreteAggregate)
Inherit(Component, Composite) Inherit(Iterator, ConcreteIterator)

Table 1. Partial Composite Pattern and Iterator Pattern Theories



ConcreteAggregate 7! CompositeAggregate
ConcreteIterator 7! CompositeIterator

Let �0

C
be the resulted theory by mapping C1 from

the Composite pattern. Let �0

I
be the resulted theory

by mappingC2 from the Iterator pattern. The theories
of the two patterns can be composed only in ways that
preserve faithfulness. More precisely, if

C1 : �C ! �0

C
and C2 : �I ! �0

I

are faithful mappings, then we want

C1 [C2 : �C [ �I ! �0

C
[ �0

I

to be a faithful mapping. (The union of two theories,
denoted by [, is the deductive closure of the set union
of the theories)

This property requires the composition to satisfy the
following two general conditions:

1. The composition mapping must guarantee that
mapping C1 and C2 agree on shared objects and
parts. For a sentence S, we require that

8S 2 �C \ �I �C1(S) = C2(S)

2. It must not be possible to infer new facts about
the Composite pattern and the Iterator pattern
from their composition. That is, for language LC
of �C and LI of �I , if S is a sentence of LC [ LI ,
and

�0

C [ �0

I ` C(S)

then we must prove that

C(�C) [C(�I ) ` C(S)

The proof of the �rst condition is straightforward
for this case since there are no shared objects before
the composition.

Table 2 shows the theories of the composition of
the two patterns. It describes the structure shown
in Figure 5. Through the name mapping, the
Composite class in the Composite pattern and the
ConcreteAggregate class in the Iterator pattern are
mapped to be one class, called CompositeAggregate.
This causes the union of the theories about the meth-
ods in the Composite class with the theories about
the methods in the ConcreteAggregate, shown in the
third group in Table 2. Since these two sets of theories
have no common terms, there are no derived facts. The
composition mapping also results in the union of all in-
heritance relations. These inheritance relations are all
at two hierarchy levels, thus there is no transition in

these relations. It is worth mentioning that the com-
position results in multiple inheritance relations of the
CompositeAggregate class. Since there are no derived
facts about the composition of the two patterns in this
case, it is impossible to further infer new facts about
each pattern. Therefore, the second condition holds.

6 Related Works

The work of C.A.R. Hoare is one of the major
sources of inspiration for the research described in this
paper. Hoare [11] applied relative correctness reason-
ing into a logic framework. Hoare's technique involves
a proof of only theory interpretation, and not of faith-
fulness. Moriconi et al [15] introduced the concept of
faithfulness in reasoning about software architecture
re�nement and composition. We recast these concepts
and designed a theory model in component-based soft-
ware development.

Formalizing design patterns and architecture pat-
terns has been proposed in [3, 14]. Although Mikko-
nen [14] has discussed the composition of two design
patterns based on a formal method, his approach relies
on a speci�c speci�cation language (DisCo). The cor-
rectness depends on the re�nement correctness of this
language since the composition is achieved in terms of
re�nement. Our approach does not rely on any speci�-
cation language. It does not restrict to �rst-order logic
representation either. Moreover, his approach focuses
on formalizing design patterns, whereas our work has
more general meanings in terms of design components
[12]. Several formal approaches to component-based
software development have been proposed, which focus
on the consistent extension of components [13], on for-
mal contract for components [5], and on the viewpoint
approach to gluing components [4, 2]. Our approach
proposed in this paper focuses on the correct composi-
tion of components.

7 Conclusions

We have described a methodology for the compo-
sition of components that are relatively correct under
a particular completeness assumption. The notion of
faithful composition was introduced to develop a the-
ory of correct composition. We also introduced the
concept of composition pattern as the principal vehicle
for codifying reusable composition solutions to routine
component composition problems. Once a composition
pattern is proven correct, its instances can be used in a
particular application without further proof. As well as
reusing components, we propose reusing compositions.



�

AbstractClass(Component)
Operation(Component)
Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
GetChild(Component, int)

Class(Leaf)
Operation(Leaf)

Class(CompositeAggregate)
Variable(Component, Children)
Operation(CompositeAggregate) ! [8 g [ Children(g) ! Operation(g) ]]
8 v [ Add(v) ! Children(v)]
8 v [ Children(v) ! Remove(v)]
9 v [ Children(v) ^ GetChild(v, int) ]
CreateIterator ! New(CompositeIterator)

AbstractClass(Aggregate)
CreateIterator

AbstractClass(Iterator)
First
Next
IsDone
CurrentItem

Class(CompositeIterator)
Variable(Aggregate, aggregates)

Inherit(Component, Leaf)
Inherit(Aggregate, CompositeAggregate)
Inherit(Component, CompositeAggregate)
Inherit(Iterator, CompositeIterator)

Table 2. Composition Theory of Composite Pattern and Iterator Pattern



Although we approach the correct composition in
terms of examples on design patterns, the underly-
ing principles are applicable to design components too.
Moreover, the correctness of the composition of other
components can also be ensured when the structure
and behavior properties of the components are rep-
resented in formal theories. Although this may cost
higher prices for complex components, the cost can be
amortized in the usages of the components or o�setted
by the safety requirement in critical software systems.
In addition to an example of correct composition of two
design patterns described in this paper, we have pre-
sented an example of incorrect composition of design
patterns in [1].

An important premise behind our work is that at
least the dominant design patterns can be proven
composable or not composable. The composition of
patterns can be generalized to transform on schema.
Moreover, our approach can bene�t component evolu-
tion and extension because the theories about the evo-
lution of a component can be used to prove the correct-
ness of the composition of the evolved component and
other components. Also, component upgrading can be
bene�ted. The theories of the old version of a compo-
nent are replaced by the theories of the new version of
the component. The correctness proof is carried in the
same way. Furthermore, the components in a compo-
sition pattern can be included in a related components
entry of component speci�cations such as the one dis-
cussed in [7]. Although the idea of \plug and play" is
appealing, many components can not easily achieve it.
Therefore, correctness proof of composition clears the
way towards \plug and play".

We will continue working on the dynamic aspects of
correct composition, and �nd ways towards automated
proofs of the correctness of compositions.
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F7/$�DUH�FRPELQHG�WR�IRUP�EHKDYLRXUDO�VSHFLILFDWLRQV�RI
FRPSRQHQWV��$�VDPSOH�SURRI�LV�JLYHQ��WR�VKRZ�KRZ�FRPSRQHQW
YHULILFDWLRQ�FDQ�LQFUHDVH�WKH�TXDOLW\�RI�FRPSRQHQWV�

I. INTRODUCTION

There are currently few approaches for the specification of
components and component frameworks that exist.
Catalysis [DW98] which has a strong relationship to the
UML (Unified Modelling Language) has gained public
interest and seems to have reached the maturity to be
applied in industrial component-based projects (e.g.
COOL:Spex from Sterling Software). From an abstract
viewpoint Catalysis defines an extensive method for the
specification of components and component frameworks.
Similar to the UML Catalysis emphasises the specification
of functional and behavioural aspects of component
software, but omits non-functional properties like timing.
Catalysis is based on five key concepts for the specification
of component software. Firstly, the definition of type
models is supported. Here, Catalysis focuses on behavioural
aspects specifying actions and invariants by the aid of OCL
(Object Constraint Language) expressions. Secondly,
collaborations of components describing how components
in different roles interact can be specified. The concept of
refinement for individual types as well as collaborations is
used and the application of frameworks as a generic design
or modelling unit is allowed. Finally, framework
collaborations which represent a particular kind of
framework utilising placeholder types and generalised
actions that are used to support a flexible composition are
also possible.
On the other hand formal methods could be useful
for the specification of component behaviour [TV98] and
for proving that component frameworks meet their
requirements. Concerning this aspect one result of the
WCOP ´98 was that there is still research required for
quality assurance for component frameworks. We see in the
formal specification and verification of components and
component frameworks one approach to overcome this
deficiency.

                                                          

cTLA(compositional TLA) is based on L. Lamports
Temporal Logic of Actions [L94] and refers to the concepts
of state transition systems, refinement mappings and the
separate definition of safety as well as liveness properties
[HK94], [HK95]. Unlike TLA, the cTLA composition
principle is oriented at CCS and Lotos and applies the
principle of superimposition. In comparison with [AL93],
[AL95] the cTLA processes do not interact via shared
variables but perform joint actions. This stateless way of
interaction has different benefits. Constraint-oriented
processes can be especially represented [VSS88] that are
well suited for the diagrams of the UML [GHK99].
Furthermore, the language supports decompositional proofs.
A system is the logical conjunction of its processes and the
language conventions assure the absence of contradictions
in the system formula. Thus process properties are directly
inherited to the system. The compositionality of cTLA
supports the transformation of Catalysis descriptions since
each Catalysis diagram can be modelled by a single cTLA
process or a coupling of cTLA processes.
Firstly, we want to show similarities between the concepts
of Catalysis and cTLA. Furthermore we will describe how
specifications from Catalysis can be transformed into cTLA
to support formal rigor and correctness which is required
for the formal verification of components and component
frameworks.

$�� %HKDYLRXUDO�VSHFLILFDWLRQ�LQ�&DWDO\VLV

Catalysis uses type models for the specifications of
components. 7\SH�PRGHOV are composed of a set of
DWWULEXWHV supporting the specification of the behaviour.
Furthermore RSHUDWLRQV can be specified over these
attributes using SUH- and SRVWFRQGLWLRQV. The type model
contains these attributes and operations. Finally it is
possible to specify LQYDULDQWV for a type model. Whereas
pre- and postconditions have to hold in the beginning
respectively the end of an operation, invariants have to hold
at any time. Pre- and postconditions as well as invariants
are expressed using the OCL which is a part of the UML
[WK98].
For higher levels of design it is necessary to consider all
participants of an operation as the outcome normally affects
and depends on all of them. Thus DFWLRQV are introduced as
abstractions for operations. Several participants exist for an
action. One of them is the initiator of the action. The pre-
and postcondition specification of an action may reflect the
state of change of all its participants for each participant
individually.

Günter Graw

Universität Dortmund

graw@ls4.cs.uni-dortmund.de

 Specification of behaviour in component
frameworks



A FROODERUDWLRQ defines a set of actions between typed
objects playing certain roles with respect to other objects in
that collaboration. The actions are specified in terms of a
type model shared by all collaborators. These actions may
be MRLQW (responsibility not assigned to a role) or ORFDOLVHG
(responsibility assigned), and may be external or internal to
the collaboration. Each UROH is a place for an object and is
named relative to the other roles in the overall
collaboration. They may be UHILQHG by a more detailed set
of actions and objects, either joint or localised.
Furthermore frameworks (in the Catalysis sense) are
supported which are a means for the composition of
collaborations. Each collaboration partially defines the joint
actions of some set of objects. This partial character is the
reason for the composition of different collaborations.
In [DW98] Archone is defined as a sample component
architecture which permits to connect SRUWV of components
by the aid of FRQQHFWRUV. According to this component
architecture a port may have a type specifying its behaviour
along a connector. Examples for port types are <<Event>>,
<<Property>>, <<Transfer>>, <<Transaction>>.

Figure 1 represents a collaboration with the type models
&RQVXPHU and 3URGXFHU modelling a system consisting of
a consumer and a producer. Firstly a consumer orders goods
from a producer. The goods are ordered by the consumer
via the joint action RUGHU. Thereafter these goods are
delivered form the producer to the consumer via the joint
action GHOLYHU. Both type models contain the attributes
VWRFN and JRRG to model the number of items of a particular
good. If goods are delivered the precondition of the
consumer part of the GHOLYHU action checks whether a good
is of the appropriate type. In the postcondition of the same
action the number of goods is added to the variable VWRFN.
Accordingly the number of goods is substracted from the
variable VWRFN of the producer in the postcondition of the
consumer part of the action GHOLYHU. Finally there is a
hypothetical invariant concerning both types. This invariant
specifies that the number of items in the stock of
&RQVXPHU is smaller than of  3URGXFHU. The invariant is

)LJXUH����&ROODERUDWLRQ�ZLWK�WKH�W\SH�PRGHOV�IRU
3URGXFHU�DQG�&RQVXPHU

preserved by the action GHOLYHU, because this action changes
the amount of stock in both type models.
In Figure 2 the composition of collaborating frameworks is
depicted. Here, the idea is to compose the consumer-
producer collaboration with a collaboration from the
shipping framework.
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%�� 7KH�VSHFLILFDWLRQ�ODQJXDJH�F7/$

TLA formulas describe state transition systems with respect
to their VDIHW\ and OLYHQHVV properties. The safety part of a
canonical TLA-formula reflects a state machine. It defines
the set of initial states and the next state relation. The next
state relation is the union of transition classes, the so-called
actions. The liveness part makes assumptions on the
fairness of the scheduling of actions. In particular, TLA
supports formal correctness proofs of refinements with
respect to more abstract specifications. Both, the abstract
specification and the refinement are expressed by TLA-
formulas. The refinement is correct, if the implication from
refinement to specification can be deduced in the TLA
calculus. So-called refinement mappings support the
practical verification. Proving TLA-implications is
equivalent to the proof of the existence of a mapping
between state spaces.
cTLA supports the explicit and modular description of
processes and process systems in order to accomplish the
specification and decompositional verification of complex
event-discrete systems like distributed applications
constructed from components. A process is described by a
TLA formula. A process system is described by the logical
conjunction of the process formulas. Syntactical and static-
semantical restrictions guarantee the consistency of the
compound. This facilitates the design of non-conflicting
constraints and opens valuable opportunities for the
reduction of the complexity of proofs due to the so called
structured verification.
The syntax of cTLA-expressions and terms is oriented at
the writing of mathematical-logical formulas in TLA+. The
syntax on module level is oriented at the programming
language Modula-2. Differently from TLA+ , in cTLA the
canonical parts of TLA formulas are hidden. So the
definition of a process consists of four syntactically
separated parts. The variable declaration part lists the state
variables which model the private state space of the
process. The initialisation part declares the so-called Init-
condition which defines the set of starting states by means
of a predicate over the state variables. The action part lists
the definitions of the so-called actions, the transition classes

post consumer.stock += v
pre consumer.good = good

Consumer :: deliver( v, good)

Consumer :: order ...

Producer :: deliver( v, good)

Producer :: order ...

deliver

order

Consumer

Invariant :: Consumer.stock < Producer.stock

Producer 

stock : int
good:{"food"}

deliver
order

stock : int
good:{"food"}

order
deliver

post consumer.stock -= v
pre consumer.good = good



of the process. Each action is defined by a predicate logic
condition over state variables and primed state variables
(the primed state variables refer to the successor state of a
transition e.g. stock’). Furthermore fairness assumptions on
actions can be listed which express liveness properties of
the process.
cTLA processes are instantiated form cTLA modules which
define process types. The figures 3-5 show the three cTLA
processes 3URGXFHU, &RQVXPHU and ,QYDULDQW. The
processes &RQVXPHU and 3URGXFHU contain the variables
VWRFN and JRRG as well as the actions GHOLYHU and RUGHU.
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In the process Invariant the action LQY has the predicate c +
v < 5, because of the former invariant consumer.stock <
producer.stock (initial value producer = 10). Each process
contributes to a system action by exactly one action. Thus,
the system actions couple the processes in accordance with
the concept of joint actions. The set of processes interacts in
a rendez-vous-like way by jointly performing actions, and
the data parameters of the actions can model the
communication of values between processes. For the

description of system actions, in which only a subset of
processes interacts while others do not participate, the so-
called stuttering action stutter is used.
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In connection with cTLA the so-called specification
operations of cTLA are defined. Each operation has a set of
cTLA process type definitions as arguments and again maps
to a set of type definitions. Additional arguments may exist.
The substitution corresponds to a state mapping that
intentionally has the properties of a refinement mapping.
&RPSRVLWLRQ maps a set of process types, process instance
declarations, and system action declarations to a
compositional process type. The combination of
composition and refinement is called integration. The
refinement usually merges the processes of the
composition. Process split is the reverse of a composition
operation. It maps a list of variable allocations to a
compositional process type.

&�� 7UDQVIRUPDWLRQ

In this section the transformation of the example from the
previous sections will be explained. Each type model from
a Catalysis specification is transformed into a cTLA
process. Attributes of a type model become variables in the
according process of the specified type. An action of
Catalysis becomes a cTLA action with the same signature.
The preconditions are transformed into predicates of cTLA
actions. Furthermore each postcondition is transformed into
a transition. The last transformation steps can be performed
easily because cTLA and the OCL use postconditions
expressed as predicates over the pre- and post-state. Finally
there is an additional process for each invariant. The
process &RQVXPHU3URGXFHU)UDPHZRUN (see Figure 6)
describes the behaviour of a complete component
framework. In the PROCESSES section of this process for
every type model (component) a process is declared. There
is also a process for the invariant. It is possible to add
processes specifying the behaviour of ports, too.
The joint actions of the already known collaboration are
modelled by the system actions &ROO��and�&RQ�. The action
&ROO� conjuncts the GHOLYHU action from the processes FRQ
and SURG. Furthermore the invariant ,� is added to the



coupling description to assure that only permitted states are
reached. An invariant can be regarded as a cTLA
constraint(restriction of behaviour). &RQ� models the
interchange of orders. Because we assume that the given
invariant is meaningless in this system action, it performs a
stuttering step. This means the process variables of the
process ,� remain unchanged. It is important to remember
that all conjugated actions of a system action are enacted in
the same step. It is usual to model the coupling structure of
cTLA with diagrams which are similar to collaboration
diagrams as depicted in Figure 7.

'�� 3URRI�RI�WKH�LQYDULDQW

In this section a short overview proof for the invariant 
(consumer.stock < producer.stock) is given to demonstrate
the technique of structured verification which allows to
decompose systems using the constraint structure for
verification purposes.

PROCESS ConsumerProducerFramework
PROCESSES
      // Type models of Framework
      prod : Producer;
      con : Consumer;
      // Invariants
      I1 : Invariant;

ACTIONS

Coll1 = prod.deliver( v, del_good) ∧
con.deliver( v, del_good) ∧
I1.inv( v);

Con1 = prod.order( v, del_good) ∧
con.order( v, del_good) ∧
I1.stutter;

END;
)LJXUH����7KH�F7/$�SURFHVV
&RQVXPHU3URGXFHU)UDPHZRUN

A separate cTLA process (I1) was introduced to model this
invariant. If the invariant is true for the subsystem
consisting of the processes &RQVXPHU, 3URGXFHU and ,� it
is possible to deduce that the following weaker invariants
have to be true:

• Consumer.stock = I1.c for the subsystem which
consists of the processes &RQVXPHU and ,�. (WI1)

• Consumer.stock  +  Producer.stock = 10 for the
subsystem  consisting of the processes &RQVXPHU and
3URGXFHU. (WI2)

• C < 5 for the process ,�. (WI3)

To proove an invariant in cTLA the technique of structural
induction (similar to complete induction proofs in
mathematics) is applied.

It is obvious that WI1 is true for the initial predicates of
&RQVXPHU and 3URGXFHU. Then it has to be proven that
WI1 ∧ deliver ⇒ deliver‘ and WI1 ∧ inv ⇒ inv‘. The first
implication is presented in detail:
Consumer.stock = I1.c ∧ Consumer.stock‘ =
Consumer.stock + v ⇒ Consumer.stock‘ = I1.c‘
But we have I1.c + v = I1.c‘. The proof for the action LQY
works similarily:
Consumer.stock = I1.c ∧ I1.c‘ = I1.c + v ⇒
Consumer.stock‘ = I1.c‘.
But we have Consumer.stock + v = Consumer.stock‘.
Now WI2 is proven. To show the initial predicate fulfills
WI2 is trivial. Then WI2 ∧ deliver ⇒ deliver‘ for the
&RQVXPHU as well as the 3URGXFHU process have to be
proven:
Consumer.stock  +  Producer.stock = 10 ∧ Consumer.stock‘
= Consumer.stock + v ⇒
Consumer.stock‘  +  Producer.stock‘ = 10 and
Consumer.stock  +  Producer.stock = 10 ∧ Producer.stock‘
= Producer.stock - v ⇒
Consumer.stock‘  +  Producer.stock‘ = 10.
The complete proof will be shown on the webpage of the
author1.

)LJXUH����&RXSOLQJ�RI�WKH�F7/$�SURFHVVHV

Moreover this is not the only way to apply cTLA for the
verification of diagrams used in Catalysis. Other
applications of the structured verification are:
• Liveness proofs
• Refinement proofs
• Proofs that are instances of theorems. This leads to the

reduction of proofs complexity.
cTLA has successfully been applied for the verification of
telecommunication protocols  (XTP, SNH) and their
according hardware and software components.

(�� &RPSDULVRQ�ZLWK�H[LVWLQJ�DSSURDFKHV

Of course, currently there exist many other approaches
which support composability. DisCo [BS89] and UNITY
[CM88] should be mentioned here. Here, DisCo and cTLA
are compared. There is an excellent introduction into DisCo
in [DisCoNut]. Furthermore a tutorial for Disco is available
in [DisCoTut]. Moreover, there will be another comparison

                                                          
1 http://astwww.chemietechnik.uni-
dortmund.de/~graw/wcop/proof.html

Con : Consumer Prod : Producer

deliver deliver

orderorder

inv

I1 : Invariant



of cTLA and DisCo in the PhD thesis of Tommi Mikkonen.
DisCo and cTLA are both build on TLA. In the following
the important properties of DisCo are listed:

• DisCo supports the principle of superimposition. Safety
is assured by construction in DisCo. In cTLA the
principle of superimposition is supported for liveness,
too.

• DisCo uses layers to structure a system into
subsystems. A layer describes an aspect of a subsystem
concerning to different points in the design of a
software system. Between layers transformational rules
are defined. This is based on refinement. In cTLA
subsystems can be formed individually. This offers
more freedom to define subsystems and an according
refinement relation.

• It is possible to specify classes. Inheritance and
associations between classes are supported. In cTLA
currently neither inheritance nor associations are
supported.

• Joint actions are used to couple objects. The attributes
of objects may be used in these joint actions. This is
similar to cTLA, but not identical, because in cTLA the
attributes of processes are private. Furthermore actions
with different signatures may be coupled in one system
action. In cTLA the coupling of actions is more
flexible.

• In DisCo proofs on the basis of theorem proving (PVS)
are supported whereas cTLA supports the technique of
structured verification.

)�� &RQFOXVLRQ�DQG�SRVLWLRQV

In this position paper the concepts of Catalysis were shortly
introduced with a main emphasis on behavioural aspects.
Thereafter the concepts of cTLA were introduced.
Furthermore the transformation from Catalysis
specifications into cTLA specifications was described. To
demonstrate the method of structured verification a sample
proof  was sketched. Ongoing work concentrates on the
application of cTLA specification operations and
refinement proofs for component designs.

• cTLA gives Catalysis a semantics on a sound
mathematical foundation because of their
corresponding concepts especially the ability to deal
with partiality is of interest here. The UML is currently
not precise enough to support verifications.

• Formalisation with cTLA allows structured verification
of Catalysis model fragments. This is useful because
complete proofs of large component based systems are
normally to expensive. Appropriate specification
fragments for proofs could be collaborations or type
models.

• Refinement, safety and liveness proofs make sense for
component frameworks. This has already been
recognised by the creators of Catalysis on an informal
level.

• Formal verification could be necessary to support the
construction of high quality manufactured components
which can be sold by component vendors to component
users. In order to establish component markets such a
kind of quality assurance is necessary.
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Abstract

Though component frameworks offer a promising
model for handling small-grained elements, recent
research suggests that development using large
components requires a distinct approach.  The purpose
of this paper is to propose a conceptual model, based
upon a synthesis of research projects, for handling
coarse-grained software components.

1.  Introduction

The topics of interest announced for the Fourth
International Workshop on Component-Oriented
Programming (WCOP’99) focused upon component
frameworks, as effective mechanisms for component-
based software development (CBSD).  In discussing
component frameworks, Szyperski [18] notes that
“examples of component software outside of graphical
user interfaces and compound documents are still rare.”
[p. 301].  Coarse-grained components (CGCs) offer the
potential of building applications quickly from a few
large modules rather than by composing hundreds or
even thousands of fine-grained components (FGCs).
Component frameworks, however, have concentrated
upon plug-ins of small granularity.

An examination of research projects and early
commercial systems working with CGCs suggests that
the demands for handling large components differ from
those involved in managing fine-grained elements within
component frameworks.  This work with CGCs includes
Carnegie-Mellon University Software Engineering
Institute (SEI) reports of development with commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) systems [5], work at Harvard
University’s Brigham & Women’s Hospital on large
component imaging software [7], (3) Sun Microsystems’
Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [19], (4)  Enterprise
resource planning (ERP) vendors, such as SAP AG,
offering alternate versions of their monolithic
applications, as a few coarse components [16], and

Stanford University’s CHAIMS project on very large-
grained heterogeneous, distributed components [1].

The objective of this paper is to develop a conceptual
model for handling large components, based upon a
synthesis of this related research.  Nunamaker et al. [12]
developed a multi-stage software development research
methodology with the initial conceptualization phase
comprised of the following steps:  (1) state meaningful
research questions, (2) investigate system functionalities
and requirements, and (3) formulate a conceptual model.
The first step, articulating the research question, is
straightforward.  What enhancements to the system
architecture of these early systems are possible?

2.  System Functionalities and Requirements

The next step in building the conceptual model is to
investigate system functionalities and requirements.  A
review of the systems described above yields a picture of
general demands of software featuring large
components.  The rationale for using CGCs is that
assembling a few components of large granularity should
enable quicker development of some complex systems
than building them from numerous small components.
This rationale, however, presupposes that the large
components are manageable elements that fit together
readily, an ideal that is difficult to attain.  The CGCs in
the aforementioned systems, unfortunately, reveal
complexities that make them difficult to compose.  The
study of these systems indicates the following
requirements for improved large-component software:
(1) streamlined components, (2) simple interfaces, (3)
straightforward composition, (4) plug-and play-
compatibility, and (5) standard distribution
infrastructure.

An examination of the aforesaid systems indicates
that an improved system for handling large components
requires CGCs to be streamlined rather than further
complicated.  Several of the systems (Enterprise

JavaBeans, SAP R/3, and the Harvard radiology
research) fail to subordinate adequately the details of

CGCs.  These systems extend object orientation (OO) to
the highest level, rendering large components vulnerable



to enmeshment in baffling OO inheritance hierarchies.
Review of the systems indicates that the intrinsic
complexity of CGCs makes them difficult enough to
manipulate without adding further intricacies.

Study of systems using CGCs reveals that simple
interfaces are another essential requirement to facilitate
the handling of large components. The same systems,
listed above, further complicate CBSD by extending OO
inheritance to interfaces of large components.  The
resultant hierarchy of interfaces sometimes extends to
the point of giving direct external access to interfaces
nested deeply within a large component’s
implementation [8].  This violates the fundamental
notion of elevating a large component to the degree of
abstraction where it may be viewed as a black box [18],
with its implementation hidden and only accessible via
the interface in its specification.

 A refined CGC system requires a practical, direct
means of connecting together large components.
Assembly of large components is challenging in systems
that overuse OO concepts, producing unwieldy CGC and
interface inheritance hierarchies.   Once these OO
excesses are curtailed, a straightforward glue component
may be created to connect the pre-built CGCs, as
practiced in the Stanford CHAIMS project.   D’Souza
and Wills [8] also suggest a glue component to connect
other large components.

The interchangeability of large components from
various vendors is another salient requirement for an
improved approach to CBSD.  Though the ERP systems
permit developers to add heterogeneous modules, for
example, none of the ERP products permit plug-and-play
substitution of key software components from
competitors.  Though vital for major applications,
effective large component reuse is limited to vertical,
i.e., single or restricted industry segments [18].  Small
components, in contrast, theoretically have horizontal
reuse potential, traversing industry boundaries. The
Harvard radiology research confirms these reuse
principles, indicating that specific standards need to be
established for large components for vertical areas  [1].

The interchangeability of components from
multiple sources requires, foremost, standardization of
the specification, i.e., the interface and related
descriptions about the functionality of the CGC.
Uniform implementations, that is, component inner
structures, are not required for plug-and-play
compatibility of components.   The Harvard researchers
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and SAP all confirm

the need to develop specialized, compatible interfaces
for a particular domain.  The compatibility results from
the standards established by an industry group.  Interface
standards, for a vertical industry segment, reflect the
industry domain terminology.  Effective assembly of
large components is a daunting task without this type of
interface compatibility.  Researchers have discovered
that creating standardized interfaces for a group of
CGCs with similar domain functions makes the
components compatible enough for effective assembly
into systems.

Since CBSD with large components must focus upon
applications, the use of a standard distribution
infrastructure is required. In large applications today, a
network configuration is assumed.  Industry rivalries
have bred competing technologies and standards in
distribution software, producing obstacles for integrating
large components in some of the systems.  The
conceptual model for an improved system may consider,
at the highest level, data to be encapsulated within
various components.  Implicit in the infrastructure is a
database management system that provides persistence,
that is data storage between executions of applications.

Thus the requirements for a system focusing upon
CGGs have been established by study of the strengths
and weaknesses of prototype and early commercial
systems.  The next step is to identify feasible elements
for a conceptual model that would satisfy these
requirements.

3.  Conceptual Model Formulation

Scrutiny of systems using CGCs suggests that
simplification of large components through abstraction,
i.e., subordination of details, is needed.  This
enhancement of large component manageability might
be realized through these modifications:  (1) elimination
of inappropriate use of object orientation, (2) adherence
to several sound software principles associated with
structured development, (3) adoption of several concepts
from the client/server model, and (4) acceptance of
standards unique to large components.

Figure 1 suggests possible sources for features in the
conceptual model that would meet the needs presented
earlier.  The four areas of these underlying sources are:
(1) object orientation, (2), structured programming, (3)
the client/server model, and (4) standards concepts.



Figure 1.  Underlying Sources of the Coarse-Grained Component Model

Though CBSD has borrowed several key concepts
from the OO model, many other OO notions do not work
well with large components.  Many of the systems which
handle CGCs (Enterprise JavaBeans, SAP R/3, Harvard
radiology research), however, inappropriately extend
OO, rendering the manipulation of large components
unnecessarily complicated.  As indicated in Figure 1, the
fundamental OO idea of mapping industry domain
elements directly to corresponding software entities is
appropriate for CGCs.  Large components benefit, also,
from a modified version of OO encapsulation.  In the
OO model, an object class encapsulates both data and
corresponding operations on the data [13].  The inner
structure of a component may follow any model
whatsoever [3, 18].  If its implementation happens to be
OO, one CGC may contain many object classes.  A large
component depicts an entire real-world function and
encapsulates, at least conceptually, everything involved
with this function [8, 17].   Abstraction permits the
subordination, within the encapsulation concept, of the
complexities of achieving data persistence, i.e., data
storage after program execution, an implicit requirement

for any large component involved with database
transactions.

 Perhaps what is most noticeable about the OO
underpinnings listed in Figure 1 is the absence of most
other OO concepts.  D’Souza and Wills note that
“larger-grained components may be more static in
nature” than FGCs [8, p. 430].  These researchers add:
“There will probably always be just one payment control
and one finance component, and their configuration will
be quite static” [p. 430].  The inner workings of a CGC
may or may not adhere strictly to OO ideas.  The
implementation details of the large component are
hidden, and thus, irrelevant, particularly since the
company generally obtains the component from a
software vendor.  The CGC may hide a maze of
complexity behind its interface.  In assembling, the level
of abstraction involves the interrelationships between a
few large components.   Though its inner workings may
be intricate, there is no need to unnecessarily complicate
CGCs at this level of detail.  Requirements derived from
studying present systems call for just the opposite, that
is, the simplification of CGCs to enhance their assembly.



Extending other OO ideas to large components is
counterproductive, as demonstrated by the CHAIMS
project at Stanford University [1].  A misunderstanding
of the distinctions between OO and component
technologies is commonplace [8] and might lead to
overuse of OO notions in CBSD.  In order to reduce
complexity, a model for handling CGCs should take
advantage of the static nature of large components and
the fact that a system contains very few of them.  Thus,
the conceptual model would be muddled rather than
streamlined, were classes included, creating instances of
CGCs.  Even more detrimental to assembling a handful
of relatively stable, large components would be the
inclusion of OO inheritance, generating an entangled
web of dependencies of derived classes dependent upon
base classes.  Completely inappropriate is multiple
inheritance, the controversial practice of permitting a
subclass to derive some attributes and methods from
several different classes.  “In general, multiple
inheritance complicates the class hierarchy and creates
problems in configuration control” [3, p. 563].
Elimination of inheritance also precludes difficulties
with overriding, the OO technique of modifying
inherited methods and attributes, and polymorphism,
permitting an operation to have multiple meanings, one
of which is determined at runtime [6].  Intrinsically
static, large components not employing polymorphism
do not require late (runtime) binding of operations to a
particular element and thus utilize static (compile-time)
binding.

The conceptual model for large components,
consequently, only follows the OO model in the most
general sense:  a CGC depicts a real-world functionality
and a component encapsulates all processes involving
this domain function.  Other OO concepts have been
excluded because these notions only complicate CBSD
using large components.  Devoid of inessential OO
features, concepts from other sources provide a
foundation for the CGC model.

Concepts derived from structured programming are
significant, as indicated in Figure 1.  Sametinger [15]
observes that high cohesion and loose coupling, two
ideals of the structured paradigm for procedural
programming, facilitate CBSD.  These are the first two
concepts listed under structured programming, in Figure
1.  Highly cohesive components are ones in which
everything supports a single purpose.  Loosely coupled
components are relatively independent of each other
[10].  Incorporation of these two concepts into the model
is feasible because confusing inheritance hierarchies and
other unsuitable OO notions have been eliminated.  If a
large component depicts faithfully and completely an
industry domain function without injecting extraneous
concepts, the CGC ought to be highly cohesive.    If the

only linkage between two large components is through
data, the coupling should be satisfactorily loose.

Structured interfaces are the third feature from
structured programming, stated in Figure 1, for the
proposed conceptual model.  Several systems (Enterprise
JavaBeans, Harvard radiology, SAP R/3) further
complicate large-component development by adopting
OO interfaces, which generate confusing interface
hierarchies.  The motivation for this grid of OO
interfaces is to provide means for directly accessing
smaller components, nested within larger ones. This
added versatility, however, depreciates the gains attained
by eliminating component inheritance and related ill-
suited OO mechanisms.  The Stanford CHAIMS project
demonstrates that procedural (structured) interfaces
simplify handling large components.  Though these
procedural interfaces only permit indirect access to
nested components, they facilitate the assembly of large
components by subordinating details.

Structured programming stressed a fourth feature
contained in Figure 1, information hiding, i.e., making a
module accessible only through its interface (a
procedure call), which served as a barrier that obscured
implementation details [13].  Adoption of information
hiding abstracts the complexity of the inner structure of
large components.  A single CGC might hide behind its
interface an implementation comprised of an intricate
maze of OO inheritance hierarchies. Even a large
component created through the aggregation of smaller
components should restrict access to inner elements
through delegation rather than by exposing interior
interfaces [11].  Thus, information hiding should be
incorporated into the model for large components
because it would contribute to the requirement of
simplifying the assembly of CGCs.

Client/server notions are needed for the model.
Client/server is a conceptual rather than physical system
[14].  Client/server concepts may be incorporated into
the CGC model at two levels, indicated in Figure 1.
First, at the most abstract level, Figure 2 depicts how
large components are connected to form an application.
This figure illustrates straightforwardly the
commonplace practice of breaking an application down
into modules, such that a central client element, seeking
services, invokes server units, providing services [2].  In
Figure 2, components A, B, C, etc. are large
components, depicted as servers.  Coordination comes
from the glue component, pictured as the client.  The
CGCs do not contact each other directly.  Permitting
straightforward connections between components A, B,
and C might seem reasonable, but subtly complicates the
scheme, creating dependencies between these
components.  This violates the established principles of
one entry and one exit point, per module (contradicted
within the glue component’s series of calls), and passing



unconditional control to a module (example:  glue
component calls a function in C and then C invokes a
function in A).

Second, the client/server paradigm may be used in the
conceptual model to depict in more detail how
concurrently executing processes interact.  This implies

ultimately a physical distribution of the processes, but no
particular configuration manifest in the conceptual
model.  Later, in this chapter, the full conceptual model
will be presented, adding more detail about the
interaction of concurrent processes.

Figure 2.  Client/Server Application

As noted in Figure 1, standardization concepts also
contribute to the model.  A lack of standards was one of
the obstacles to productivity, using COTS software [4].
However, multiple sets of standards for software have
persisted throughout the computer age [18].
Consideration of the systems mentioned earlier indicates
standards needed for:  (1)  CGCs that are plug
compatible with those with identical specification, from
competing vendors, and (2) underlying distribution
systems.  Contrary to vendors’ statements, the existing
systems for handling large components do not provide
plug compatibility for CGCs from competitors.  ERP
vendors, as a case in point, provide mechanisms for
adding modules at the periphery of their systems but
intentionally design large components at the core of the
systems that are not interchangeable with components
from other vendors.  The precedent of many widely
accepted software standards suggests the possibility of
attaining standards for creating large components that
are interchangeable with those from other vendors.

Competitors are adopting particular distribution
protocols, such as DCOM or CORBA, as a standard.
The complexity of these distribution infrastructures is so
pronounced that those concentrating upon building
applications from components concede that an existing
system must be selected for distribution.  An

examination of these protocols indicates that they are
deficient in some features needed for handling CGCs.
The most serious problem is that they are wedded to
closely to the OO paradigm.  As CBSD with large
components progresses, the likelihood increases that
new or modified distribution systems, suitable to
handling CGCs, will emerge.

4.  Conceptual Model for Coarse-Grained
Components

A consideration of system requirements, as detailed
in this paper, leads to the elaboration of a conceptual
model, depicted in Figure 3, fulfilling these needs.  This
model borrows heavily from the three-tier client/server
functional model [9].  The distribution of elements
across three tiers, in Figure 3, does not prescribe any
particular physical configuration, whatsoever.  This is a
conceptual model, not an architecture.

Domain elements are mapped directly to large
components (A, B, C, etc.) in Figure 3.  Functionality is
encapsulated within the CGCs of the conceptual model.
All other use of the OO paradigm is restricted.
Communication between the large components is
exclusively via the coordinating glue component.  This
keeps the logic components loosely coupled, in



accordance with structured programming principles.
Another characteristic of these CGCs is that they are
highly cohesive, also in harmony with structured
concepts.  Component details are hidden behind
structured interfaces.

Standardization means that any component
(irrespective of its source) with specifications identical
to those of component A in Figure 3 may be substituted
for A, yielding true plug and play functionality.  The
arrows show communication directly between elements,

but current technology implies a physically distributed
system.  Remote invocation, consequently, occurs
through the component infrastructure, i.e., via the
distribution middleware.

The user interface in the conceptual model portrayed
in Figure 1 may be combined, optionally, with the glue
component, as needed.  Again, how components are
distributed physically among stations is not specified
because this is a conceptual model, rather than an
architecture.

5.  Conclusions

The focal point of this paper has been the
construction of a conceptual model for handling
appropriately software development with large
components.  The approach for attaining this model has
been the application of a specific software engineering
research methodology.  This approach involved the
study of existing systems to determine needed

improvements for development with CGCs and the
synthesis of the best features of these systems to
formulate a conceptual model.  Completing this
conceptual model is just the first, foundational step
within a larger software engineering research cycle.  The
subsequent steps are creating a system architecture,
designing the system, building a prototype, and testing
the systems

Figure 3.  Coarse-Grained Conceptual Model
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1. Introduction

Component technologies based on binary units of
independent production [Szy97] are some of the most
important contributions to software architecture and reuse
during recent years. Especially the COM technologies and
the CORBA standard from the Object Management
Group have contributed new and interesting principles for
software architecture, and proven to be useful in practice.

In this paper ongoing work with component support in
the BETA language is described. The overall motivation
is to get experience with component technologies in order
to obtain a better understanding of the underlying
principles for building software with components. The
project is part of an industrial research project [COT97]
where one of the research themes includes reuse, software
architecture, and components. In practice it seems hard
for developers to design component-based software
without being heavily tied to the actual technology such
as COM or CORBA. There is apparently a need for
design techniques and/or technologies that makes it
possible to design component software independent of the
actual technologies.

There exist a number of tools that provide various
degree of COM support. Unfortunately the tools support
different aspects of COM and some of the tools provide a
lot of support behind the scene. It is therefore not always
easy to get a clear picture of whether or not a given
feature is due to COM or the tool itself. A subproject (not
reported here) has been to perform an evaluation of a
number of COM tools including Delphi, Visual Basic,
Visual C++, and Visual J++[Elm98].

To be able to experiment with component technologies
without being tied to a specific product, it was decided to
implement COM support for BETA. Such a project is of
course useful in itself as it opens the world of COM for all
BETA users. COM support in BETA should fulfill the
following goals:

1. A BETA program should be able to import and
use available COM components on Windows
(NT, 95 or 98) and other platforms supporting
COM.

2. It should be possible to implement COM
components in BETA and export those for use
by other applications.

3. The implementation of COM support should be
reused as much as possible for other component
architectures such as CORBA.

One of the characteristics of COM is the ability for a
component to support several interfaces, but few
programming languages have good support for
implementing several interfaces. A block-structured
language with nested classes provides good support for
this, and in this paper we show how to use nested classes
for implementing several interfaces. Using nested classes
is not just applicable for COM, but a technique that can be
used for structuring the architecture of components and
frameworks in general. Nested classes may often be used
as a structured alternative to multiple inheritance.

2. COM levels

From the description in [Bro95] and [Rog97] COM
appears to be a nice and simple model for binary
components. The idea of accessing a component through
an interface that is basically a call though a virtual
dispatch table is interesting and so is the idea of
components supporting several interfaces.

When it comes to practice, it turns out that the
handling of parameters via COM interfaces is a big mess.
We have not been able to find any clear definition of
parameter types that are supported by COM including a
definition of their semantics (call-by-value, call-by-
reference, call-by-in-out, etc.) It seems that almost all
parameter types from Visual Basic, C and other languages
have to be supported. In order to improve understanding
of COM, to simplify the implementation and to be able to
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reuse part of the implementation for other component
models, three levels of the COM model have been
identified:
• BASICCOM. The BASICCOM level is a simple binary

component model based on interfaces in the form of
calls through a virtual dispatch table. The parameter
concept is simple and clean and the following
parameter types are allowed:
• Simple values like integer, boolean, char, and

real. For such simple parameters a call by value
semantics is used. I.e. the value of a simple
parameter is copied at the point of a call.

• References to COM objects. For COM
references a call-by-reference-value semantics is
used. This basically means that the value of the
reference (pointer) is passed at the point of the
call.

The BASICCOM level captures the central part of the
COM model and this level may also be the basis for
supporting other component models, such as
CORBA.

• EXTERNALCOM. At this level a number of
predefined interfaces and functions are defined in
order to communicate with the external environment
like Windows. This includes the interface
IUnknown with operations QueryInterface,
AddRef and Release, functions such as
CoCreateInstance and means for identification
of interfaces and components, which for COM are the
global unique identifiers.

• FULLCOM. As mentioned, the BASICCOM model is
simple and clean, but reality is more complicated,
primarily due to the parameter mess. At the
FULLCOM level all parameter types known from real
COM interfaces are supported. It has not been
possible to obtain a specification of which parameters
actually to support and what the exact semantic
should be. Parameter support in the current prototype
has been developed on a need-by-need basis.
Whenever a new interface was going to be supported,
new parameter types often showed up. Of course we
hope that this will stabilize. As of today the following
parameter types are included: struct-by-value, struct-
by-reference, pointer to integer, at least 3 string
types: pointer to 8-bit char (*char), pointer to 16-bit
char (*wchar), pointer to 16-bit char with explicit
length (BSTR), variant (union), safearray, and many
more.

We will mainly discuss the BASICCOM level, since we are
primarily interested in the basic principles of component
technology.

3. Language Support

In this section we will at the language level describe how
a BETA program may interface to COM. First it is shown

how external COM components may be interfaced from
BETA. Then it is shown how to implement COM
components in BETA and export them to external
languages. Finally it is shown how to support several
interfaces using nested classes.

3.1 Importing COM to BETA
To access a COM component from BETA, an interface to
the component must be described in BETA. Consider the
following COM interface in IDL:

interface Ifoo
{ virtual int __stdcall
            foo1(int a, int b);
  virtual Ibar* __stdcall
            foo2(double r; Ibar *Y);
  virtual Itext* __stdcall foo3(char ch);
};

The corresponding BETA version looks as follows:

Ifoo: COM
  (# foo1:<
       (# a,b,c: @int32
       enter(a,b)
       exit c
       #);
     foo2:<
       (# r: @real; Y: ^Ibar
       enter (r,Y[])
       exit Y[]
      #);
     foo3:<
       (# ch: @char; w: ^Itext
       enter ch
       exit W[]
     #);
  #);

The interface Ifoo has three functions:
• foo1 with two input parameters, a, b and an output

parameter, c. All three parameters are integers and
transferred as call-by-value.

• foo2 with two input parameters, r and Y. The
parameter r is of type real and call-by-value. The
parameter Y is a reference (pointer) to Ibar
interfaces. The parameter Y is also an output
parameter.

• foo3 with one input parameter, ch of class char
and call-by-value and an output parameter W that is a
reference to Itext objects.

In BETA a COM interface must be a subpattern of the
predefined pattern COM. As can be seen, Ifoo is a
subpattern of COM. The patterns Ibar and Itext are
supposed to be subpatterns of COM.

The interface pattern Ifoo may be used in the following
way:
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main:
  (# S: ^Ifoo;
     n,m: @integer; x: @real;
     R: ^Ibar; T: ^Itext
  do ’IfooID’
       → ImportObject
       → S[];
     (n,n*m+12)   → S.foo1 → n;
     (3.15,R[]) → S.foo2 → R[];
     ’*’ → S.foo3 → T[];
  #)

In pattern main, Ifoo is used to interface to an external
component:
• S is a reference to instances (interfaces) of Ifoo.
• The function ImportObject1 is assumed to

return a reference to an Ifoo instance based on an id
’IfooId’.

• S may be used as any other BETA reference to call
virtual patterns as e.g. shown by the call
(n,n*m+12) → S.foo1 → n.

• As can be seen only simple values and references to
COM interfaces are passed as parameters to and from
calls of COM interface functions.

The use of the words component, interface, class and
object has been a bit imprecise in the above. In COM, an
interface is a specific memory structure containing an
array of function pointers [Rog97, Chap. 2, p. 15]. A
COM component and its interfaces may then be
implemented in OO languages using classes and objects.

In BETA there is a distinction between pattern and
object where objects are instances of patterns. A pattern is
a unification of class and procedure and other abstraction
mechanisms. The term class pattern is often used for a
pattern used as a class and similarly, the term procedure
pattern is used for a pattern used as a procedure. To be
consistent with this terminology, we will use the term
interface pattern for a pattern used for describing an
interface and interface object for an object that may be
referred by a reference qualified by an interface pattern.
An interface object may function as an interface to a
component or be the real component itself. This depends
on how the interface and corresponding class are
implemented. We will return to this later. As we shall see
later, an interface object contains a structure that is
identical to a COM interface as defined in [Rog97]. We
will use the words interface and interface object
interchangeably as they in this context are isomorphic.

                                                          
1 In practice a function like CoCreateInstance from
the EXTERNALCOM level should be used.

3.2 Exporting COM components from BETA
A COM component may be implemented in BETA as a
subpattern of COM. The next example shows a simple
calculator implemented as a COM object:

Calculator: COM
  (# clear:< (# do 0 → sum #);
     add:<
       (# v: @integer
       enter v
       do sum + v → sum
       #);
     subtract:<
       (# v: @integer
       enter v
       do sum - v → sum
       #);
     result:<
       (# v: @integer
       do sum → v
       exit v
       #);
     sum: @integer;
  #)

The interface defined by a subpattern of COM is the
virtual pattern attributes of the pat-tern. In this example
the interface is clear, add, subtract, and result.
All other attri-butes are hidden from the (external) client.
BETA supports virtual as well as non-virtual pattern
attributes. Non-virtual pattern attributes and data-items
are thus hidden from the client. The integer variable sum
is an example of a hidden data-item. An instance of
Calculator may be instantiated and exported as
shown by the following example:

main:
  (#
  do ’CalculatorID’ → RegisterID;
     &Calculator[] → ExportObject
  #)

The procedure patterns2 RegisterID and
ExportObject are supposed to be external functions
that can register an interface identification and deliver the
reference S to an external (COM-) component.

It is of course possible to define further subpatterns of
Calculator:

ExtendedCalculator: Calculator
  (# multiply:<
       (# v: @integer
       enter v
       do sum * v → sum
       #);
     divide:<
      (# v: @integer

                                                          
2 In practice "real" functions from the EXTERNALCOM
level should be used.
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      enter v
      do sum div v → sum
      #)
  #)

The interface for ExtendedCalculator is then the
interface for Calculator extended with multiply
and divide.

In the above example, the interface and component
were defined together as one pat-tern. It is of course
possible to separate the definition of the interface and the
pattern. An ICalculator interface may be defined and
Calculator may then be implemented as a subpattern
of ICalculator or using the technique described in the
next section.

3.3 Components with several interfaces
The following examples show how to define a component
with several interfaces using nested class patterns. This
style has been used for many years in BETA as an
alternative to multiple inheritance [MM93]3. Nested
classes do not cover all aspects of multiple inheritance,
but they provide a nice structural organization of several
interfaces to the same component. The interface patterns
printable and drawable describes properties of
objects to be printable or drawable:

printable:
  (# print:< (# do INNER #);
     medium:<
       (# S: ^stream
       enter S[]
       do INNER
       #);
  exit this(printable)[]
  #);
drawable:
  (# draw:< (# do INNER #);
     move:<
       (# dx,dy: @integer
       enter(dx,dy)
       do INNER
       #);
  exit this(drawable)[]
  #)

A printable object has two virtual functions print and
medium. Medium is supposed to set the print medium to
be some stream (screen, text, file, etc.). A drawable object
can be drawn or moved to a new relative position. The
exit parts of printable and drawable define the
value of printable- and drawable objects to be a reference
to the object itself, i.e. the self reference. This is a BETA
technicality that ensures that instantiation is simple to
express. We next describe a pattern Person that
implements the printable and drawable interfaces.
                                                          
3 In [MM93] the focus is on how to use part-objects as an
alternative to multiple inheritance.

Person:
  (# name: ^text;
     asPrintable: printable
       (# print::<
            (#
            do name[] →
                 currentStream.putText
            #);
          medium::<
            (#
            do S[] → currentStream[]
            #);
       #);
     asDrawable: drawable(# ... #);
     currentStream: ^stream
  #)

A Person object consists of
• Two data-items, name and currentStream.
• A nested pattern asPrintable that is a subpattern

of printable. The virtual procedure patterns of
printable are extended in asPrintable.
Because of the block structure, print and medium
can access variables in the enclosing Person object.
As can be seen print prints the name of the
Person on the currentStream and medium
sets the variable currentStream to a new value
(errors are ignored).

Person may be used as in the next example:

main:
  (# Joe: ^Person; prt: ^printable;
     drw: ^drawable
  do &Person[] → Joe[];
     Joe.asPrintable → prt[];
     screen[] → prt.medium;
     prt.print;
     Joe.asDrawable → drw[];
     (111,112) → drw.move;
     drw.draw
  #)

• A new instance of Person is assigned to Joe.
• The printable interface of Joe is accessed

through the call Joe.asPrintable and assigned
to the reference prt. The person object may then be
accessed through the printable interface by calling the
operations screen[] → prt.medium and
prt.print.

• The drawable interface is used in a similar way.

The nice thing about this style of programming based on
interfaces is that from the point of use of e.g. the
printable interface, nothing can be assumed about the
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actual objects being printed. I.e. prt may refer to a
printable interface implemented by any object.

The use of nested classes to implement several
interfaces can be used in general and is not specific to
COM. We will not go into details about the specifics of
COM but just indicate how several interfaces and
IUnknown may be implemented.

IUnknown: COM
  (# QueryInterface:<
      (# id: ^text; IF: ^IUnknown
      enter id[] do inner
      exit IF[]
      #);
     AddRef:< (# do inner #);
     Release:< (# do inner #)
  #)
Person: IUnknown
  (# QueryInterface::<
       (#
       do (if true
           (* if no match then
            *IF[] = NONE
            * by default *)
           // ’printableId’
                → id.equal
           then asPrintable → IF[]
           // ’drawableID’
                → id.equal
           then asDrawable → IF[]
          if);
          inner
       #);
      AddRef::< (# ... #);
      Release::< (# ... #);
      asPrintable:
        printable(# ... #);
      asDrawable:
        drawable(# ... #);
      name: ^text;
      currentStream: ^stream;
  #)

To be COM compliant, at least the following
modifications to the above example are needed:
QueryInterface should return an HRESULT value,
printable and drawable should inherit from
IUnknown, and QueryInterface should return
unique instances of asPrintable and asDrawable.

4. Implementation

The main change at the BETA language level is that
interface patterns must be subpatterns of COM. The
reason for this is that the calling sequence for a virtual in
a COM pattern is treated in a special way. Consider the
pattern foo describing a component implementing the
interface Ifoo:

foo: Ifoo
  (# foo1::< (# ... do ... #);

     foo2::< (# ... do ... #);
     foo3::< (# ... do ... #);
  #);

Instances of foo are generated as any other BETA object.
The virtual procedure patterns foo1, foo2 and foo3
are handled in a special way since their run-time
organization and code layout must be in a form where
they can be called from external languages. They can
therefore only be used as virtual procedure patterns and
not as general patterns. It is for instance not possible to
use them as class patterns and generate instances from
them.

The BETA garbage collector used to move objects
around. COM objects cannot be moved, since references
to COM objects may be given to external code. A change
was therefore necessary here. The memory management
of BETA is based on generational scavenging with a
traditional mark-sweep in the old object space.  A
completely new object management scheme has been
implemented. For the new object space, scavenging is still
used, but in the old object space, free space is collected in
sophisticated lists and objects are not moved. COM
objects are allocated directly in the old object space to
ensure that they are never moved. The new memory
management system has also been designed to support
persistent objects in a more direct way than the current
persistent object store. For a further description of the
new persistent store see [Kor99].

A BETA object has a reference to a prototype keeping
run-time information such as the virtual dispatch table for
the object. The prototype pointer used to point to the start
of the prototype, but has been changed to point directly to
the dispatch table. For the Ifoo example the new run-
time layout is as shown in Figure 1. S is a reference
qualified by the Ifoo interface and referring an instance
of foo. The dashed lines illustrate the foo-object with
the solid lines showing the reference to the dispatch table
in the prototype for foo. In the old implementation, the
prototype pointer in the foo-object pointed to the start of
the prototype (the start of the dashed box in Figure 1).
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data-item s of
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It was pretty straightforward to implement support for
BASICCOM although it is always a time consuming task to
implement and debug a new memory management
system. To add the necessary interfaces and external
functions to support EXTERNALCOM was also a
straightforward task. The most time consuming and
frustrating task has been to support FULLCOM with all the
many different parameter types. As mentioned it turned
out to be impossible to obtain a complete definition of
COM IDL. The current implementation is thus based on
an ad hoc extension of CORBA IDL that currently can
handle all known IDL interfaces defined in Windows.

A translator from IDL to BETA has been implemented,
which means that BETA interface patterns are available
for all Windows interfaces. It has been a time consuming
task to develop a suitable COM IDL and to implement the
translator. To be able to support the many different
parameter types, a special holder pattern has been
implemented. The holder pattern is inspired by
Microsoft J++ and can be used to represent pointers to
integers, pointers to references to COM objects, etc. Due
to space limitations no details will be given here.

Garbage collection.  As mentioned above, the object
management scheme for BETA has been changed to
prevent COM objects to be moved around. There is,
however, more to garbage collection than to prevent
COM objects from being moved.

There is no direct support for garbage collection
(addRef and release) in the current implementation.
When a component is imported to BETA, the programmer
must keep track of it and make an explicit release of it
when it is no longer used in the BETA code.

When a BETA object is collected by the garbage
collector, it may contain references to COM objects. It is
currently the responsibility of the programmer to make
sure that a release-call is made on such COM references if
necessary.

For COM components implemented in BETA, it is also
the responsibility of the programmer to keep track of the
object. When the component is created and exported, the
BETA program should keep a reference to it in some
global table to prevent it from being collected by the
BETA garbage collector. The component should have an
explicit reference counter to be manipulated by addRef
and release. When the counter reaches zero, the
possible global reference to the component may be
removed and the compo-nent may then be collected by
the BETA garbage collector.

Most COM tools handle AddRef and Release
automatically, and we expect to add better support for this
in a future release.

5. Status and future work

As of today a working prototype has been implemented
and COM support is expected to be part of the next
official release of the Mjølner System. The prototype is
currently being used in a number of projects [Coc97,
Des98, COT97] for developing COM-based applications
and COM-based frameworks. To complete the BETA
COM implemen-tation, the following parts should be
done:
• As mentioned above, the support for garbage

collection should be improved.
• In the current implementation, the value of

HRESULT must be checked explicitly by the client.
We expect to add a higher level of exception
handling.

• In the current implementation dynamic load (using
DLL's) is not fully supported.

• The Mjølner System includes powerful tools such as
browser, structure editor, CASE tool, interface
builder and debugger. It is planned to provide better
support for components based on input from e.g.
[KP98, Elm98].

• It is planned to extend the COM implementation to
support CORBA. We expect the BASICCOM layer to
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be unchanged from a programmer point of view. The
changes will primarily be at the EXTERNALCOM layer
where a similar layer for CORBA probably will be
introduced.

• In [Elm98] a study of mainstream tools was made. A
comparison with environments like Oberon and
Eiffel needs to done.
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$EVWUDFW
Our experiences with basing application architectures

on component structures have shown us that component
based architectures result in several advantages such as
greater reuse and consistency, ease of maintenance etc.
But there are also a number of problems arising when
using binary components. We see most of these
problems falling in one of the following categories:
Culture and organisation, documentation and component
management. We propose a number of tools and related
techniques that will help lessen the problems arising
when using binary components. The tools will address
issues such as auto-generating documentation, managing
components in different configurations and formal
specification and run-time test of functionality.

��� %DFNJURXQG

This paper is based on experiences gathered from
client driven as well as in-house projects involving in-
house developers, client employed developers and
developers employed at third-party consulting
companies. Some of the work reported in this paper has
been performed as part of the Centre of Object
Technology (COT). At http://www.cit.dk/cot more
results from the project can be found.

The applications being developed are win32 based
database applications with GUI front-ends. Our primary
development tool has been Visual Basic and the
component technology in question is ActiveX.

One project in particular has provided us with
intensive practical experience in making component-
based development. The application being developed is a
typical small-to-medium-sized multi-user application
focusing on handling administrative routines as well as
providing the basis for a small data-warehouse-like
solution. The application is very similar to applications
we have developed in the past, and even though the
workflow and the specific business-rules are new most
of the technical problems are well known and have well
known solutions. The project is a client-based project
involving participants from third party consulting
companies as well as from the client itself. Our own role
has been twofold: As architects we have designed the
structure of the system, created standards etc, and as
component constructors we have created a number of
components for implementing solutions and enforcing
standards. The decision to base the application structure
on binary components has largely been ours and we have
primarily used the potential reuse as the primary sales-
argument, but we find it just as important that the use of
components provides a consistent coding style and
encapsulates solutions of technical problems. The
division of the involved participants into an architecture
& components group and an application development
group has been partly inspired by the organisational
structure described in [1] and recommended by e.g. Ivar
Jacobsen et al in Software Reuse [2]. An inspiration that
has been strengthened by the fact that the most
experienced developers were placed at a geographical
location separate from that of the client.
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In our reference project we found several problems in
using binary components. Most of the problems had to
do with the very essence of binary components.

When we introduced the concept of component based
development in the reference project, we insisted (as
component developers) to maintain the code of
components developed i.e. we released only the binary
versions of the components (and not the source code) to
the application developers. This caused quite some
resistance among the application developers. They
argued that having access only to the binary version of
the components would give them a number of
disadvantages:

• The source code is the most precise specification of
the code’s functionality

• If the code does not work we are able to fix the
source code version

• If the code needs changed or extended functionality
we are able to implement the change if we have
access to the source code

We believe that these reasons originate from the
attitude that: “We do not trust what we can not verify
ourselves”.

For an application developer with a deadline the focus
on development will usually be on his own project. So if
the code he receives from others (be it source code or
binary components) has errors or lacks required options
he will always consider programming it himself.

For the single developer focusing on his own project
the above mentioned reasons seem very valid. Thus the
challenge is to address the issues of the developer so that
his objections to using binary components will be taken
into account but at the same time to comply with the
productivity- and quality-related demands of the
organisation.

����� 0DQDJLQJ�&RPSRQHQWV

Of the many technical/practical problems arising
when developing, maintaining and using ActiveX
components the greatest turned out to be the
management of the various versions of components and
their many interdependencies.

In the following we will propose a number of tools to
help solve these problems.

��� $FWLYH;�FRPSRQHQWV�DQG�W\SH�OLEUDULHV

The ActiveX technology includes formal descriptions
of component interfaces in the form of type libraries.
The tools we propose analyse both type libraries
associated with components as well as source code
versions of components. The results of such analyses are
used for documentation purposes etc.

Given a type library there is a lot of useful
information about the structure of the component at the
developer’s fingertips such as:

&ODVVHV: Class name, class type, supporting interfaces
,QWHUIDFHV: Interface name, members of the interface
(QXPHUDWLRQV
0HPEHUV: member type, member name
$UJXPHQWV: Argument name, by value/by reference
transfer, argument type

For most of the component parts it is possible to
define short textual descriptions as well as Help Context
ID’s linking to an optional help file for the component.

��� 3URSRVHG�7RROV
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By using a component browser it is possible to
browse type libraries - and thereby to access the
information which is automatically available.
Unfortunately neither Visual Basic’s Object Browser or
Visual Studio’s OLE/COM Object Viewer are very well
suited for the average application developer’s needs.
Visual Studios OLE/COM Object Viewer is a very low-
level viewer displaying much of the information
textually and as such it is a very direct presentation of
the type-library. The tool is very useful for developers
who are familiar with ODL/IDL, but not for the general
Visual Basic developer who simply want easy-to-read
and easy-to-understand information on how to use a
component. Visual Basic’s Object Browser on the other
hand is an easy to use tool. But it presents a rather
simplified view of a type library, as some information is
not accessible in this tool. Furthermore both tools are
rather non-hierarchical in their presentation of a
component’s structure. Most non-trivial components
have some kind of inherent hierarchy in their structure.
This hierarchy is not directly presented in either of the
component browsers. Additionally a data type is often
defined as Object or Variant (which both accept any type
of object) because there are multiple specific data types
which may be used for this value. So only a limited
amount of information on object hierarchies can be
gained from the static information available in type
libraries.



An increasing number of end-user applications as
well as system API’s expose their interfaces through the
use of ActiveX components. This enable an application
programmer to interact with existing instances of classes
e.g. a document currently loaded in MS Word. As many
developers find it easier to understand structures by
examining examples than by studying formal and
abstract documentation, component hierarchies are often
best understood by looking at the contents of such
instances.

The first tool we propose is a more advanced
component browser than those mentioned above. The
component browser should present the structure and
contents of type libraries in a flexible way allowing the
user to apply his own perspective on the information in
the type library.

We would require the component browser to include
the following features:

A. Two major views for the user to choose between:
• A non-hierarchical view as known from the two

existing component browsers
• A hierarchical view presenting the inherent

hierarchy in the component in a tree control

Both major views should be able to use the very
literal representation of Visual Studio’s OLE/COM
Object Viewer as well as Visual Basic’s Object
Browser’s adapted presentation (where default interfaces
are automatically combined with the classes etc.).

B. The ability to view different kinds of type libraries:
• Type libraries referenced from the development

tool
• Type libraries loaded from disk files
• Type libraries reached through instances of

component classes

C. Flexible search functions:
• Search amongst combinations of the above

mentioned kinds of type libraries
• Searching for all available information in the

type libraries

D. The option to browse only generic type library
information or to include information from instances
of the component classes, either by letting the user
create instances inside the tool or by letting him
programmatically hook up instances upon the
component browser.

E. The option to allow the developers to manipulate the
class instances by assigning to properties and calling

methods through the use of the component browser
as part of the debugging and testing tools in the
development environment (se [3] for an example of
such an environment).

����� &RPSRQHQW�&RPSDULVRQ�7RRO

ActiveX interfaces are identified by GUIDs (Globally
Unique Identifiers). If a new interface has a GUID equal
to that of an old interface then by definition this indicates
that the interfaces are identical. Visual Basic has a
mechanism called binary compatibility that eases the
development process when creating and distributing
components, by ensuring that the component developer
does not (by accident anyway) change a given interface.

As a basic principle you should never change an
interface of a component. But if the design of
components is iterative, each version a refinement of the
previous, the first versions of the components will
probably be primitive and inadequate. As long as the
components have not yet been distributed beyond the
scope of the application developers, it may often be
simpler and a more pure solution to change the interface
of the component as well as the applications using the
component instead of accepting badly designed or
inadequate interfaces. If however components have
already been distributed to and used by a broader
audience, extreme care should be taken not to break
existing interfaces.

Visual Basic has as mentioned above a built-in
facility for checking the binary compatibility of
components. But the comparison is rather primitive.
Only when backward compatibility will be affected will
the facility provide any specific information on the
changes to the component in question. This support
proved to be inadequate in the reference project. We
needed a way to trace the changes to a components
interface over time. Because even though Visual Basic
allows interfaces to be extended as long as existing
clients are not broken, no facility exists in the
development environment to compare components and
their interfaces, e.g. providing information on added
classes, interfaces, members and arguments. A
Component Comparison tool that compares components
(both compiled components: .tlb/.olb/.dll/.ocx/.exe files
– as well as source code versions of components: .vbp
files) would be very useful. It would give the component
developer invaluable information on the specific changes
made to a component during its lifetime.

Information from the Component Comparison tool
may be used to automatically create (part of)
history/what’s changed lists. Such lists have proved to be
extremely useful when distributing new versions of



components to application developers. Creating the lists
automatically would ease the burden when maintaining
components.

����� 'RFXPHQWDWLRQ�*HQHUDWLRQ

Documentation is a neglected part of many
development projects. If the application is well
structured and adheres to a consistent coding style and
standard the omission of or the placing of low priority on
documentation might however not be fatal. A skilled
programmer used to the coding style and standard and
with experience in the field of the application domain
would in most cases be able to follow the flow of a well-
structured program without any major effort. But if the
same programmer were to use a binary component the
situation would prove less simple. As there is no longer
access to the source code only syntactical information on
the component’s interfaces are available (via the type
library). Much can be achieved by intuitive and
consistent naming strategies for the different elements of
the component and by imbedding element-descriptions.
But the source code no longer provides the application
developer with a formal specification of the component’s
semantics.

����� 3UH��DQG�SRVW�FRQGLWLRQV

As ActiveX components contain no build-in semantic
documentation but only a syntactical description of its
interfaces, it is in most cases necessary to provide
explicit semantic documentation of components. In the
reference project we find this to be crucial in order to
answer the complaint that binary components as a
contrast to source code components do not have their
own build-in semantic documentation.

As part of the documentation it would be beneficial to
have a formal specification of the components’
functionality. This would result in fewer
misunderstandings and questionable cases, but it would
also enable others than the component developers
themselves to verify the functionality of the components.

Using the principles of Design by Contract [4], a first
step in formalising the description of the components
might be to define pre- and post-conditions for the
members of a component.

These pre- and post-conditions should be stored in
such a way that they can be automatically included in the
generated documentation. We would require these pre-
and post-conditions to be independent of the
implementation language of a component, as the
ActiveX components themselves are language
independent. And we prefer not to define the pre- and
post-conditions in the source code so that we are able to
handle components alike whether or not we have access
to the source code or only to the binary versions of the

components (e.g. if they were made by third party
companies). Finally pre- and post-conditions might be
written by designers as part of the specification of
components – even before the components themselves
were created.

So we suggest that the pre- and post-conditions as
well as other extra component information is stored
outside the source code.

����� 5XQ�WLPH�FRPSRQHQW�ZUDSSHUV

Beside the aspect of documentation, pre- and post-
conditions have the advantage of being possible to check
at run-time (depending on the way in which the pre- and
post-conditions are expressed), and invariants on
interfaces can be checked as part of pre- and post-
conditions as suggested in [6]. If a component were
accompanied by a component wrapper (and maybe
matching test-cases) whose purpose would be to check
whether the pre- and-post conditions were complied
with, the component’s users would have more
confidence in the component. This would address one of
the major problems with binary components contra
source code fragments.

Given a component and its pre- and post-conditions it
would be simple to generate component wrappers for
checking for and logging of violations of pre- and post-
conditions. There are several possible ways to express
pre- and post-conditions. UML’s Object Constraint
Language (OCL) has the advantage of standardisation
(see a brief introduction in [5]). Another strategy could
be to use one of the many existing (scripting) languages
such as VBScript, JavaScript (or JScript) etc. Such
scripting languages have the advantage of being simple
to implement because parsers and interpreters are readily
available.

It would be advantageous to have a general system
that could easily create wrappers for components.
Several architectures for calling such wrappers are
possible, e.g.:

A. Change all design-time references to components to
point to the wrapper component instead of the real
component. Could be a major task if no effective
management tool is available. And would be
impossible if the clients (which could themselves be
components) were only available in binary form.

B. Instead of creating instances directly in clients,
object factories could be explicitly called from the
clients to return references to either a wrapper object
or the corresponding real object. This strategy
would allow central configuration of whether to use
wrappers or not. Besides a slight overhead in calling



the factory this would again be impossible if the
clients were only available in binary form.

C. (Extensible) interception (as described in [7]) which
makes it possible to call wrappers transparently
without changing clients.

D. Manipulation of registry settings so that when
clients believe that they call the real component
instead they actually call the wrapper.

Only the architectures mentioned in C. and D. can
make the use of wrappers work transparently.

Several kinds of functionality would be interesting to
implement in wrappers, e.g.:

• Pre- and post condition checks
• Performance measuring
• Call statistics: Call frequency and order, logging of

arguments etc.
• Run-time visualisation of member-calls
• Logging of errors – possibly as part of a centralised

error-handling mechanism

����� &RPSRQHQW�PDQDJHPHQW�WRRO

Practical work has shown us that there are multiple
and serious problems in the area of component
management. Ensuring that different versions of
different components enter into the correct combination
is basically simple, but due to human errors and pressed
deadlines it often tends to fail. In the reference project
we have often encountered situations where extensions
or bug fixes of components cover more than a single
component. We therefore propose a tool that administers
components by handling both individual components as
well as sets of related components (component
packages). The tool should preferably be able to
automatically set references to whole packages of
components (to various versions of both binary and
source code versions of the components), compile
components, create dependency files for components and
eventually handle registration of components and
component packages on application developers’
machines.

��� &RQFOXVLRQ

Even though we find that the most serious problems
in committing organisations to component based
development is of a cultural and organisational nature,
we also believe that progress can be found in additional
tool-support. Automated generation of thorough
documentation, formal and verifiable specification of
functionality and fewer practical problems arising when

managing and applying components all further the
process of introducing component development in the
organisation. The more faith the application developers
have in the components they are using the higher is the
probability of achieving success.

In the coming months we will implement the tools
proposed in this paper and subsequently apply them to
selected components used in our development projects.
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Abstract

Component-oriented programming promises to provide
many of the benefits that object-oriented programming
has arguably failed to deliver: increased productivity,
reliability, and flexibility via increased reuse of third-
party software. Unfortunately, it is not always clear
how component-oriented programming differs from object-
oriented programming, or why component-oriented pro-
gramming should succeed where object-oriented program-
ming has failed. We identify three technical features which
need to be supported by component-oriented programming
languages or frameworks — component containment; mul-
tiple instances of component interfaces; and interface dis-
patch — and give examples to show why these features may
help component-oriented programming live up to its claims.

1. Introduction

This position paper addresses two themes of interest to
the workshop: first, programming languages’ and compo-
nent frameworks’ support for component-orientedprogram-
ming, and second, properties which can be established by
component frameworks. We take the position that com-
ponent oriented programming languages and component
frameworks need to support three key features — compo-
nent containment; multiple instances of component inter-
faces; and interface dispatch — which are not provided by
mainstream object-oriented languages or frameworks. For
each feature, we describe examples to illustrate why we
believe it is useful, and briefly evaluate the level of sup-
port provided by programming languages and component
frameworks. We expect this statement will be relevant to
the workshop by delineating some architectural features of
component systems, and to the wider community in provid-
ing additional criteria by which component-oriented solu-
tions can be evaluated.

In the remainder of this position statement, we describe
these three features in more detail.

2. Component Containment

The WCOP’96 definition of component states that:

A component is a unit of composition
with . . . explicit context dependencies only . . .

Object identity is one of the foundations of object-
oriented programming, and mutable state in objects is an-
other — indeed, object identity only really makes sense be-
cause an object’s state variables can be changed while its
identity remains the same [9]. Unfortunately, the interac-
tions of object identity and mutable state can lead toalias-
ing problemswhere references to components’ internal ob-
jects are accessible from outside the components [6]. Com-
ponent frameworks and languages need to provide protec-
tion against aliasing problems — probably the most effec-
tive mechanism is to enforce acontainment invariant[10]
which ensures that a container’s internal representation may
never be exposed outside the container. Component lan-
guages or frameworks which enforce a containment invari-
ant are qualitatively different from object-oriented frame-
works which do not enforce containment invariants.

Example 1A dialog box component is implemented as a
composition of smaller widgets. To support efficient com-
position, the dialog box supports operations which return
its internal widgets, allowing aliases to the widgets from
outside the dialog box and exposing its representation. A
malicious external client could alter the widgets and break
the invariant of the dialog box. A component framework
could detect when the widgets were being passed outside
their containing component (and that this would break the
containment invariant) and thus prevent the transfer.

Example 2An email client component maintains an in-
ternal address book using a simple data store component.
A malicious macro could extract the address book from the

1



email client, and then use it to spam all your friends on the
internet. Arguably, the address book component and the
addresses should be contained within the email client com-
ponent, and the component framework or language should
enforce a containment invariant so that they are never visi-
ble outside the email client component.

Current Support No current programming languages
or component framework fully support containment invari-
ants — such support as languages provide works at the level
of classes or names, rather than objects or components —
typically a private component can be returned by a public
function, or exchanged between two components which are
unrelated but have the same implementation type. Contain-
ment is a topic of current research [5, 1] and we are inves-
tigating the use of both static type systems [2] and dynamic
checks [8] to enforce containment invariants in component
frameworks and languages.

3. Multiple Instances of Interfaces

The WCOP’96 definition of component also states that:

A component is a unit of composition with con-
tractually specified interfaces . . .

Implicit in this statement is that a component must be able
to support multiple interfaces [11]. Obviously, a compo-
nent must be able to support multiple interfaces of different
types, in much the same way as a Java object can implement
many different Java interfaces [4]. What is not so clear from
the definition is that it is crucial that a component is able to
support multipleinstancesof interfaces with thesametype.

Example 3. Consider a simple component such as a
graphical control component which might appear in an ap-
plication’s tool bar. This component may generate many
events which may be of interest to the component composer
— obviously an action event must be generated when the
button is pressed, but also events must be generated when
the mouse pointer enters the button, leaves the button, or
even lingers over it (to show popup screentips or start pa-
perclips dancing). Now, an object-oriented button would
send a different message or event in each of these circum-
stances, and objects receiving the messages (or handling the
events) would have to be programmed specially to handle
each of them. But in a component-oriented approach, each
of these events should be handled in the same way — that
is, the button component needs to be able to support multi-
ple instances of an interface with the same type signature,
but different semantics.

Example 4Consider a larger scale database component.
A database needs to provide an interface for retrieving the
results of queries, and this interface is often stateful, pro-
viding operations to retrieve the nextn results and test the
number of results remaining. Database components also

need to be able to support multiple active queries in parallel
— that is, multiple instances of the query interface. This is
particularly important in conjunction with component con-
tainment, because containment prevents one component di-
rectly accessing the internal representation of another com-
ponent — so an independent query component could not
access the contained representation of the database. In this
and similar cases, however, the query object is playing the
role of an additional interface to the database: a component
framework should support this role directly.

Current Support No current object-oriented program-
ming language allows objects to provide multiple instances
of the same interface directly, although Java’s inner classes
and Smalltalk’s blocks can provide some support. Multi-
ple instances of interfaces are supported natively within the
COM component framework.

4. Interface Dispatch

The evolution of software module interconnections is an
important part of the evolution of programming paradigms.
Early unstructured programs were connected using simple
gotos, structured programs using procedure calls which can
return to their calling context, and object-oriented programs
usemethod dispatch— essentially an indirect procedure
call where the body of the method that is executed depends
upon the (class of the) object to which a message is sent.

Component-oriented programming needs still more gen-
eral interconnections between components — in particular,
interconnections whose semantics depend upon both inter-
faces and components. The actual method body invoked ex-
ecuted by a component should depend upon both the opera-
tion invoked and the interface (or type of interface) through
which the operation is invoked.

If a procedure call is written simply as:

procedure(args)

a static call to a procedure in another module could be writ-
ten:

module:procedure(args)

and an object-oriented message dispatch is a dynamic indi-
rect procedure call:

object! method(object; args)

whereobject must be passed as a “self” parameter. We can
represent classes explicitly:

object! class:method(object; args)

if methods are stored statically in classes. A component-
based interface dispatch is effectively a doubly-indirect pro-
cedure call:

2



component! interface!

method(object; interface; args)

or

component! interface:type!

method(object; interface; args)

if methods are stored on interface types, not interface in-
stances. Both the object and the interface need to be passed
to the executing method as “self”-style parameters.

Example 5Consider again the database component from
Example 2. This component supports multiple instances of
a query interface — one instance is used for each outstand-
ing query. When a client component makes a request to one
of the query interfaces, the code inside the database com-
ponent needs to be able to determine which instance of the
interface is called, so that the correct results are returned.

Example 6Consider a whiteboard component which
must work with two separate clients — that is, the compo-
nent is working as a two-way adaptor [3]. Each client may
send the message to the client with the same names and ar-
guments, but expect a completely different implementation
of the message [7]. For example, one client of the white-
board may use themove(x,y) message to move an icon to
an absolute position, while another client may use the same
message to reposition an icon relative to its current posi-
tion. Component-oriented programming allows the compo-
nent to implement two interfaces, each containing a method
with exactly the same signature, but which are implemented
differently, to provide the semantics each client expects.

Current Support The COM component framework sup-
ports interface dispatch. Multiple inheritance in Eiffel and
C++ can be used to provide different behaviours for the
same message, but the dispatch depends on the caller’s
static type context, rather than a dynamic interface dispatch.

5. Conclusion

Component orientation is still an evolving model of pro-
gramming. We have proposed three features which we
consider should be supported by component frameworks
and component-oriented programming languages. Support-
ing these features would address some of the problems of
reusability and component independence which continue to
affect object-oriented languages and frameworks, and hope-
fully help component-orientedprogramming to live up to its
promise.
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Abstract

Software components offer numerous advan-
tages in terms of development, but may give rise
to inefficiency due to highly generic implementa-
tions. Program specialization can automatically
remove overheads due to overly generic imple-
mentations, but requires inspection of the source
code. To retain the advantages of black-box
software components, we propose black-box pro-
gram specialization: specialization opportunities
are specified by the developer and become part
of the interface of a component, allowing the user
to specialize the component according to specific
needs.

We characterize the problem of consolidating
program specialization and black-box component
re-use, outline our proposed solution, and illus-
trate our approach using an example.

1 Introduction

Software components increase the re-use of ex-
isting program fragments, allowing an applica-
tion to be created by combining existing compo-
nents. Unlike objects which may implement part
functionalities only, a component usually encom-
passes a complete functionality and functions in
an autonomous fashion. In the context of this pa-
per, we consider that components are first created
by the component programmer, then either com-
bined with other components by the application
programmer (to form complete applications), or
inserted into running applications by the end user.

The more a component is generic in its func-
tionality, the more places it can be used, and the
greater is the productivity boost that results from
code-reuse. However, genericity is known to in-
troduce run-time overheads. For example, param-
eters that control the behavior of a component may
be repeatedly tested even though they remain fixed
throughout the lifetime of the component. Also,
features that may be needed only in specific situ-

ations must be included in a component, even if
they are never needed in most applications.

To improve performance, a software compo-
nent can be manually specialized to obtain a ver-
sion dedicated to a given application, but such
manual albeit systematic modification of source
code is error-prone and introduces maintenance
overheads. Automatic program specialization is a
technique for removing overheads that are due to
genericity. Program specialization can automati-
cally instantiate a generic component for a specific
context, thus obtaining an efficient implementa-
tion. Nevertheless, for program specialization to
be effective, it requires guidance by an applica-
tion programmer familiar with the complete pro-
gram being specialized, seemingly contradicting
the philosophy behind black-box re-use of soft-
ware components.

As a solution, we propose to extend the descrip-
tion of a component with information regarding
the opportunities for specialization that are intrin-
sic to the component. The burden of identifying
the specialization opportunities is placed on the
creator of the component, who is assumed to be fa-
miliar with its source code. The existing opportu-
nities for specialization are thus externalized, and
published as part of the interface of the compo-
nent. This interface not only allows the applica-
tion programmer to configure the component to a
specific functionality, but also for the framework
that joins the components together to automati-
cally complete the configuration process by adapt-
ing the components to one another. This configu-
ration process results in a program optimized for
the opportunities associated with each actual com-
ponent.

Overview: First, Section 2 provides an intro-
duction to program specialization. Then, Section
3 describes the main topic of this paper: black-
box program specialization. Afterwards, Section
4 describes how components can be automatically
adapted when they are installed into a framework.



Section 5 provides a concrete example. Finally,
Section 6 discusses both the questions raised by
this position statement and future work.

2 Program Specialization

Program specialization is the optimization of a
program (or a program fragment) based on infor-
mation about the context in which it is used. For
an object-oriented program, specialization can be
applied to individual methods of a class. Context
information can include both constant values, such
as values of parameters, local fields, or fields of
other objects, and type information.

One approach to automatic program specializa-
tion is partial evaluation, which performs aggres-
sive inter-procedural constant propagation (of all
data types), and performs constant folding and
control-flow simplifications based on this informa-
tion. Partial evaluation has been extensively inves-
tigated for functional [3, 4], logic [6], and imper-
ative [1, 2, 5] languages. This technique has been
recently extended to Java by Schultzet al. [7].
Partial evaluation is a two-stage process: first the
program is analyzed with an abstract domain of
values (values are either known or unknown), and
then it is specialized with concrete values. While
analysis must be performed before compilation,
the actual specialization to concrete values can be
done at any time. Specialized code can thus be
dynamically adapted to situations that have been
abstractly analyzed before compilation.

For specialization to be effective, it must only
be applied to the performance-critical regions of
the program. The application programmer is often
aware of where such regions exist in a program,
perhaps with the help of profile information. But
to optimize such regions, knowledge of how they
work is still required for program specialization to
be effective. Thus, some understanding of how the
source program works is necessary for applying
program specialization.

To specialize a software component, it must not
only be known how it has been implemented, but
also how it will be used. This makes it difficult for
the developer to specialize the component, since
the exact needs of the application programmer and
even the end user must be known. Specialization
can be done to cover the most common cases, but
it is often impractical, if not impossible, to pre-
specialize components for all possible values.

3 Black-Box Program Specialization

To exploit the full potential of program specializa-
tion in the field of software components, we must
unify seemingly contradictory needs: specializa-
tion must be done according to the needs of the
application programmer and it must be done at the
component level without requiring the program-
mer to inspect the source code of the component.
The solution is to make the available specializa-
tion opportunities external to the component. We
thus separate the process of declaring specializa-
tion opportunities and the subsequent choice of
which opportunities to exploit.

Concretely, we propose to express abstract spe-
cialization opportunities as part of the interface of
a component. The component developer identi-
fies specialization opportunities and the applica-
tion programmer chooses which opportunities to
exploit. To actually perform specialization, we can
use a technique such as specialization classes [8],
which allow many specialized behaviors to be
added to a component, while keeping the original,
generic behavior.

Indeed, specialization classes, provide a simple,
declarative framework for specifying specializa-
tion opportunities and controlling specialization,
and might seem appropriate for defining the spe-
cialization interface of a component. However,
specialization classes work at the implementation
level and not at the component level: they declare
opportunities on a class-by-class basis, specify-
ing invariants over values that are private to some
object. Also, several specialization classes may
be needed to express specialization for a specific
opportunity. While useful for actually perform-
ing specialization, we conclude that specialization
classes are too fine-grained and implementation-
specific for specifying specialization opportunities
at the component level.

In the same way that the interface of a compo-
nent must be rich enough to support those opera-
tions that are required by the programmer, the set
of available specialization opportunities must be
rich enough to enable optimization for those cases
that are needed. But while an interface that is too
limited can hinder appropriate use of a component,
a limited set of specialization opportunities will
only result in reduced performance. Restricting
the programmer to predefined opportunities has an
advantage in terms of predictability of specializa-
tion: it ensures that specializing according to these
opportunities will be beneficial.

The specialization interface should not only al-



low configuration by the programmer, but also au-
tomatic configuration, as described in the next sec-
tion. Also, the concrete interface that one would
want to use will depend on what framework is be-
ing used. In Section 5 we provide a concrete ex-
ample that illustrates what can be needed from a
interface, but for now we will leave the definition
of the specialization interface as future work.

4 Framework-Based Specialization

Large applications are constructed from many
components, so manually performing complete
configuration of each individual component would
be a tedious task. Furthermore, individual compo-
nent configuration is only feasible during applica-
tion development: we cannot require the end user
of an application to configure components when
they are dynamically installed into the application
framework. While individual configuration of a
component is essential at application construction
time, we deem that it is not sufficient by itself.

Rather than requiring the application program-
mer to specify how each component should be
specialized for a concrete application, specializa-
tion can be done based on information about how
the components have been combined. This infor-
mation can be extracted from the components by
the framework that binds them together, and used
to automatically specialize each component to its
context.

A component normally specifies its interface
and its dependencies on other components. Not
only can the interface of the component include
information regarding the specialization opportu-
nities intrinsic to the component: dependencies on
other components express more opportunities for
specialization. Specifically, dependencies can in-
clude specialization opportunities for other com-
ponents that are due to the way they will be used
by this component.

Globally, each component expresses specializa-
tion opportunities that influence the specialization
opportunities of other components. This can be
implemented in a straight forward fashion by al-
lowing each component to configure those compo-
nents that it depends upon. This allows the com-
ponents of an application to automatically adapt
to the way they will be used. By implementing the
propagation of specialization opportunities in the
framework, propagation can be done either stati-
cally at compile time when the application is cre-
ated, or dynamically at run time when new com-

ponents are plugged into the application. Once
the configuration process is complete, specializa-
tion can be done for the resulting configuration op-
tions.

Concretely, the components and their depen-
dencies form a graph structure, and specialization
opportunities are propagated through this graph
structure until a fixed point is reached. To ensure
termination and a simple way of merging configu-
rations, a partial ordering over the possible config-
uration options could be defined, with the empty
set of configuration options as the bottom element
and the set of all configuration options together as
the top element. (Note that some configuration
options may be incompatible; it is the job of the
component programmer to decide what happens
in the case of conflicts.) Once completely con-
figured, each component can then be specialized
according to the selected specialization opportu-
nities. Formalization and implementation of this
approach is future work.

5 Example: Image-Processing Java
Beans

As a simple example, consider an image pro-
cessing application that loads an image, removes
noise or performs blurring, and displays the re-
sult. When programmed using common object-
oriented abstraction mechanisms, such applica-
tions can contain many opportunities for special-
ization [7]. For example, specialization can be
done for the concrete representation of image data
used while processing the image, or for the actual
filters being applied to the image.

In this example, the components will be imple-
mented as Java Beans. The Java Beans framework
already encompasses the notion ofpropertiesthat
allow configuration of specific parameters. How-
ever, this interface alone is too simple for our pur-
poses, since we also work with dependencies be-
tween components. Thus, we choose to slightly
extend the Java Beans framework, and have a spe-
cific mechanism for specialization operations.

Inspired by the BeanInfo interface for com-
plex introspective operations on Beans, we pro-
vide each bean with a method for obtaining its
specialization controllerobject. This object is the
interface performing configuration and the actual
specialization operations, as well as describing de-
pendencies between beans to allow automatic con-
figuration. The specialization controller object can
be accessed by a BeanBox-like tool for configura-



tion during creation of an application, or by some
run-time framework for Java Beans that would
permit the specialization controllers to be con-
nected as defined by dependencies between com-
ponents.

To facilitate the construction of different image
processing applications, we program each specific
functionality as a separate component. In the con-
text of this example, we are interested in the four
following components:

GIFSource: Reads an image from a GIF file.

Median: Removes noise in an image, using a
given mask (different kinds of noise are best
removed with different masks).

Blur: Performs blurring of an image, using any
mask size (the larger the mask, the stronger
the blurring effect.)

Display: Displays an image on the screen.

The components work on image data through a
generic interface, manipulating image data stored
either pixel by pixel or separately for each color.

The blurring algorithm can be specialized for
the size of the blurring mask, so the component
developer has specified this as a specialization op-
portunity. In normal use of the application, only
a small blurring effect is desired, so the applica-
tion programmer can configure theBlur compo-
nent to be specialized in advance for a couple of
small mask sizes, and to be prepared for being spe-
cialized at run time for larger mask sizes. Sim-
ilarly, the median component can be specialized
for a concrete mask.

There is a significant overhead associated with
accessing all image data through a generic inter-
face. The components could all be specialized for
the same data representation, thus optimizing the
program. If the application programmer specifies
that the local machine uses packed pixels when
displaying data on the screen, theDisplay com-
ponent can specify this as a specialization oppor-
tunity, thus causing all the components that it de-
pends upon to be specialized for this representa-
tion.

By a combination of manual configuration and
automatic propagation of specialization opportu-
nities, we can thus essentially specialize the graph-
ical application as was done by Schultzet al.,
which was shown to result in a speedup in exe-
cution time between one and a half and five times.
However, by specifying specialization opportuni-
ties at the component level as was done here,

the process of performing specialization has been
greatly simplified.

6 Open Questions and Future Work

This position statement outlines an overall ap-
proach to applying program specialization to soft-
ware components. However, many open questions
remain:

� Does component-level configuration of each
component combined with automatic propa-
gation of specialization opportunities answer
some of the needs for specialization of the
software component community?

� Is a software component in fact an appro-
priate unit for specifying possible specializa-
tion opportunities and subsequently relying
on automatic propagation of opportunities to
determine which opportunities to exploit?

� Is it possible to unify the specialization needs
that arise when the same component in a sin-
gle application is used by several different
components, possibly each through a unique
interface?

In terms of future work, the specialization inter-
face should be defined, and automatic propagation
of specialization opportunities should be formally
specified. Both should be experimentally imple-
mented in a framework. To minimize the amount
of configuration by the programmer, it would be
possible to allow components to have “prefer-
ences” for certain configuration options. In the ex-
ample of the previous section, a specific represen-
tation could have been the preferred one, and the
choice made automatically in the case where the
programmer had no preferences (or at run time).
Finally, an interface to individual component con-
figuration is needed before this technique can be
tested. We envision having a complete graphical
interface for controlling and monitoring both ap-
proaches, in the form of aspecialization wizard
that can guide the application programmer through
the specialization process. In the specific case of
Java Beans, it would be advantageous to integrate
such an interface with an existing BeanBox tool.
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Abstract

Reuse in the context of scienti�c simulation appli-

cations has mostly taken the form of procedural or

object-oriented libraries. End users of such systems

are however often non software experts needing very

simple, possibly interactive ways to build applications

from domain-speci�c components and to control their

parameters. Integrating independently written (existing

or new) code as components should ideally be a sim-

ple, possibly automated black-box process. We propose

a dataow-based component framework for simulation

and visualization in which large existing C++ appli-

cation libraries were easily integrated as interactively

manipulable components by using a meta-layer object-

oriented component abstraction. The path from user-

level requirements to the framework design and imple-

mentation decisions is outlined.

1 Introduction

Designing open systems for scienti�c visualization and
simulation (VisSym) has become crucial for disciplines
such as computational uid dynamics (CFD), medical
sciences, or numerical analysis. As simulations' com-
plexity has grown, the amount and variety of software
elements involved in their design has increased consid-
erably. In consequence, VisSym software architectures
strive to evolve from problem-speci�c, monolithic ap-
plications to general-purpose frameworks o�ering inter-
active application monitoring and control and simple
mechanisms to plug in various domain speci�c soft-
ware.

Component-based frameworks seem ideal for the
above task as they decouple component manufactur-
ing from component usage. The latter is reduced to a
simple operation of connecting matching components
and having the framework enforce their correct coop-

eration via some standard protocol. Most of VisSym
end-users are not programming experts, so frameworks
should provide simple, interactive ways to load various
components and connect them to produce the desired
application without having to program. The compo-
nents' parameters should be easily controllable inter-
actively in order to steer the running simulations, and
results should be available in real-time. Finally, the
large amounts of existing scienti�c software libraries
should be easily integrable in such frameworks as com-
ponents, without having to modify their often unavail-
able source code.

However, due to several factors, designers have been
so far reluctant to adopt component-based designs.
Firstly, the above constraint combination is hard to
satisfy, so virtually all existing VisSym frameworks
mostly use white-box inheritance techniques, and are
thus notoriously limited and di�cult to use by re-
searchers that need to focus on the modelled problem
and not on the often intricate software integration tech-
niques. Secondly, the extra indirections introduced by
loosely coupled designs were considered too expensive
for the interactive behavior of VisSym applications.

We addressed the above issues by designing vission
[15], a component-based VisSym framework based on
an object-oriented component model which extends the
C++ class notion non-intrusively, in a black-box man-
ner. Based on this component notion, we provide an
easy way to build components from existing C++ class
libraries, an interactive, programming-free manner to
load, instantiate and connect them to create applica-
tions, and automatically built graphics user interfaces
(GUIs) for for component parameter control and visual
monitoring.

1



1.1 Requirements and User Roles

In VisSym, frameworks strive to satisfy the require-
ments of three user roles, or viewpoints, in the termi-
nology of by Alencar et al[1]. End-users (EU), mostly
non-programming experts, need virtual cameras, GUIs,
and sometimes scripting languages. Application de-
signers (AD) build the EU application by assembling
prede�ned domain-speci�c components and work best
if this assembly process is supported by a visual, in-
teractive tool. This is usually done by connecting the
components in a directed graph called a dataow net-
work. As the simulation runs, data ows from its
source through components that process it up to the
visualization components [10, 2]. The component de-
veloper (CD) forms the third user category: he builds
application libraries by writing or often reusing exist-
ing code. The CD requires that existing code should
be easily extensible and reusable as application com-
ponents, and that the system loading the components
should not constrain their design. Most frameworks ad-
dress the CD's requirements by supporting some form
of object-oriented components. By OO component, we
shall further denote an OO software entity directly
reusable in the context of a given framework. Often
the same person cycles through all the roles (e.g. a
researcher who develops his code as a CD, then builds
a test experiment as an AD, and steers the �nal ap-
plication as an EU). The cycle is repeated, as end-
user insight triggers application re-design for the AD,
which may induce component changes, a task for the
CD. As the same person must quickly and frequently
switch roles, frameworks should not only o�er freedom
for each individual role, but also an ideally automatic
way to make the work of a role immediately available
to the next role.

1.2 Limitations of Current Frameworks

Matching the above requirements to the most known
VisSym frameworks, we identi�ed the following limita-
tions:

1.2.1 Extensibility and Reuse Problems

While OO libraries written in e.g. C++ or Java are
easily extensible by subclassing (e.g. vtk [16] and Open
Inventor [11] for C++ or Java3D for Java [7]), most
frameworks require relinking or recompilation to use
new component versions. They also often force compo-
nents to inherit from a common root class (hierarchies
having di�erent roots are not accepted) or use only sin-
gle inheritance (SI) in e.g. the C++ case [11, 10, 16].

White-box frameworks based on inheritance or other
compile-time schemes that check the validity of com-
ponents by checking their interface conformance are
thus the most common.

1.2.2 Inexible I/O Typing

By providing typed inputs and outputs for compo-
nents (also called ports in the dataow terminology),
VisSym frameworks assist the AD with run-time type
checking to forbid connections between incompatible
types. However, most frameworks' run-time type sys-
tems have only a few basic types (integer, oat, string,
and arrays of these), and are not extensible with user
de�ned types. By value and by reference data passing
are also rarely both supported in the same framework.
To provide run-time data conversion from one type to
another, explicit conversion modules [2],[16] or compli-
cated run-time schemes to register conversion functions
[11] are used, instead of more elegant schemes present
in some programming languages such as conversion op-
erators or copy constructors, or of other meta-level
object protocols that could negotiate data conversions
more exibly.

1.2.3 Intrusive code integration

Frameworks take a limited number of run-time deci-
sions so are often simpler than full-edged compilers
or interpreters. The development language is often
richer in concepts than the target framework, so CDs
are forced to change their code to match the system's
standard (e.g. give up multiple inheritance, pass by
value, etc). Some frameworks require the components
to be interfaced in a language di�erent from the devel-
opment one (e.g. tcl used by [16, 10] to interface C++
classes), thus the manual creation of wrapper classes or
'glue' code [1]. Sometimes the CD must add system-
speci�c code to his components to add dataow and
GUI functionality [2, 5, 14], which is yet another form
of white-box composition. Many researchers reported
that otherwise well-designed OO libraries could not be
integrated in VisSym frameworks due to the need to
intrusively adapt their (sometimes unavailable) source
code or need to build complex wrappers.

1.2.4 Di�erent Run-Time and Compile-Time

Languages

Most VisSym frameworks implement their components
in native executable code for speed reasons, and o�er
the EUs interpreted languages to quickly set up exper-
iments or issue various commands. Component devel-
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opment languages are often di�erent and usually more
powerful than the run-time ones (e.g. tcl for [10], V
for avs, cli for [2]), making some features of the latter
unavailable in the former, and forcing the CD to learn
two languages.

1.2.5 Manual GUI Construction

Even though GUIs could be automatically created from
the components speci�cation, the CD usually has to
manually program (or interactively build [2]) the GUIs
for the developed components. Moreover, the GUIs
of most frameworks support editing only a few basic
types (integers, strings, oats). There is no support
for editing user-de�ned types (e.g. a 3D vector) or
user de�ned GUI widgets (e.g. a 3-dimensional virtual
spaceball).

2 Overview of vission

Analyzing the presented limitations, it seems that most
of them are caused by a very limited, ad-hoc notion
of components, usually the result of the evolution of
simple code integration schemes used in early systems.
However, requirements as dynamic, transparent inte-
gration of independently developed OO class libraries
de�nitely ask for black-box integration, supported by
mechanisms such as dynamic code loading and reec-
tion. The fact that many VisSym frameworks do not
promote a clear identity for components, separate from
and semantically higher than the computational code
they extend, forces white-box composition with all its
known problems.

Our solution employs the C++ language in compiled
form for the development of component libraries, and

in interpreted form for the application developer and
the end user. vission's kernel is a C++ interpreter
[4] able to call C++ compiled code from dynamically
loadable user-written libraries, execute on-the-y syn-
thesized C++ code, and o�er a reection API. This
allows us to completely merge the OO and dataow
modelling concepts in a new abstraction called a meta-

class, which extends a C++ class with dataow seman-
tics to create our framework's component.

Component libraries are loaded in vission where the
AD interactively builds dataow networks using a vi-
sual programming mouse-based GUI for component in-
stantiation, cloning, destruction, port connections and
disconnections (Fig. 3) performed on iconic represen-
tations of metaclass instances. The icons for the meta-
classes and their instances, as well as the GUIs used

C++ Metaclass Language

type: class metaclass
instance: object meta−object
interface: public part input/output ports
implementation: private part public part of own C++ class

and update method

Figure 1: Comparison of C++ class and metaclass con-
cepts

for monitoring and modi�cation of port values, are au-
tomatically constructed by vission from the metaclass
speci�cation (Fig. 4).

2.1 The Metaclass Concept

A metaclass is a programming construct written in a
simple object-oriented declarative language. It adds
a dataow interface to a C++ class: a description
of the inputs,outputs, and update method, i.e. the
code to be executed by the dataow engine when the
inputs have changed. The metaclass inputs, outputs
and update are forwarded to the public interface of the
C++ class it extends: when an input is written into,
a C++ class method is called to perform the write or
a public member is written; when an output is read
from, a method is called and the return value is used
or a public member is read. Inputs and outputs are
typed by the C++ types of their underlying methods
or members. Metaclasses are object-oriented since they
can inherit inputs, outputs and the update methods
from other metaclasses (single, multiple and virtual in-
heritance are supported) similarly to their underlying
C++ classes, so a metaclass hierarchy is isomorphic
to the C++ hierarchy it extends. We added however
some OO features present in C++ to the metaclass lan-
guage, e.g. the selective hiding or renaming of inherited
features, similar to the approach described by Meyer
in [9]. This proved very useful when managing com-
plex metaclass hierarchies. Metaclasses of non abstract
C++ classes with public constructors can be instan-
tiated to create meta-objects which are connected to
form the dataow network. A metaclass is ultimately
an object-oriented type for the dataow mechanism,
implemented in terms of the C++ class type (Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 shows two C++ classes of a larger hierarchy and
their metaclasses: the IVSoLight metaclass has three
inputs for a light's color, intensity, and on/o� value,
modelled by the corresponding C++ class's methods
with similar names, and of types IVSbColor (a RGB
color triplet), oat, and respectively boolean. Meta-
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class IVSoLight 
{ public:
      BOOL       on;
      void           setIntensity(float);
      float           getIntensity();
      void           setColor(IVSbColor&);
      IVSbColor getColor();
};

class IVSoDirectionalLight:  public IVSoLight
{ public:
      void            setDirection(IVSbVec3f&);
      IVSbVec3f getDirection();
};

module  IVSoLight
{ input:
     WRPort "intensity" (setIntensity,getIntensity) 

                 editor: Slider
     WRport "color"       (setColor,getColor)
     WRport "light on"   (on)
}

module IVSoDirectionalLight : IVSoLight
{ input:
     WRPort "direction" (setDirection,getDirection)
}     

Metaclasses: C++ classes:

Figure 2: Example of C++ class hierarchy and corresponding metaclass hierarchy

class IVSoDirectionalLight extends IVSoLight with an
input for the light's direction, of type IVSbVec3f (a
3-space vector). Besides the port to C++ member
mapping, metaclasses specify other non-functional re-
quirements such as the labels to be used in their au-
tomatically constructed GUIs (Fig. 4), optional widget
preferences (for the intensity, a slider is preferred to a
typein in the above example), and documentation data
that can be accessed on-line. Appropriate widgets are
automatically created based on the ports' C++ types
(3 oat typeins for IVSbColor and IVSbVec3f, a toggle
for the boolean, and a slider, as the user option spec-
i�ed, for the oat). The requirements and limitations
listed in Sect. 1.2 are addressed as follows:

2.1.1 Extensibility and Reuse

The CD develops his application C++ classes with no
restriction imposed by vission (no common root class
required, multiple and virtual inheritance can be used,
etc) and organizes them in application libraries. Ex-
tra information is next added by writing the meta-
class descriptions for the C++ classes in a straight-
forward fashion (the metaclass language has only a
few keywords and very simple declarative constructs).
Metaclasses are organized in libraries using the C++
application libraries as implementation only via their
public interfaces, introducing a �rst level of black-box
reuse. Metaclass libraries can include other metaclass
libraries and metaclasses from one library can inherit
from metaclasses in other libraries, similarly to Java
packages. When vission dynamically loads a meta-
class library, metaclasses from directly and indirectly
included libraries are transparently loaded, together
with their corresponding C++ classes. This is a second
level of black-box reuse between the framework and the
metaclass libraries.

2.1.2 Flexible I/O Typing

Data ow between ports is based on the full OO typing
of C++: it can be passed by value, by reference, and
can be of any type (fundamental or class). For class
types, constructors and destructors are automatically
called when data ows from an output to an input.
Port connection type checking obey all C++ typing
rules: a port of C++ type A can be connected to a
port of type B if A conforms to B by trivial conversion,
subclass to baseclass conversion, user-de�ned construc-
tor and conversion operator [12]. This generalizes the
dataow typing policies of other systems: The Oorange
system [10], based on Objective C, o�ers by-reference
but no by-value data passing. AVS/Express [2] limits
the run-time data types to the ones provided by its OO
V language which lacks constructors, destructors, and
multiple inheritance. Compiled toolkits as Open In-
ventor [11] and vtk [16] are only statically extendable,
as all types have to be known at compile time.

2.1.3 Non-intrusive code integration

All information needed to promote a C++ class to
a metaclass directly usable by vission resides in the
metaclass. The metaclass-C++ class pair is roughly
similar to the handle-body idiom [3], the Adapter pat-
tern [6] or the customizable adapters presented by Ku-
cuk et al [8], but is much easier to do than e.g. manual
Adapter coding as the parallel hierarchies are managed
automatically by the system, not the user. Separat-
ing the dataow information in the metaclass allows
adding dataow semantics to existing class libraries,
even when they are not available in source form. This
separation between the pure, framework-independent
code and the 'adaptation' layer including framework
speci�c elements such as non-functional requirements
is advocated by many [6],[13], as it allows code to be
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Figure 3: The dataow network is build in the visual
editor by instantiating the loaded metaclasses

easily reused in various contexts as its design is not
inuenced by the target environment.

Moreover, since the metaclass speci�cation code is
simply parsed by vission, it is very easy and fast to
change it to e.g. adapt di�erent C++ classes (e.g. hav-
ing di�erent interfaces) or adapt the same classes dif-
ferently (e.g. de�ne ports or the update to call back
on other C++ methods). In this sense, our adaptation
method is di�erent from other solutions. The meta-
class code might be seen as partially white-box (since
it has explicit dependencies on the C++ classes' in-
terfaces), but it has practically none of the white-box
drawbacks, since it comes in a very easy to edit/change
form and not as binaries.

2.1.4 Single language solution

C++ is vission's single language: application libraries
are written in C++, the metaclass ports are typed also
in C++, C++ commands can be typed in a console to
be dynamically interpreted (obviating the need for a
scripting language). We implemented also a generic
persistence mechanism which saves all meta-object in-
put port values and connections as C++ source code
commands and restores the state by simply interpret-
ing the saved code. The fact that our metaclass state is
completely intrinsic supports once more the idea that
components should be designed independently on the

context in which they are used.

output port

input ports

   metaclass name
IVSoDirectionalLight

instance name
         obj0

Figure 4: Metaclass icon with ports (left) and its au-
tomatically constructed GUI (right)

2.1.5 Automatic GUI Construction

vission automatically builds GUI interaction panels

(shortly interactors) to examine and modify the val-
ues of any metaclass's ports. Interactors create the
system's third object, isomorphic with the C++ class
and the metaclass hierarchies: an interactor inher-
its the widgets from the interactors of its metaclass'
bases. The three hierarchies correspond to the three
user classes: EUs are concerned with the interactors,
ADs with the metaclass interfaces, and CDs with the
C++ classes. The interactor widgets reect directly
the C++ types of the edited ports. For example, a
oat port can be edited by a slider, a char* port by
a text type-in (Fig. 4), a three-dimensional VECTOR
port by a 3D widget allowing direct manipulation of a
3D vector icon (Fig. 5 c), a boolean by a toggle button,
a complex Material class encoding over 15 attributes by
a Material widget (Fig. 5 c), and so on. vission's wid-
get set for the fundamental C++ types is extendable
by the AD with widgets for new, application-speci�c
C++ types. We used this mechanism to provide GUI
widgets for C++ types used by various libraries we in-
cluded in vission, such as 3D vectors, colors, rotation
matrices, and light values. Type-speci�c widgets are
loaded and unloaded with the metaclass libraries de�n-
ing their types, so they can also be seen as black-box
components from the framework's point of view.
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Figure 5: Automatically constructed GUIs and visualization examples in the vission framework

The association of a widget to a port type is done au-
tomatically at run-time by vission, which picks from
the available widgets the one whose C++ type best

matches the type of the port to edit. The best match
rules are based on a distance metric in type space be-
tween the type to edit and the type editable by a wid-
get, roughly similar to C++'s type conformance rules.
The GUI building process can be however customized
by supplying new GUI widgets or by specifying pre-
ferred widgets (a oat type-in can be preferred to a
slider for a oat port, for example) in the metaclass
speci�cation. The loose coupling between OO widgets
and OO ports via the run-time best match rule, the
user-speci�able hints and the interactive widget switch-
ing correspond to the three user layers (CD,AD,EU).
They form a meta-object protocol between vission and
the component to negotiate the GUI creation.

3 Architecture

vission consists of three main parts: the object man-
ager, the dataow manager, and the interaction man-
ager (Fig. 2) that use two subsystems: the C++ inter-
preter and the library manager. All subsystems com-
municate by sharing the simulation dataow graph.
The key element is the C++ interpreter [4]. Opera-
tions throughout vission, such as connection or dis-

Interaction ManagerC++ Interpreter

Editor Widnow

"type"

Center

Name
Value

ROTOR  r1

12.45
-123.2
  60.66

Editor Widnow

Editor Widnow

End user

Dataflow Graph

Dataflow Manager

Library  Manager

Application libraries

Application developer

Figure 6: Architecture of the vission component
framework

connection of ports, data transfer between ports, up-
date methods' call, GUI editing of ports, are all im-
plemented as small C++ fragments dynamically sent
to the interpreter. The automatic GUI construction
and the port connection type checking use the inter-
preter's reection API. The interpreter cooperates with
the library manager to dynamically load and unload
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metaclass libraries and their underlying compiled C++
classes, with the object manager to parse metaclass
declarations and instantiate metaclasses, and with the
interaction manager to build and control the GUIs.
Almost all code is executed from the compiled C++
classes, leaving only a tiny amount of C++ code to be
interpreted. Performance loss as compared to a 100%
compiled system was estimated to be below 2%, even
for complex networks requiring an intensive commu-
nication with the interpreter, so the extra indirection
level due to the loose coupling was de�nitely negligible.
Loading and unloading metaclass libraries was however
much slower: this implies, for medium-sized libraries
having hundreds of metaclasses with 10-20 attributes
each, the introduction in vission's type and function
tables of thousands of new names and other informa-
tion. We noticed however that loading a few large li-
braries is times faster than managing a �ne-grained
network of many small libraries referring each other, a
fact similar to the performance issues of compilers vs
header �les.

Figure 7 presents the relationship between the port
read and write operations, the interpreted and com-
piled C++ code, and the high-level tasks (data trans-
fer, GUI-based inspection and modi�cation of ports).
A write operation in a GUI widget triggers a write to
a port of the GUI's metaclass (step W1), which sends
a C++ fragment of the form "obj1.set()" to the inter-
preter (step W2), the argument of set() being the data
written to the GUI and the target of the set() mes-
sage being the metaclass's C++ object obj1. The in-
terpreter executes the C++ fragment calling the set()
method from the compiled application library (step
W3). A similar process occurs when reading a C++
value to refresh the GUI (steps R1,R2,R3). To transfer
data between two ports (step T1), a port read (steps
R1,R2,R3) followed by a port write (steps W1,W2,W3)
is executed. The dataow manager uses the above
mechanism to perform automatically a network traver-
sal calling node updates whenever an input changes.

4 Conclusion

vission is a general-purpose visualization and simula-
tion component framework built on a black-box com-
ponent foundation. It provides simple ways to speci-
�cation, monitoring, steering of simulations, and com-
ponent integration, by merging the powerful, yet so far
independently used OO and dataow modelling con-
cepts in the metaclass component notion.

Metaclasses extend C++ classes with dataow se-

Node  n1

C++ Object obj1

void set(T)

C++ Interpreter

C++ Compiled
      Library

Node  n2

C++ Object obj2

   U get()

User Interface ReadUser Interface Write Data Transfer

transfer 
data (T1)

port
read 
(R1)

 interprete
"obj2.get()"
(R2)

call compiled
get()  (R3)

port 
write 
(W1)

interprete
"obj1.set()"
          (W2)

call compiled
    set()  (W3)

Figure 7: User interface read/write operations, data
transfers between ports and the underlying C++mech-
anism

mantics, GUI and documentation information in a
black-box fashion, making them easily reusable in other
contexts and also making it easy to plug-in existing
C++ libraries as components. Metaclass libraries (or
their underlying implementation C++ libraries) can be
seen as application frameworks modelling some partic-
ular domain, while vission is a component framework,
since it a) coordinates the interaction of independently
designed components according to its domain-speci�c
(VisSym) rules implemented using the dataow model,
and b) it communicates with these components only

via the metaclass interface.

We have provided a mechanism for automatic GUI
construction from type-speci�c, user-de�ned widgets,
based on a meta-object protocol merging OO typing
with higher level information such as user preferences.
vission's implementation key issue was the choice for
a single (OO) language solution based on C++. vis-
sion's C++ interpreter/compiler design shows that
one can combine speed and design freedom of com-
piled C++ (multiple inheritance, pass by value for user
types, etc) with the advantages of interpreted environ-
ments (run-time exibility, ease of use, reection APIs)
like Java/JavaBeans also in the context of the C++.
Had we chosen a JavaBeans-based implementation, it
would have been tedious and very di�cult for our tar-
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get users to integrate several large existing C++ class
libraries which extensively use pass by value and mul-
tiple inheritance.

Several applications illustrate the advantages a fully
object-oriented computational steering architecture
provides. Component designers plugged-in existing
well-known libraries such as vtk [16] for scienti�c vi-
sualization and Open Inventor [11] for rendering (420
classes,over 200000 C++ lines), or other libraries for
radiosity (18 classes, over 6000 C++ lines) and �nite
element analysis (25 classes, over 7500 C++ lines) in
vission in a short time (approximately 2 months, 5
days, respectively 10 days). Integration required writ-
ing a comparable number of metaclasses of an average
length of 6 lines, and absolutely no change of the li-
braries (of which, Inventor was only available as bina-
ries).

Application designers and non-programmer end
users could e�ectively use visison in a matter of min-
utes (Fig. 5 a,b,e,f show snapshots from scalar, vector,
tensor, and medical visualizations).

The strong separation of pure application code (writ-
ten by the component designer) from infrastructure as
dataow mechanisms, GUIs, persistence schemes (pro-
vided by vission) makes the code to be written by the
former clear and also very concise. This is noteworthy
since most large application toolkits [11, 16] dedicate
up to 50% of their code to implement backbone ser-
vices as the ones mentioned before. Library designers
may save 50% time if infrastructural services are au-
tomatically provided. Moreover, if a single backbone
is applicable, it is coded just once (in vission) and
not replicated in endless avors among the open set of
application libraries.
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6RWLULRV�7HU]LV 3DGG\�1L[RQ
&RPSXWHU�6FLHQFH�'HSDUWPHQW�

8QLYHUVLW\�RI�'XEOLQ��7ULQLW\�&ROOHJH��'XEOLQ����,UHODQG
(PDLO��6RWLULRV�7HU]LV#FV�WFG�LH��3DGG\�1L[RQ#FV�WFG�LH

$EVWUDFW
&RPSRQHQW�RULHQWHG� VRIWZDUH� VHHPV� SURPLVLQJ� LQ
SURYLGLQJ� WKH� G\QDPLVP� DQG� IOH[LELOLW\� QHFHVVDU\� WR
UHDOLVH� WKH� 9LUWXDO� (QWHUSULVH� �9(�� PRGHO� IRU� G\QDPLF
EXVLQHVV� RUJDQLVDWLRQV��$FFRUGLQJ� WR� WKH�9(�PRGHO�� DQG
IURP� WKH� SHUVSHFWLYH� RI� FRPSRQHQW�RULHQWHG
SURJUDPPLQJ�� D� YLUWXDO� HQWHUSULVH� V\VWHP� FRXOG� EH
FRQVWUXFWHG� E\� PDUVKDOOLQJ� WKH� QHFHVVDU\� VHUYLFHV
WKURXJK� FRPSRVLWLRQ� RI� DYDLODEOH� FRPSRQHQWV� VHOHFWHG
IURP�D�FROOHFWLRQ�SURYLGHG�E\�WKH�SDUWLFLSDWLQJ�HQWHUSULVH
V\VWHPV�WR�IRUP�WKH�QHZ�YLUWXDO�HQWHUSULVH�V\VWHP��,Q�WKLV
FRQWH[W� WKH� SURFHVV� RI� VHOHFWLQJ� DQG� FRPSRVLQJ� RI
FRPSRQHQWV�LV�QRW�D�WULYLDO� WDVN��7KLV�SDSHU�SURSRVHV�WKH
XVH�RI�D�FRPSRQHQW�WUDGLQJ�IDFLOLW\��ZKLFK�LQWURGXFHV�WKH
QRWLRQ� RI� VHPDQWLF� WUDGLQJ�� WR� VXSSRUW� WKH� FRPSRQHQW
VHOHFWLRQ�DQG�FRPSRVLWLRQ�SURFHVV�

���0RWLYDWLRQ

We are currently witnessing a convergence of several
threads of technology and business imperatives. A new
model for business organisations, the 9LUWXDO
(QWHUSULVH (VE) is emerging. The new model is based
on the idea that business organisations should be able
to marshal more resources than they have available
without the need for expansion. The VE model aims to
provide the responsiveness that businesses require in
highly changeable market conditions where niche
markets emerge rapidly. Although, a number of
technological phenomena and business trends make the
VE model both feasible and appealing, the
effectiveness and efficiency of the model depends on
the development of global information infrastructures.
These infrastructures should span organisational
boundaries and support flexible, dynamic and seamless
composition of services from a worldwide pool.
It seems that the only reasonable way to achieve the
flexibility and dynamism required by the VE model is
through a new perspective on enterprise system
development. The decomposition of current enterprise
systems into services and components will provide the
necessary framework within which this new
perspective can be built. This framework should be

based on component-oriented software and should
allow the dynamic composition and configuration of
components services. It should also allow on-the-fly
recomposition and reconfiguration of services. Finally,
since the number of these components and services
will be significant, the framework should also be
scalable (see [1] for a more detailed discussion).
Inside this component-oriented framework the
development of a new system is a process of
dynamically selecting the appropriate components and
composing them into a new configuration. This
process presents a number of challenges to traditional
development techniques. The VE model for enterprise
systems changes the basic assumption of equally
trusted and equally under control system parts that
drives traditional system development. Under the VE
model that is simply not the case. In fact the model
requires semantically rich component interactions and
composition, not supported by current syntactically
based development frameworks like CORBA [2] and
DCOM [3]. So, from the purely technical perspective,
development inside this component-oriented
framework seems to hinge on issues as diverse as
trading through high-level semantic service
descriptions, on-the-fly re-configuration, novel
programming language structures, and the close
integration of trust and trust management into the
fabric of applications [4].
This paper proposes the use of a component trading
facility to support the component-oriented
development framework presented above. The facility
is based on the notion of semantic trading, which is a
kind of trading using ontological exchange of domain
knowledge inside a community of component traders
with the support of component composition facility.
Having described the framework, the discussion will
focus on how the framework provides for component
location and management. Furthermore, it will address
how semantic trading allows the inclusion of non-
functional information in the component description
and thus how it provides a richer environment for
component composition. Discussion about the other
aspects of the framework can be found elsewhere [5]
and [6].



���5HTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�D�&RPSRQHQW�7UDGLQJ
)DFLOLW\

)LJXUH���/HYHO�RI�DEVWUDFWLRQ�IRU�HQWHUSULVH�V\VWHP
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ

The component-orient framework for enterprise
system development, presented above, requires the
decomposition of current enterprise systems into a
number of services and components. This system
decomposition is done according to different levels of
abstraction (see Figure 1). At the lowest level the
system is decomposed to a number of basic
components.  Some of these components grouped
together form functionally cohesive entities called
services. At the highest level, these services are
combined together to form the whole enterprise
system. In the development of a VES the participating
systems could contribute either basic level components
or services. So, the facility should support trading at
both levels.

)LJXUH���8VH�RI�&RPSRQHQW�7UDGLQJ�)DFLOLW\�IRU�9(6
GHYHORSPHQW�

The component trading facility will support the
development of VES in the following way (see Figure
2): In the start there are a number of existing enterprise
systems. Each of these systems consists of a number of
connected components (both basic level components
and services from Figure 1) and a semantic trader (the

black circle inside each system). The creation of the
VES (the system in the middle) will be driven by a
new component trader, which is formed by composing
the existing ones. Then, the new trader is used to select
the components that will form the VES while the
composition will be supported by a wrapping service
(explained below) associated with the trader creates the
new configuration. Some times the existing systems
might not provide all the necessary components in
which case the component trader will try to retrieve
missing components from a worldwide pool of
available ones.

�����&XUUHQW�7UDGLQJ

The accepted definition of trading is: “WKH� DFWLYLW\� RI
FKRRVLQJ� VHUYLFHV�� VXFK� WKDW� WKH\�PDWFK� VRPH� VHUYLFH
UHTXLUHPHQWV��7KH� FKRLFH� LV� EDVHG�RQ� WKH� FRPSDULVRQ
RI�WKH�VSHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�D�VHUYLFH�UHTXLUHG��SURYLGHG�E\
D�SURVSHFWLYH�FRQVXPHU��DQG� WKH� VHUYLFH� VSHFLILFDWLRQ
VXSSOLHG� E\� VHUYLFH� SURYLGHUV� RU� WKHLU� DJHQWV” [7].
Trading is based on the notion of matching service
offers and service requests. The component
responsible for the maintenance of the trading space
and the matching of offers and requests is called a
trader. Current traders [7], [8], [9] organise services in
a service type hierarchy. Each service type defines an
interface that prescribes the operations available for the
interaction between the service provider and the
service consumer. They also allow the association of a
number of properties as attribute value pairs with each
service type. The use of service types with associated
properties allows the expression of quite refined
service offers and requests in an easy way.
Service providers are called exporters. An exporter
exports a service offer by specifying its service type
and service properties. The service provider can also
refine its offer by specifying a number of service offer
properties. On the other hand service consumers are
called importers. An importer requests a service by
specifying the type of the service and constraints on
the properties of the type. The importer might also be
able to specify a search scope thus limit the part of the
trading space that wants to be searched. Or it might be
allowed to specify the selection criteria for the
selection of offers when more than one meets the
specified type and property constraints. Or, finally, it
could probably specify the search method that is going
to be used by the trader.
The combination of the trading policy of the trader, the
export policy of the exporter and the import policy of
the importer determine the service matching process.
The centre of the service type matching is the notion of
type conformance1. Type conformance is based on the
“no surprise rule” on the interaction interface, which
means that no unexpected input or output requirements

                                                
1 If TypeA conforms to TypeB then instances of TypeA can be
substituted for instances of TypeB and the clients will not be able to
detect that the interface being used is not of the exact requested type.



or operation termination conditions will emerge (see
[7] for a more detailed discussion about type
conformance). Since type conformance is determined
by the interaction interface, the description of
interfaces is crucial in trading. At the basic level the
description of an interface is based on determining the
type of the parameters and of the return value for the
supported methods (the signature of the interface). In
most cases this is not sufficient. For example, in the C
math library nearly two thirds of the functions have the
same signature double → double [10]. In order to
overcome the problem the name of the method is
considered part of the signature. Also, since a number
of programming languages support exception handling
mechanisms for dealing with unusual cases, thrown
exceptions are also considered part of a method’s
signature. For the specification of method signatures
and interfaces in general interface definition languages
(IDLs) have been developed (e.g. CORBA/IDL [11]).
So, trading is currently IDL-based. This means that the
foundation of trading is answering questions of the
kind: “)LQG� PH� D� VHUYLFH� WKDW� FRQIRUPV� WR� WKH
IROORZLQJ� VHUYLFH� W\SH� DQG� KDV� WKH� IROORZLQJ
DWWULEXWHV”.

�����&RPSRQHQW�7UDGLQJ

The foundation of current trading is not sufficient for
component trading because of its syntactic nature. A
semantically rich trading is necessary. In order to
establish this a concise definition of components is
necessary. In the literature the notion of components is
quite overloaded. There are a number of different
definitions with subtle differences (see [12] for a
comparison of a number of them). A clear definition is
important in order to determine the set of
characteristics that are significant for the description of
component and subsequently for component trading.
The following definition seems to be both clear and
concise: “$� VRIWZDUH� FRPSRQHQW� LV� D� XQLW� RI
FRPSRVLWLRQ� ZLWK� FRQWUDFWXDOO\� VSHFLILHG� LQWHUIDFHV
DQG� H[SOLFLW� FRQWH[W� GHSHQGHQFLHV� RQO\�� $� VRIWZDUH
FRPSRQHQW� FDQ� EH� GHSOR\HG� LQGHSHQGHQWO\� DQG� LV
VXEMHFW�WR�FRPSRVLWLRQ�E\�WKLUG�SDUWLHV.” [12]. This has
a number of implications, which establish the
inappropriateness of current trading as the basis for the
component trading facility. Because current trading is
insufficient to capture all the aspects of a component
as these are identified through the definition.
According to the definition a software component is a
unit of composition� with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. This
implies first that the basis of trading should be
component descriptions and some notion of
“component conformance”2. Second, if interface
definitions are seen as specifications of interaction

                                                
2 The definition of component type conformance should incorporate the
notion of substitutability in a way analogous to that of type
conformance. A prerequisite for the definition is the definition of
component types.

contracts between two parties, then IDL-based trading
seems to cover the contractually specified interface
requirement. On the other hand, if a notion of contract
as the one described in [13], which specifies not only
the interaction interface between the parts, but also the
obligations and benefits for each part is adopted. Then,
it requires interfaces to be extended to include
assertions like pre-/post-conditions and invariants. This
sense of contract raises serious doubt on the
appropriateness of current trading. It should be also
noted that the application of this notion of contracts in
a component-oriented model is not straightforward.
Finally, context dependencies include the events that
the component produces and consumes, its
relationships with other components and its state
information that needs to be exposed to its clients.
Making context dependencies explicit implies that the
component definitions should include constructs to
allow their expression. There are already attempts
towards this direction (e.g. [14], [15]).
The next part of the definition requires that a software
component can be deployed independently and is
subject to composition by third parties. The
independent deployment of components could be
considered as a consequence of the previous
requirements of the definition with the addition that
context dependencies should not be as severe as to
prevent the independent deployment of the component.
The requirement for composition by third parties
though has significant implications. A third party is a
side that does not have any knowledge of both the
component’s internals and the internals of the
component’s clients [12]. This means that the
components involved should provide sufficient
information about their functionality in order to be
composable. This poses a serious challenge on current
trading techniques, since it requires semantic
information about the components’ behaviour.
“8QIRUWXQDWHO\��«EHKDYLRXU� RI�PHWKRGV� LV� FOHDU� RQO\
E\� H[SODQDWLRQ� RU� GRFXPHQWDWLRQ�� DQG� WKHUHIRUH
VXVFHSWLEOH�WR�PLVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�DQG�PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJ�
«&25%$�>,'/@�SURYLGHV�RQO\�WKH�V\QWD[«�VHPDQWLFV
DUH� LPSOLFLW�DQG�XQHQIRUFHG” [15]. So, current trading
is not sufficient as the basis for component location
mechanisms, because: “$Q� LQWHUIDFH� GHILQLWLRQ
SURYLGHV� WUHPHQGRXV� OHYHUDJH� LQ� GHILQLQJ� D� FRQWUDFW
EXW� LV� LQVXIILFLHQW� IRU� IUDPHZRUNV� WKDW� VXSSRUW
VHPDQWLF� FRQFHSWV� EH\RQG� WKRVH� SURYLGHG� E\� D
PHVVDJLQJ� LQIUDVWUXFWXUH” [17], as is the case for
component software. What is needed is “7KH�LQFOXVLRQ
RI� VHPDQWLFV� «>WR@� ,'/�� LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� WKH
PHDQLQJ�RI�D� FRPSRQHQW�� LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�ZKDW� WKH
FRPSRQHQW�ZLOO�DFFRPSOLVK��DQG�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�WKH
PHWKRG¶V� LQSXWV� DQG� RXWSXWV� ” [16]. In other words
what is needed is a new kind of semantically based
trading, “semantic trading”.
“Semantic Trading” is a fundamentally different type
of trading because its foundation is answering
questions of the type: “)LQG�PH� D� FRPSRQHQW�VHUYLFH



WKDW�GRHV� WKH�IROORZLQJ”. So, the focus shifts from the
appearance (syntax) to the functionality (semantics) of
the components. In this sense it can be considered a
higher level of trading.

���$Q�$UFKLWHFWXUH�IRU�D�&RPSRQHQW�7UDGLQJ
)DFLOLW\

The component trading facility is based upon the idea
of semantic trading. Before its architecture can be
defined there are some issues concerning semantic
trading that need to be clarified.
In semantic trading the idea is to incorporate semantic
information about the components’ behaviour in the
trading process. This is achieved by supporting the
trading process with a knowledge base that contains
this semantic information. Central in the construction
of the knowledge base is the definition of an ontology
of the components’ domain. The knowledge needed for
the definition of this ontology is acquired from the
domain analysis performed during the design of the
enterprise system. In fact, if a design process like the
one described in [18] is followed, then the concepts of
the ontology are directly the concepts (types) identified
during the design and their relationships are also
directly mapped into the ontology. If the required
domain knowledge is not available from the design,
then it could be acquired through a process of reverse
knowledge engineering (see [19] for more details).
Finally, central to semantic trading is a component
description language. This language should allow the
specification of both appearance (interface) and the
behaviour of components and will also be the basis for
the expression of requests to the trader. There are a
number of component description languages already
available (for examples see [14] and [15]).

)LJXUH���&RPSRQHQW�7UDGLQJ�)DFLOLW\�$UFKLWHFWXUH�

The architecture of the component trading facility is
presented in Figure 3. Central to the architecture is the
trader. The trader receives service requests and replies
by providing the retrieved components. The requests

go through some pre-processing component. A number
of different pre-processing components allow the
trader to support a number of different formats for
expressing requests. This makes the trader more
flexible since it can support a number of different
languages for expressing requests. After the requests
have been transformed to the basic format supported,
which depends on the component description language
selected for semantic trading. Then, the requests are
forwarded to the “translator”. The “translator” is the
heart of the semantic trading process. Its aim is to
transform the requests from the component description
language into the knowledge representation language
that will provide semantic retrieval. The translation is
done using the terms of the ontology and the notion of
component conformance. The ontology is represented
by a number of relationships between its terms and
kept in a relationship service. The translation leads to
the expansion or restriction of the request in a
functionally and semantically sound way. Then, the
“translated” requests are used to retrieve the
appropriate components from the trading space. The
interface of the components plays a secondary role in
the retrieval phase. When the retrieval phase is
completed the trader has to prepare the reply for the
request. The preparation of the request reply is done
with the support of a component wrapper. The
component wrapper takes the retrieved components
and a wrapping strategy. The wrapping strategy
determines how the wrapping should be performed and
is supported by a scripting language (in the sense
described in [20]). During, the wrapping phase the
retrieved components are wrapped to support the
required interface or in more complex cases a
composition might be also created. Finally, the trading
facility returns the wrapped components to the client.
As mentioned above, the use of the component trading
facility for VES development requires the composition
of existing semantic traders. This composition involves
the exchange of knowledge between the traders and the
creation of a common ontology. The issue of
exchanging knowledge is quite central in the multi-
agent systems development and standards like KIF
[21] and KQML [22] have been developed in order to
support it.

���2SHQ�,VVXHV�DQG�'LVFXVVLRQ

From the above presentation it is clear that the use of
the component trading facility in a component
selection and composition framework exhibits a
number of advantages:
- It simplifies the application composition task since
it allows the use of domain terminology for the
description and retrieval of components.
- It increases the reliability of the code produced
through composition by making explicit the semantics
of the operation supported by components.



- It is a powerful composition framework, since it is
not limited by the appearance (interface) of the
components.
- It adds value in programming, since it can support
the domain-related constraints on the required
component.
It is also clear there are a number of open issues that
need to be covered before the framework can be fully
realised and deployed. These issues are:
- The construction of the ontology from the design
domain knowledge. In particular are specification
notations like UML sufficient to express the necessary
information? How can we automate the knowledge
extraction form the specification notation and the
ontology construction?
- The construction and use of the knowledge base.
In particular how the knowledge base is used during
the search phase and how it can drive to the
specification of the wrapping strategy?
- The definition of a component description
language. Although the analysis of the definition of
components in relation to trading provides some
insight on basic principles of such a language, current
approaches ([14] and [15]) seem to diverge. The issue
of defining a component description language remains
open.
- The definition of scripting language for the
wrapper. This raises the issue of composition
language, which is still open.
Most of these issues are of central interest to
component-oriented programming and are closely
related to its future.
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